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Lakeland All-Stars place
2nd in state tournament

Puffin' for a fixaroo
is a political science

See story on page 11

41..P ILA...daAL

All.P111G

of Labor Day parade

See Royko's column, page 3

See story on page 2
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—News In Brief
General Motors keeping quiet
on location of new Saturn plant
DETROIT ( AP ) - General Motors Corp. has held firm in its
refusal to reveal where it will build its highly touted Saturn carmaking complex, despite a flood of reports the plant was heading
for Tennessee.
Tennessee's two U.S. senators and published reports quoting
unnamed GM officials have said the $5 billion project's assembly
plant definitely will be built in Spring Hill, Tenn., but the
automaker has remained mum pending an official announcement, expected this week.
"As far as vice can tell, it's not a done deal." said Richard Cole,
Michigan Gov. James Blanchard's press secretary.
Saturn spokesman Stanley Hall on Sunday declined comment
on the Spring Hill reports. He said Saturday that the new subsidiary's corporate headquarters would be located in Michigan,
in the Detroit suburb of Troy.
Spring Hill and towns in Michigan and Kentucky had been
widely mentioned as finalists in the sweepstakes for the Saturn
factory and its 6,000 lobs. An announcement of a site was expected after GM and the United Auto Workers union agreed to a
tentative contract covering Saturn workers.
Annoucement of that agreement Friday ca e on the heels of
published reports that GM would locate th small-car plant in
Spring Hill.
Saturn Corp.. to which GM said it wou commit $5 billion, is
the automaker's attempt to use inn ative technology and
employee work rules to build a smal car that will effectively
compete with the Japanese. GM pla to build and market a line
of cars under the Saturn nameplat beginning in 1989 or 1990.
Three dozen states have court. i QM using tax inducements,
utility, rate breaks and a variety of other incentives in their bids
to lure Saturn's $3.5 billion as mbly operation.
Tennessee's Democratic U . senators, Jim Sasser and Albert
Gore Jr., announced Frida that the plant "no doubt" would be
built in Spring Hill. In Siring Hill. Mayor George Jones was
predicting boom times f• the city of 1,110 people 30 miles south of
Nashville.
"Everything is go g to go up. The economy, the population
will increase, more ()using. It-will create a lot more jobs. Taxes
will-go -up." he se .
Reaction fro -,Over states Which sought the project was a mixture of dis
figment' and refusals 'to concede' the - Plant' to
Tennessee.
"As far a we're concerned. Kentucky is still in the running until we hea otherwise," Phil Miller, deputy press secretary for
Gov. M tha Layne Collins. said when the Tennessee reports
began
rfa('ing.

-71sewhere...
11) The Associated Press

WASHINGTON" ,2-Secrelary of State' George P. Shultz, is
preparing to condemn "an overall poor record" by the Eat on
human rights under the 1975 Helsinki agreement, heads for his
first encounter with the new Soviet foreign minister, Eduard A.
'Shevardnadze.
LIMA,Peru - Amid the tightest state security ever seen for a
public figure in this Andean nation, Alan Garcia has been Installed as Peru's new president. He immediately announces plans to
ignore international pressure for austerity measures and limit
payments on Peru's foreign debt to 10 percent of the country's
exports.
KAMPALA. Uganda - Citizens are observing a 24-hour curfew
while soldiers celebrating the military's ouster of President
Milton()We go on a looting spree, rdlisacking shops and seizing
private cars. The officers who seized power suspend the constitution and close Uganda's borders.
WASHINGTON - President Reagan, back to an Oval Office
schedule 16 days after cancer surgery, says he is not troubled by
fear of a recurrence, but would step down from the presidency if
he became ill and -knew I could not fulfill the requirements."
WASHINGTON - President Reagan's embattled tax overhaul
proposal has hit another bump in the road. But opinions differ
over whether the latest obstacle further reduces chances of
passage or -will prove to be only a- minor detour.
WASHINGTON - Once acknowleged as the leading tax expert
in Congress, Wilbur D. Mills has a few choice words these days all negative - for President Reagan's tax overhaul plan.
HOUSMAN. Wis. - One slapped the ground and yelled, "Rah,
rah,•• another tried a dousing with beer, while another used a lure
of a dead fly with simulted buzzing. Each was encouraging an entry in the Wisconsin State Championship FrOg Jump to great
leaps forward.
HELSINKI, Finland - Organizers of a 10-year celebration -of
the 1975 Helsinki Accords are awaiting the international debut of
Eduard A. Shervardnadze. the Soviet Union's first new foreign
minister in almost three decades.
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CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) - Space shuttle
Challenger; _its launching
aborted 17 days ago, is ready for
another try with seven
astronauts who hope a failed
computer won't spoil their $78
million study of the sun, stars
and galaxies.
The countdown for America's
50th manned, space flight advanced smoothly toward a liftoff
at 3:23 p.m. EDT today.
The same • crew and instruments • came within three
seconds of launch on July 12, only to have the effort aborted
when a computer sensed that an
engine valve had not closed properly and commanded all three
engines to shut down.
"This is the most ambitious
scientific mission flown by any
government anywhere at any
time," NASA program scientist
Dan Spicer said.
During a week in-sna.ce, the
astronauts, five of them scientists, will operate 33,000 pounds
worth of instruments, many of
them telescopes. Spicer said the
Instruments are valued at $78
million.
They also will carry "cola
wars" to new heights as they
test specially designed cans of
Coke and Pepsi to determine
their effectivness in dispensing
carbonated beverages in
weightlessness.
The crew hopes to draw a
composite portrait of the sun,
learn how solar radiation entering Earth's atmosphere affects
the weather, probe mysteries of
the electrified gas, or plasma,
that surrounds the globe,
analyze sources of cosmic rays
and better andrstand infrared
radiation sources in our Milky
Way and other galaxies.
Another study will examine
the causes of bone demineraliztion and mineral imbalance that
occur in humans during
weightless flight.

a
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HISTORICAL MARKER DEDICATED - First Baptist Church of Murray
officially un%eiled an
histories!l marker recognizing the church's participation in the Cooperative
Program. Above. Dr.
Wendell Rone,chairman of the Kentucky Baptist Historical Society; Dr. H.C.
Chiles, pastor-emeritus of
the church; Pastor Greg Earwood; Di. Bill Marshall, executive secretary-t
rOasurer of the Kentucky
Baptist Convention and Michael Duncan, president of the Kentucky Baptist
Memorial Society, cap off a
formal dedication ceremony Sunday with the unveiling..! the marker, located
in front of the church on
4th Street.
Staff photo by Kevin Bowden

Stroup reviewing plan with others

Strategic planning would bolster
harmonious program, council says
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Cabinet Secretary -Larry Hayes
says the Collins administration
would be more responsive to
funding requests tied to a
strategic plan for the state's
public university system, rather
than "just a straight request for
dollars."
"We need to be able to say how
the dollar amounts fit in with
where we are now and where we
hope to go in the future,- said
Hayes, Gov. Martha Layne Collins' chief adviser.
The Council on Higher Education's strategic plan was
distributed to council members
and university presidents last'
week. Burns E. Mercer, chairman of the council; said that
plan would strengthen the
university system and build confidence in it among
Kentuckians.
"There's a danger in having a
disjointed system with

MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who hove not
received their, home-delivered
copy of The.Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Mor
.tclayFriday or by 3:30 p.m. Scityrday
are ufaa to coll253.1016 between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 11 p.m. Saturdays. Office Hours - 8 a.m.-5
p.m. 'Monday thru Friday, 8
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday

Tonight: Partly cloudy.
Low around 70. Light South
wind.
Tuesday: Partly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
thundershowers.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Wednesday through Friday
ealls for a chalice- of
thunderstorms each day with
near normal temperatures..

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
• 35S 5
Barkley Lake
358.5

everybody off doing his OM •
thing," said Mercer. "You wind
up wtth too many people doing
too many things. Right now, we
have a lot of people trying to dc)
.
too much."
Generally, he said in an interview last week, the council's
proposed long-term plan, which
will be open or public comment
early this fall, would be revised
annually 'and would help
measure progress within the
university system.
Many surveys over the past
two decades have recommended
Changes for the university
system, but few of the reports
have been accepted by the indiVidual
"Mercer'said.
"We need this plan to present
our goals in a meaningful
fashion," he said.
Murray State University
President Kale Stroup said, "I
think Murrhy State's own
strategic plan is well in keeping

with the broad goals (of the
proposal I
'
• •
Stroup is reviewing the proposal along with Kentucky's
other university president to
make written comments before
the final report is presented.
Among broad goals of the
84-page draft proposal are suggestions that Kentucky's university system:
- Strive for nationally
recognized programs at each
school.
- Produce at least one university nationally recognized for
scholarship and research.
- Contribute to the state's
economic development.
- Promote improvements in
the state's elementary and
secondary education systems.
Locating adequate funding is
among the major challenges
facing the system, according -to
(Cont'd on page 21

Christian County
may be spot for
'quickies weddings
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MCC CHAMPION.- Mayfield's Lanny Lancaster waves to the
gallery at the 15th hole prior to his winning the championship of
Ore Murray Country 'Club Men's Invitational on Sunday: Lan.caster. a golf and igirls basketball coach at Nlaxfield High school.
hid never won a tournament before earning the MCC crown. For
More photos and tOurnament story. see today's sports section.
Page 10.
matt phota Os llsres
'
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HOPKINSVILLE. Ky.(API The 'number of marriage
licenses issued in Christian
County rose almost 55 percent in
the first half of 1985 compared to
the same period in 1084, making
some Wonder if it has become
the state's "quickie" wedding
haven.
The request for marriage
licenses in Christian County.
located in southwestern Kentucky on the Tennessee border.
has become so great in recent
weeks that county Clerk John T.
Robertston had to get extra
licenses from other counties.
Robertson said the jump in requests for marriage licenses
here coincided with the start of anew state law a year ago. That
law did away with the requirement thht couples wait three
days from the time they apply
for a license until they are able
to get married.
Robertson said during the first
six months of 1984. 324 marriage
licenses- were issned. That
number jumped to 501 for the
s,ame period in 1985. A total of
.769 marriage licenses were
issued in 1984, compared to 633
In
n1h
T9e
83clerk said it is relatively.
easy to get married in Kentucky
now after the state repealed the
blood test requirement three
years azo and then-last vette did

•
)

L•,

• — •)-•

.

away with the waiting period.
Robertson said many Fridays
find several couples in the courthouse applying for their mar-.
riage licenses or waiting to be
married by Judge-Executive
Frank Gary.
"In a good many of the cases.
they'll fill out the license, go
across the hall and have the
judge marry them. It's done in
15 minutes," he said.
Omar Greeinan. registrar. of
vital statistics with the state
Cabinet for Human Resources,
said requests for marriage
licenses also are up statewide,
although he had no specific
figures.
"I used to get one or two calls
a year from people out-of-state
wanting to know if they can
come here and get married.
Now I average three or' four
calls a month." Greeman said. •
Christian County, because -of
fts close proximity to the Fort
Campbell Army post; always
has a larger number of people in '
their late teens or early twenties, Greernan said. contributing
to the rise in marriage license .•
requests.
- .
Also, Christian County
borders on Tennessee, which
had a blood test requirement until July 1. Tennessee's $26 fee for
a marriage license is $4 higher
than Christian'County's.
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Paducah voted home of state's official Labor Day parade
to establish Paducah as home of
the "official Labor Day parade
for the state."
Traditionally, this western
Kentucky city has hosted one of
the state's largest parades. The
10th annual parade here is set
for Sept. 2.
The festivities, which also
feature a flea market and pic•
nic, are sponsored by the
Parade Committee.
"We're a non-profit organization founded for the purpose of
promoting and Celebrating
Labor Day," Dowdy explained.

The Kentucky AFL-CIO has
made Paducah the state's official Labor Day parade site.
"I think this should make the
parade larger and more successful," said Glenn Dowdy.
president of the Western Kentucky Labor Day Parade
Committeet
"Hopefully, we will get some
increased partiCipation, with
floats and other entries from
across the state.••
The state labor federation's
executive board voted recently
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Dowdy, who is also financial
secretary of the West Kentucky
AFL-CIO Area Council, added
that the Committee is still
soliciting donations to help fund
the parade and the picnic.
The Labor Day. program also
includes a $500 college scholarship for a high school senior
band member marching in the
parade.
The name of one participating
band will be drawn at random;
the scholarship winner will ibe
picked by the school.
This is a good way to thank a

musician for putting forth an effort on a hot day to make the
parade a success."
Dowdy said fie hopes to have
"at least 10 good floats in this
year's parade. We also want to
try to have more candy and
giveaway items for the kids."
He said that generally parade
themes have stressed buying
American-made products.
"We think that this parade
and picnic is a_ reflection of
labor's involvement in the community and its efforts to strive
for better living conditions

CJeans! Jeans! Jeans! Jeans! Jeans! Jeans. e
co
=
co

within the whole community."
Dowdy ,stressed that the procession is more than a union
parade.

•

like to be involved in the parade
or picnic.
"We'd welcome band boosters
or other organizations that
would Ike to set up games or
booths."
More information about the
parade may be obtained by
telephoning Dowdy atk554-3854.

"We are also soliciting local
participation from all areas.
We'd like to hear from anyone
and any organization who would

Investigation continues
in Uncle Jeffs burglary

Burglars entered the building
through the roof and broke into
two safes inside the store, taking

an undetermined amount of
cash and drugs. No arrests have
been made in the burglary.
In a separate incident, Joseph
O'Bryon, of Coldwater Road in
Murray, was arrested this
weekend and charged with
disorderly conduct and terroristic threatening.
O'Bryon, 37, is currently being
held in the Calloway County
Jail..

Graves County Sheriff Burl
Youngblood reports that Kyle
Jacob, 27, Hickory, and Ray
Gene Bobbett, 23, Hickory, are
lodged in the Graves County jail
on charges of criminal attempt
to commit burglary in the third
degree at the Hancock Best Way
Market in Kaler.
Youngblood received a call at
2:30 a.m. Saturday that a night
watchman at Hancock's saw someone using a sledgehammer
to break in the grocery's rear
wall. The subjects left the scene
when Youngblood arrived.
Youngblood found their car, a
1970 Buick, whose tread matched a mold the sheriff had from a
previous break-in and the tracks
left at Hancock's.
State police Trooper Roger
Simon and Your
0310n1 watched
-Ithe car until Jacob returned to

the vehicle at 4:50 a.m. at which
time Youngblood arrested him.
Simon later picked up Bobbett
at 5:30 a.m. as Bobbett was
walking along the highway.
Through the investigation
Saturday, Jacob and Bobbett
were found to have been involved in two break-ins at Spalding
Grocery on Highway 121 north,
occurring July 13 and earlier on
Saturday morning.
Items found in their car also
implicated Jacob and Bobbett in
a break-in at Mid South Construction Company on July 11.'
They will each be served three
felony warrants today for their
alleged involvement in those
three break-ins.
Graves County Chief Deputy
Bill Joiner and State Trooper
Jim Bell assisted in the Saturday investigation.

Uncle Jeff's department store
off U.S. 641 in Murray was
burglarized sometime Friday
night or early Saturday morning, according to the Murray
Police Department, which is
currently investigating the
incident.
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NOW 9.99

Pre-School Boy*

Husky for School-Age Boys

NOW 13.99

Ong 14 00

Stonewash/Sch. Age Boys

School-Age Boys

NOW 12.99

NOW 14.99

Ong 22 00

Str. Leg for Sch. Age Boys

Prep Boys

NOW 12.99

Ong 'b 00

NOW 13.99
Pre-School Boys

Prep Boys
Ong 20 00

NOW 9.99

(Cont'd from page I)

NOW 13.99

the draft plan.
"It is clear that it is becoming
increasingly difficult for the
commonwealth to fund adequately the system of public institutions as it presently exists,"
the draft said. "The shortfall in
systemwide funding reduces the
effectiveness of academic
programs."
Unless special efforts are
made, the draft said, Kentucky
can expect a 10 percent overall
decline in education enrollment.
In the past 25 years, the draft
said, Kentucky's universities
have changed dramatically.
Enrollment, for example, climbed from 26,000 to 113,000. Four
former teacher schools now administer master's degree programs, a third law school has
been started, 13 community colleges have been established and
a private doctoral university has
been absorbed by the system.

Pre-School Girls

Pre-School Girls

NOW 11.99

Ong 15.00

NOW 11.99
School-Age Girls

School-Age Girls

NOW 13.99

Ong 20 00

, NOW 13.99
Men's Rigid Bt. Cut/Str. Leg

Junior High

Now 18.99

Girls

Ong 25 00

NOW 13.99
Men's Prewashed Str. Leg

nno7:!,

Prewashed

NOW 15.99
sk

Juniors

NOW 16.99

Ong 25 00

NOW 18.99

Gi
Girls
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l
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NOW 10.50

Trailer fire reported
in Hardin eommunit)
According to the Marshall
County Sheriff's Office, a mobile
home belonging to Linda Mills,
Hardin Route 1, was completely
destroyed by fire at 10:30 p.m.
Saturday.
Wanda Williams, a firefighter
with the Fairdealing-Olive Fire
Department, said that 12
firefighters, along with two
trucks and a tanker, were at the
scene when the sheriff's officers
arrived.
Marshall County Sheriff's
Deputy Charles Smith investigated the fire at the trailer
located on Highway 162 in the
Olive community.
Neither the Sheriff's Office or
the fire department have determined a cause for the fire.
Spokesmen did not know if Ms.
Mills was at home when the fire
broke out.

Senate President Pro Tern Joe
Prather, D-Vine Grove, believes
the General Assembly will be
able to give more attention to
higher education in itsnext session, to begin in January.

Plain PocketsR
Husky for School-Age Boys

However, fashioning an efficient plan for the system on the
floors of the House and Senate
may be difficult because of the
universities' regional loyalties.
The council will present a formal proposal to the Collins administration after revising the
draft with suggestions from the
public hearings.
There will be a public hearing
at Murray State on Aug. 19 at 2
p.m. Stroup said she encourages
everyone to attend.

Planning...

"If economic growth continues and the dollars are
available, it makes sense to turn
to higher education. There are
certainly needs that have not
been dealt with," Prather said.

NOW 10.49

13.99
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CHOOSE YOUR FAVORITE POSE

Men's Rig. Over/Boot Cut

Str. Leg for Sch. Age Boys

Ong .,n,

11.99
Men's Prewashed Str. Leg
0,,c; .
NOW 13.99

NOW 9.75
Prep Boys
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Introductory Special!
New mini-wallet portrait
combination offer*

NOW 11.25

795

one pose special
one 5z 7. 4 wallets
12 mini-wallets

•Choose one of these specie! offers

.Pre-School Boys

Now 7.50

Men's Rigid Straight Leg
Ong 16-00

*]=1 6

NOW 11.99 i
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JCPenney -

Store Hours:
, Mon -Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m. .
Sun. 12:30-5:30 p.m.

r.
I Limited time offer!

.

.

Prices Effective Mon,-Sun.

,
I

I

95 buys*

39

four flz 10s. tour 5.74. 16 wallets.
4$ rnInl-wallels* • Offer good wilth
• ,
•
this coupon only •

I
I

I

954tor an8x10*
portrait from any pose I
•Offer good wit h this coupon only
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Murray, Ky. 42071
Office: 759-1400
Catalog: 759-4080
,

Aug. 1-3 '
Thurs. 12 noon-4 p.m., 5-8:30 p.m. Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
Fri. 9 a.m.-1 p.m., 2-5 p.m.
Office:
759-1400
Sat. 9 a.m.-1 p.m., 2-5 p.m.
Catalog: 759-4080
4
INoset.]
Present this ad at time of sitting for special offer.
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Spots and floaters in the eye
Floaters are more
Looking at the sky
common in people
on a sunny day, I
over the age of 50,
see specks before
my eyes. Should I be after injury or
surgery to the eye,
concerned?
and in people who
are nearsighted.
In bright light,
many people see
For most people,
black spots, lines,
floaters are not a
flies, spiders, hairs, problem. Although
or,pecks of dust.
the spots are always
These are called
there, it is easier to
floaters.'
see them under cerFloaters are not
tain-conditions.
imaginary. They are Floaters are most
caused by real spots easily seen against
in the vitreous (jelsolid colored,
ly) of the eye. Most brightly-lit
of the inside of the
backgrounds, such
eye is filled with
as a clear sky on a
clear gel and little
sunny day or a well spots or opaque
lighted drafting
areas-in the gel cast table. At other
shadows on the
times, in a dimly
retina. This prolighted room, for exduces the sensation ample, the floaters
of spots.
may not be evident.

Floaters that do
not change over the
years are nothing to
be alarmed about.
They are result of a
gradual deterioration and liquification
of the vitreous col
lagen. The slow
deterioration leads
to condensation or
thickening of the gel
and casts shadows
on the retina.
Floaters that have
not been visible
before, but appear
as a sudden shower,
are a significant
symptom and shouhi
not be ignored.
When there is a sudden shower of new
floaters, people
sometimes think

there is dust on their
glasses, or
something on the
windshield of their
car, or they may
reach for a fly in
front of them and
find that nothing is
there. Serious
floaters may appear
as innumerable tiny
dots, rather than as
little strings, flies,
spiders, and lines.
Floaters may be
accompanied by little flickering or
flashing lights called
photopsia. Photopsia
or new floaters may
be serious. Either
could mean that
there is traction or
pulling on the retina,
and could be
associated with

retina holes or
retina detachment.
Anyone who has a
sudden onset of
floaters, especially if
they are accompanied by flickering
lights, should have a
very careful eye examination. Since
holes can be
detected only
through a dilated
pupil, it's important
that the
ophthalmologist examines the eye with
the pupils fully
_
dilated. Then, if
there is vitreous
detachment, pulling
on the retina, or
holes, these can be
seen.
At an early stage,
holes often can be

treated with a laser.
If the holes are not
found right away, or
if these symptoms
are neglected, the
patient may develop
detachment of the
retina. At that point,
an operation is.
necessary to cOrrect
the condition.
Very rarely does a
person with benign
floaters require
surgery. Vision
generally remains
good, although
floaters can be annoying to people who
have a lot of them.
In fact, no treatment
is recorrimended
generally; people
seem to get used to
them and learn to
a
t idmju
est
oto them with

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

Especially To Us
IIR

August Health Calendar
Health Express
The hospital's health unit will
be offering free:
(*) blood pressure checks
V') pulmonary funtion testing
(***) anemia testing
(*.—) diabetes screening

August 20, Tuesday
'Lynn Grove (*) (**)
9:00 a.m. 11:00 a.m.
Crawford's Service Station
*Coldwater (*) (**)
1:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ

August 21, Wednesday

at its stops during August. It is important to fast two hours before diabetes
testing to achieve accurate results.

•Hamlin (*) (**) (Dental Exams)
9:00 a.m. 11:00 a.m.
Parrish Trailview Grocery

Colo-rectal cancer screening kits are
available on the Health Express at all
stops for a $4.00 charge. The test is to
be completed at home and mailed to
the hospital laboratory for
examination.

In addition to routine tests, Dr.
Michael Ridley,.oral surgeon, will be
conducting free examinations of the
mouth for cancer.

On August 21, Dr. Michael Ridley, oral
surgeon on the MCCH Medical Staff,
will be conducting free dental exams.

August 1. Thursday

*Murray (*) (hearing)
1 .00 p.m. 3:00 p.m.
Ellis Center

*Canton (*) (**)
9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
Lakeview One Stop
•Murray
.4•1 (**)
1:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
Duncan's Market (Hwy. 9.4 E.)

August 27, Tuesday

August 6, Tuesday
*Murray (*) (****)
10 a.m. 12 p.m. and 1 p.m
Douglas Center

August 22, Thursday

3 p.m.

August 7, Wednesday
•Kirksey (*) (**)
9:00 a.m. 11:00 a.m.
Old School Yard
•Stella (*) (**)
1:00 p.m. 3:00 p.m
Stella Grocery

August 8, Thursday
•Como (•) (***) (****)
9:00 a.m. 11:00 a.m
Super Saver
•Bell City (*) (**)
1:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
Vickers' Grocery

August 13, Tuesday
'Dresden (•) (.•-•)
9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
Court Square
•Palmersville
(**)
1:00 p.m. 3 p.m. ,
Weakley Co. Branch Barik

August 14, Wednesday

•Murtay (•) (*••).(*•*)
9 a.m. 12p.m. and 1 p.m. 3 p.m.
Court Square

Augusi
•Benton (*) (*')
9:00 a.m. 12:00 p.m_
Lakeland Wesley Village
•Aurora (') (**)
1:00 p.m, 3:00 p.m.
Btuegrass•Country Festival Barn

'Fancy Farm (*) (**)
9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
Behind Fancy Farm Bank
•Lowes (*) (**)
1:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
Reisner's Grocery

August 28, Wednesday
•Murray (*) (**)
9 a.m.-12 p.m. and 1 p.m.-3 p.m.
Central Shopping Center

August 29, Thursday
'Golden Pond V) (***) (****)
9 a.m. 11 a.m & 1 p.m. 3 p.m
Visitor Information Center

CPR Classes

Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR),
a life-saving technique that stimulates
circulation and provides artificial
breathing in emergency situations and
takes only three sessions to learn at
the training progratt provided by the
American Red Cross. Call 753-1421 to
pre register.
Date: Aug. 19, 21, and 22
Time: 6:30 p.m.
p m
Place: MCCH Third Floor Classroom

Bereavement
Support Group
Weekly group meetings for anyone ex
periencing.grief from a recent 4oss. -in-.
formal groups sessions include sharing
time and .discussion of the grief
process.
Date: Every Wednesday
Time. 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
Place: MCCH Third Floor Classroom

1.14,t

Who's who in health care
The word doctor can have many meanings, but the
words
pathologist, dermatologist and cardiologist can have only
one
meaning. Becasue the family doctor may no longer be
the sole
provider of your medical care and advice, it is helpful
to be
familiar with these and other medical specialities.
Most of these specialties are represented by members
of the
'MCCH Medical Staff and are available here in Murray
to
serve your health care needs.
For a complete listing of your local doctors, their
office locations and telephone numbers, call the MCCH Public
Relations
office at 753-5131 extension 338.

ler

Here is a glossary of medical specialties:
• Allergist - Diagnoses and treats allergies
such as asthma,
hay fever, eczema and certain skin disorders.
• Anesthesiologist Administers anesthesia and
monitors vital
functions to permit safe and painless surgery.
•• Cardiologist Specializes in diseases of the heart
and
circulatory system.
Dermatologist- Specializes in diseases of the skin.
• Emergency Medicine Specialist Evaluates and stabilizes
and treats life and limb threatening illnesses and
injuries.
• Family Practitioner Provides comprehensive
health care
for all members of a family, regariztless of
age or sex, on a
continuing basis.
• 6astroenterologist • Specialires in diseases of the stomach
and intestinal track.
• Gynecologist Treats the female reproductive
system.
• Hematologist -.Specializes in blood disorders.
• Internist - Specializes in internal medicine;
diagnoses and
treats diseases in adults.
ist - Specializes in structure and function of the
Pg
kidneys.
Neurologist - Specializes in disorders of the nervous System.
• Obstetrician - Treats women during and immediately
after
their pregnancies.
Oncologist . Specializes in cancer and tumors.
• Ophthalmologist - Specializes in diagnosis and
treatment Of
diseases of the eye.
• Oral Surgeon Specializes in dental surgery.
• Orthopaedic Surgeon - Specializes in preventative
and
corrective surgery of bone disorders and treats problems
of
the bones, joints, muscles, ligaments and tendons.
• Otolaryngologist - Specializes in the function and
diseases of
the ear, nose and throat.
• Pathologist - Specializes in the diagnosis of disease
by
microscopic examination of surgically removed tissue or
by
gross observation of the body's organs.
• Pediatrician - Treats infants and children, usually
until the
age of sixteen.
• Plastic Surgeon • Restores and repairs external physical
defects by using bone and tissue grafts.
• Psychiatrist - Treats people with mental and emotional
ciifficulties.
• Radiologist Diagnoses and devises treatment plans
using
radiation.
• Surgeon Specializes in surgery, the branch of medicine
dealing with operations to correct defects, repair, and
diagnose and cure diseases.
• Urologist - Specializes in the urinary system, including
the
bladder and kidneys in both sexes and the male
reproductive system.
• Vascular Surgeon • Specializes in surgical repair and
bypass of diseases Of arteries and circulation.
• Specialists available in Murray
•• Specialist joining the MCCH Medical Staff in Septembe
r
1985.

Make Today
Count
A support group for any person experiencing a life-threatening illness.
Family members are welcome also.
Date: Second and Fourth Friday of
each month
Time: 10:00 a.m.
Prace: MCCH Private Dining Room

Stroke
Support Group

An organizational meeting to develop a
support group for persons who have
experienced a stroke Date: September 16, 1985
Time: 6:00 p.m.
Place: MCCH Private Dinning Room

Living With
Diabetes

Weekly meetings for diabetics and
their families. Topics: Medications,
hypoglycemia, hyperglycemia, urine
and blood checks, and personal health
habits. conducted by a registered
nurse.
Date: Every Tuesday
Time: 2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Place: MCCH Third Floor Classroom

Diet and
Diabetes

Weekly meetings for diabetics and
their families. Topics: Nutrition,
preparing foods, sweeteners, fiber,
eating out, exercising. Conducted by a
registered dietitian.
Date: Every Wednesday
Time: 2:00 p.m. 3:00 p.m.
Place: MCCH Third Floor Classroom

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 753 - 5131

Heat stroke
Although Murray
and Calloway Coun
tians have been experiencing
unseasonably cool
temperatures of
late, periods of very
hot weather still can
be expected before
the summer is over.
This can be
dangerous, especial
ly to older people,
warns Dr. Dan
Miller, an internist
on the Murray
Calloway County
Hospital's medical
staff.
"Older people are
primary victims of
heat waves," he
noted. "A recent
study of the 1980
heat wave, which
resulted in more
than 10,000 heat
related fatalities, in
dicated heatstroke
rates in persons 65
or older to be 12 to
13 times higher than
the rate for the re
mainder of the
population."
A cornerstone of
prevention is atten
tion to the early
warning signs of
heat illness, he said
Most people feel
hot and uncomfor
table during hot
weather, and many
notice a lack of
energy or loss of ap
petite. These are
mild signs, Miller
emphasized, and
unless they get
worse or last for
many days, there is
no reed to be
alarmed.
• Other signs.. however. are more
serious, and they
include.
Dizziness, rapid'
heartbeat, nausea
throbbing headache.
dry skin (no
sweating), diarrhea,
chest pain, great
weakness breathing
pr,oblems, mental
changes, vomiting
and cramps..
•
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-Should you ex
For best results ana
perience any of
comfort, water
these serious signs,
temperature should
seek a doctor's adbe around 75 degrees
vice or other
F.—cool 'rather than
medical help as soon cold.
as possible," he
—Water. Because
said.
evaporation of
Vulnerable people
moisture from .the
quickly are worn
skin is the founda•
down under these
tion of the body's
conditions, Miller
cooling system,
pointed out, and
large amounts of
techniques that
• water are lost to
reduce heat stress
sweat in hot
can mean the dif•
weather. Yet, most
ference between life
people do not drink
and death,
enough liquids. The
Miller then listed a solution is to drink
few of the most •
often, in reasonable
generally followed
amounts, and to
techniques for
.
drink more than is
preventing heat
needed simply to
stress:
satisfy thirst.
--Spend as much
—Clothing. Wear
time as possible in
as little clothing as
the coolest possible
possible when in
surroundings—
doors. Lightweight,
whether it's a cooler
loose-fitting clothing
room in the
house'
is more comfortable
an air-conditioned
and does not in
church, relief center
terfere with
or publicfacility. In
evaporation. Use a
dividuals Who par
" hat, parasol,
or urnticularly are
brella to protect the
vulnerable to heat
head and neck from
including older
sun outdoors.
persons—should
—Cooking and
keep at least one
Eating. Avoid major
room of the house
cooking during the
cool, where they can
hotter part of the
take refuge from the
day. The amount of
worst of -the heat.
heat generated by a
--Cooling with
kitchen stove can be
fans. Inside a room, substantia
l. It's
fans -shoutirbe plac
safer and more corn
ed on a table or on
fortable/o prepare
the floor. When plac
meals during the
ed in a window, a
•cooler portion of the
fan can be used to
day.
draw cool air into
--Salt and alcohol.
the house at night
Check with a doctor
Attic fans play an
before increasing
important role in
the amount of salt in
keeping attic
the diet during hot
temperature's at a
weather. Do not take
reasonable level,
salt taLlets without a
This can make
doctor's advice.
.
substantial dif
Avoid alcohol entire
ference in the
ly during heat
temperature of the
waves. It can cause .
rooms.below.
the body to loose im
Baths
and
portant water and
showers. Cool baths
put. a strain on the
or showers provide
heart. Alcohol is a
-amazing relief-from
drug, and ii can
the heat. Cool water
seriously interfere
removes excess
with body's ability to
body heat 25 times
light the heat..
faster than cool air
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royko says

by mike royko

Another spending fix?

,
f•

Pessimists are saying the
American economy is heading
for a recessiQn as early as
next year. Optimists are saying that slower growth signifies only a pause as business
and consumers defer spending
in linticipation of lower interest rates, lower oil prices, and
lower tax rates. Either way,
this hardly seems the time for
the tax increase some in Congress are pushing privately as
the only possible road to deficit reductions.
Unemployment in June remained steady at 7.3 percent
for the fifth consecutive
month. That translated to 8.4
million Americans looking for
jobs that don't yet exist. California's generally robust economy failed to provide employment for 7.8 percent of the
state's work force in June. up
from 7.1 percent in May and
7 7 percent in June 1984.
Growth rates have been
similarly disappointing this
year.- First quarter growth
was an anemic .3 percent. The
second quarter saw a rebound
to a, modestly healthy 3 percent. but aggregate growth
this year is still running at a
lackluster rate of 1.7 percent.
There are other signs of weakCorporate profits are
down. the nation's trade deficit is running at record highs.
and the troubled manufacturing sector continues to lose
ground.
Let the economists argue
about whether these are portents of a 1986 recession or
merely a predictable pause
after the 1983-84 boom. Our
guess is the latter but there is
room for honest debate.. The
point is that a tax hike now
could only make a weakening
economy weaker still.
A fax increase that took
money out of consumers'
pockets would diminish demand and slow economic activity accordingly. New taxes
on corporations would mean

less capital available for
growth-promoting investment.
In both cases, fewer new jobs
would be created for the more
than 8 million Americans who
have yet to share in the benefits of the economic upturn
that began at the end of 1982.
Ironically, a tax hike intended to shrink the deficits
would be more likely to increase them. If the pessimists
are right and recession awaits
next year, adding the extra
burden of new taxes could
only deepen the recession.
And, inasmuch as deficits typically grow during recessions,
a more severe recession
would produce a deficit to
match. If, conversely, the optimists are right, a tax increase would at the very least
risk choke off the growth that
is actually shrinking the deficits in real terms — i.e.. as a
percentage of gross national
product.
All this seems so obvious
that one must suspect a covert, or at least subliminal,
motive to explain Congress's
itch to reach out and tap
someone. For a mammoth
hint, recall the gnashing of
teeth and anguished sighs on
Capitol Hill as members of
Congress recently struggled to
cut tens of billions of dollars
from future budgets.
The fact is. that Congress
would rather spend than cut.
That is why the deficit is so
large today. By the end of fiscal 1985, federal spending will
have increased 41 percent
since 1981. The economy will
have grown only 34 percent
over the same period. So, despite four tax hikes totaling
$530 billion, the deficits remain huge.
Another tax hike would risk
making the deficits larger still
while giving a weak-willed
Congress what it craves but
must not have: Another fix to
feed the spending addiction.

looking back
Ten years ago
Local officials are pictured inspecting the new tennis courts
adjacent to Murray High School.
They include Maurice of Murray
Board of Education: Jo Crass
and H. Ed Chrisman of Murray
City Council. • Murray Mayor
John E. Scott and Murray High
School Principal Eli Alexander.
Lisa Jones. Jenne Pool, Jan
Outland, Janie Flora and Kelly
Williams of Murray High School
were among 170 junior and
senior high school students from
throughout K-Pntucky who participted in the 17th annual Kentucky Association Student Council's Leadership Workshop at
Georgetown College. July 13 to

7 7—

Mike Perpich, a member of
.Golf Team of Murray State
University. won the championship of 16th 'annual Murray Invitational Golf Tournament
played at Murray Country Club.
.Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles (Buddy Greer. June 26, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Gary Beshear, July 5,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Taylor. July 10.
Twenty years ago
The Murray Little League All
Stars vaulted into the state tournament when they downed
Henderson 6 to 3 at Henderson
on July 27. Randy Oliver was pitcher and Danny Osborn was cat-

cher for the Murray team.
Debbie Galloway, Judy Kelso,
Gail Smith, Lynn Dunn, Kent
Mccuiston, Kathy Lovett, Karen
Alexander, Frances Lee, Craig
Calhoun, Ken Miller, Pat Scott,
Debbie Calhoun, Kathleen
Madrey, Suzette Evans and
Suzanne Evans, all of Calloway
County, won honors at WeSern
4-H,Camp at Dawson Springs.
"Met Harold Hurt over in
Judge 'Miller's office yesterday
with Waylon Rayburn. Hurt
plans to join Waylon in the practice of law," from column,
"Seen 8z Heard Around Murray"
by James C. Williams.
Thirty years ago
Polio vaccine for Callgway
County has arrived, accordirig
to R.L. Cooper, administrator of
Calloway County Health Center.
The vaccine is tor children who
have already rkeived one shot
of the Salk vaccine and are due
to receive the second shot.
Three Murray business firms,
Tolley's Food Market, Dixie
Cleaners and Jones. Produce,
were broken into the night of July 27: however little money was
reported missing.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. P.B. Hinman,
July 27.
Pvt. Jack E. Williams is serving with 4th Infantry Division of
U.S.*Army in Germany.

Puttin in ,a fixaroo
is a political science
I had already suspected that
Alaska. because it is so distant,
sparsely populated and young,
might be a little backward. But I
didn't think that it was
downright retarded.
What other conclusion can a
person reach, though, after
hearing about the biggest
political scandal in that state in
many.years?
There's a serious effort being
made in the Alaska state Senate
to impeach the governor, Bill
Sheffield.
Senate committee hearings
will be televised statewide in
evening prime-time hours so
everybody can watch.
And what terrible thing has
the governor done to be
threatened with impeachment?
OK, brace yourself and I'll tell
you.
It seems that the governor is
suspected of having done a favor
for a political supporter. The
governor or an aide arranged
for the state to lease some office
space from a group that included the supporter.

"Strange? It's more than that,
it's un-American. Every president we ever had did favors for
friends, except maybe Nixon,
who didn't have any. And ever
senator, every governor, every
big-city alderman, every two-bit
suburban politician. Have you
ever really thought about why
we have so many people holding
elective office in this country?"
We do seem to have a lot of
them.

I hope that I did not put
anyone into shock.
I mentioned the Alaska affair
to Slats Grobnik, who is a student of political matters, and he
, said:

"We have more of thern than
any country on Earth, or in the
history of the world. Every
state, 'city, rinky-dink town,
every suburb, every township,
every county — they all, have
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people running for office. There
are school boards, sanitary
boards, planning boards. And
there are elected judges and
elected clerks and bailiffs and
even elected dog catchers and
truant officers in some burgs.
We have hundreds of thousands
of politicians holding one kind of
office or another. We have a glut
of politicians. And there's one
main reason for it."
What is that?
"Because down in their
hearts, most people want to
have clout, to have pull, to get
the edge, to put in the old fixaroo. So, the more politicians
who get elected to office, the better the odds that you, me or the
next guy will know one of them.
And that makes us feel like insiders, like we have clout, like
we can put in the fix, which is an
important part of the American
dream."
But reformers say that is not
the right way.
'Yeah, and that's why most
reformers are chronic losers.
Reformers come along and say:
-"We're going to throw all the old
crooks out.' You know what that
does? That scares a lot of people. Makes them insecure. A guy
might be an old crook, but at
least he's an old crook that you
know and trust."

GOR A1FV'Tr
eisisteassitit Inas.. Inc

"Nah. What probably happened is that somebody was just
upset that he didn't get a favor
from the governor, so he blew
the whistle. Most whistleblowers are just guys who don't
know the combination to the
sate."
But what if the Alaska attitude
spreads.
"Then the country would collapse. Take Illinois and Chicago.
If we impeached everybody who
did a favor for a supporter, we
wouldn't have anybody left in
public office. We'd have anarchy. Even worse, we wouldn't
have nobody marching in the St.
Patrick's Day parade. And then
we'd wind up with the worst kind
of people holding office."
What kind?
"Ingrates. You get ingrates
running a society, and that leads
to revolutions. That's why the
French chopped off all those
royal heads, and why the Russians knocked off the czar. They
didn't like ingrates."
Well, maybe the Alaskans will
see the error of their,ways.
"I doubt it. People who eat
whales raw have a long way to
go.7
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To The Editor:
In learning about the MurrayCalloway County Telethon, that
is to be produced by the Murray
Civitan Club, Murray Cablevision and Calloway County High
School, I feel compelled to write.
The 26 mentally and/or
physically handicapped adults
who attend our center daily will
benefit from the telethon along
with the many other handicapped individuals who reside in
our community. Since our
center does not receive any funding from the annual Paducah
Telethon that is aired each fall,
the efforts of these organizations
are deeply appreciated. All proceeds from the telethon will remain in Calloway County.
The Civitans have pledged
their support to help W.A.T.C.H.
obtain a much needed bus with
wheel chair lift to arrive this
fall. In addition, with the center
filled to near capacity, funds for
expansion are needed.
In the past, our community
has responded to our need in an
overwhelmingly generous way,
which will never be taken for
granted. However in order to
provide services for our handicapped, the need for continued
support is vital.
The telethon will be held on
Saturday. Aug. 10, at the
Calloway County High School
gym. Murray Cablevision will
air the telethon from 1-9 p.m. on
Channels 34 and 28. Radio Station W.S.J.P. will air the
telethon live until 4:30.
It is my hope that the people of
Murray and Calloway County
will respond in their usual kind
and supportive way.
Sincerely,
Peggy Williams
Executive Director
W.A.T.C.H.
Work Activities Training
Center for the
Handicapped

Well, they must have a different attitude about these
things in Alaska.

J.C) •atA1

letter to
the editor
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"I don't understand. Who do
they expect him to do a favor for
— an enemy? Or a stranger?
When people in Alaska go
Christmas shopping, do they
hand out the gifts to people they
meet on the street? If he did a
favor for a pal, that just shows
that he's normal."
Maybe they don't want him to
do favors for anybody.
"That's the dumbest thing I
ever heard of. How can you ask
intelligent, qualified people to
run for public office if they,can't
do favors for pals and
supporters?"
Yes, it does sound strange.
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'Smalls expense promises continuing fight
WASHINGTON (API — In the
world of Pentagon budgets,
where-weapons routinely cost $1
billion or more, $163 million
seems like a relatively small
amount.
But that money — and more
specifically, the weapons it
would buy — has stirred some of
the strongest opposition and
loudest debate in years on
Capitol Hill.
That's because the money
would go to produce new U.S.
chemical weapons, ending a
16-year-long moratorium and
giving President Reagan the only major weapons Congress
denied him during his first-term
Pentagon buildup.
Why do chemical weapons,
particularly nerve gas, stir such
strong emotions? After all,
while they can be lethal, a person killed by nerve gas is obviously no more dead than one
who dies from an M-16 bullet or
an artillery shell.
"It's because these weapons
seem so abhorrent, so uncivilized," said Rep. John Edward
Potter, R-Ill., in a recent
Interview,
Opponents said the United
States should.opontinue to hold
the "mbral high ground" by
refusing to build the weapons,
even though they agreed with
Reagan that the Soviets have
amassed a large and threatening stockpile while the U.S.
weapons simply grew older.
Reagan was turned down in
the House the past three years
and that position prevailed during the conference committees

created to iron out differences
between the House and Senate
bills.
But it was different this year.
First, top military and civilian
defense officials pressed their
case harder than before, taking
any and all chances to argue
that new U.S. gas weapons were
needed and were the biggest gap
in American defenses.
Even with the lobbying campaign, Porter and other opponents thought they would win.
But Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis.,
chairman of the House Armed
Services Committee, put
together a compromise package
and its numerous restrictions
were enough to pull in the needed votes and win passage.
The key requirement was that
U.S. NATO allies would have to
specifically ask that gas be produced and stored in Western
Europe, something which is
highly unlikely in the wake of
controversy over new U.S.
nuclear missile deployments
and the long memories dafing
back to World War I.
That restriction was watered
down by the conference committee to simply a requirement that
the White House tell Congress
before production that there are
contingencies plans for deployment, presumably in Europe.
But the propdial faces an
uncertain, future this week on
the House floor, where opponents remain united and
strong. They will hope to pick up
votes from supporters of the proposal who backed it only
because of the tough
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restrictions.
While Reagan seeks the new
weapons, he is also trying to
eliminate them through negotiations. It is a "two-track" approach used before in nuclear
arms control talks.
The U.S. proposal includes a
wide-ranging inspection provision that would open suspected
nerve gas production plants to
international inspection.
Until such a ban can be approved, the Pentagon says,
chemical weapons are a nasty
reality of the modern world and
should be part of the U.S.
arsenal.
Meanwhile, that reality has
caused another problem — what
to do with the aging and increasingly unstable stocks of U.S.
weapons.
The aging stockpile has caused fears of a deadly accident in
areas where the weapons are
stored, particularly near Lexington, Ky., home of the Blue
Grass Army Depot.

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
The famous Renaissance
artist-scientist'Leonardo da Vinci said many things which make
Alm quotable today.
Manor scientists would agree
with the following, one of his
more provocative comments:
Experience does not ever
err, it is only your judgment
that errs in promising itself
results which are not caused by your experience.
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BOUT
NIMALS

DR.GOTT

Kentucky Veterinary Medical Association
Summer and early
fall are the months of
outdoor activity for people and 'animals. It is
also the time when flies
are most active and
therefoie- a time to be
alert for the possibility
of myiasis, the technical
term for infestation of
animal tissue by fly
larvae.
Commonly known as
maggots, they create a
disgustingly messy infection which attacks
both pets and livestock
and can cause death if
left untreated.
It can be caused by
any of several species of
flies. In Kentucky, the
most common culprit is
"that pesky little green
fly" which sounds like a
World War II dive
bomber when it buzzes
around your yard looking for places to feed
and/or lay its eggs.
Open Wounds
The green fly has
strange tastes, it seems.
The odors from open, infected wounds, rotting
wool and fecal matter
attract it. Particularly
susceptible in pets are
areas of moist dermatitis — commonly
known as "hot spots" —
often found on dogs,

open wounds and irritated rectal tissub accompanying diarrhea. •
It only takes a second
or two for the fly to lay
its eggs in the animal
tissue andin a matter of
hours they have hatched
into maggots — little
white worms which
grow to lengths of 15
mille,meters and
sometimes longer —
feeding on the decaying
flesh until they mature
into more green flies to
keep the cycle going.
While on the animal,
they produce a toxin
which makes the animal
weak and depressed and
which, if left untreated,
can result in the death of
the host animal.
Prevention is the best
treatment. For pets,
this usually means
keeping them in an environment free from
flies, especialljr if the
pet is known to have
open skin infections. It
is a good idea to examine known wounds
daily for myiasis.
Treatment is simple
and usually successful.
especially if caught early. It consists of cleaning the infected area of
maggots, applying antibiotics for the infection

and preventing
reinfestation while the
wound heals.
On Livestock
Among livestock,
sheep seem the most
susceptible to myiasis,
through the fleece worm
or wool maggot. These
are larvae from any -of
several species of
blowflies, which are
deposited directly on the
wool, particularly under
the tail or between the
hind legs where the wool
is likely to be soiled and
damp. The odor of
fleece rot also may attract the flies in warm,
wet weather, and they
also seem attracted to
the area of the legs
where feet infested with
foot-rot come in contact
with wool:
They begin by eating
the wool but often
develop an appetite for
skin and subcutaneous
tissue and are capable
of breaking through the
skin into living tissue.
They also may attack
decaying tissue in open
wounds. These activities can be rapidly
fatal.
Again, prevention is
the best treatment. Proper tail docking, shearing, dipping and spray-

cruel Chaldeans. He
came to understand that
God is never contaminated byany of the
instruments Which He
uses in the accomplishment of His purposes, so
his faith triumphed over
every • doubt and was
equal to every emergenThe prophecy of deeply concerned
that cy. The real test of faith
Habakkuk is a dialogue thus far seemingly God is simply to trust in
God
between the prophet of had not done
anything to and then wait patiently
faith' and God. stop them from
continu- for Him to reveal His
Although he had great ing in
their will. Habakkuk's faith
faith in God, he was disobedience.
triumphed over seemgreatly perplexed by the
Habakkuk deserved ing contradiction, outinequalities of life, commendation
for riot ward appearances and
especially why God circulating his doubts every doubt.
allowed the righteous to and questions among
Habakkuk's
'suffer and the wicked to the people
Confidence
and for takgo unpunished.
ing them directly to God
Hub.3:17-19
for an answer or
Aware of the terrible
Habakkuk's
devastation that would
explanation.
Complaint
be inflicted upon the
Hab. 1:1-4
country by the invading
Habakkuk's
Chafing under what
Conviction
military forces and the
seemed to him the
famine which would
Flab. 2:2-4
divine delay in doing
Convinced that God follow the destruction of
something about the sinwould do what was right, the vineyards, orchards
ful deeds and ways of
and best, as well as and crops, along with
the people with whom he
make known His will in
was associated, HabakHis own time and mankuk went straight to God
ner, Habakkuk anin earnest prayer with
nounced that he would
the problems, doubts take
his position as a
and questions which
prayerful watchman
were on his mind. He and
await the divine
made a full declaration
revelation. His faith
of his bewilderments,
stood the test for he
intreduced the insaid: "And the Lord
teresting and vital subanswered me." God inject of unanswered
formed him that His
prayer and requested of vengeanc
e would fall
God an explanation as to
upon the people because
why he Was permitting of
their sinfulness, but
such gross wickedness
the prophet was shocked
to go unchecked and unat the announcement
punished. Habakkuk
that God intended to
frequently wept over the
allow His disciplinary
condition and conduct of
chastening to come
the people and was
through the wicked and
f

sunday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles
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ing, the use of repellants
get enormously more iron from pills ly I have no. scientific proof of this,
on open wounds and
than.. you _con_jmn
Atixt
buLas.L'utcsanis. you wilt 4igreer- we
''taggingu--.— -the use ofmore, from meat than in= vegeta- tend- tø-be mere-disease-prone in winchemically treated tags
bles or dairy products.
ter and viruses are usually spread by
which make the animal
If you are anemic because of iron direct contact. Your injury may have
Itself an insecticide —
deficiency, I advise you to take the affected your resistance in some way,
Peter
pills; they're easier and work much in the future, you might consider limall have been used to
control wool maggots.
Gott, M.D. faster than any "natural" source. You iting your visitors.
may meet your daily iron requireYour geographic tongue could have
In recent years. the
ment by eating a balanced diet, but resulted from your repeated infecmost voracious of all the
your anemia proves that your iron tions. No one knows precisely...how.
fly.. larvae — the
stores are low at present. Therefbre, geographic tongue develops As you.
.
screwworm — has been
iron pills are a much more appropri- are aware, this common but distressbrought under contrpl
ate supplement than are meats., ing condition is characterized by a
by sterilization of the fly
grains or cow's milk
tongue that looks blotchy, like a conti,itself through a United
DEAR DR. GOTT --- I had an inju- nental map....It can occur in normal
States Department of
•
ry this winter that laid me up for two
_
weeks. Then whai looked like a cold mation, particularly after the use of
Agriculture program of By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR
'GOTT
DR.
My
doctor
sore
spread horribly around my face. antibiotics It produces no conseirradiating screwworm
larvae, which resulted says I am anemic and snggested I My doctor said it looked like ,a staph quences other than universal concern
take iron pills But I've heard there infection, but it wasn't I then devel- among
its victims, who tend to be
in sterile flies, which are
two kinds of iron, and the kind in oped a sore throat that another doctor welded to
their mirrors to check out
were then turned loose pills is harder
to assimilate than said was caused by a virus; then I the reflections of
their outstretched
to mate with other flies, heme iron, which is
found in meat. I developed what one of them called tongues. I hope you have
better luck
which then did not don't eat too much meat any more. geographi
c tongue Could these have in the summer
reproduce.
but the pills are unappealing. Can I all been related' What is geographic
If you have questions about MENOThe screwworm get the necessary iron in low-fat tongue?
PAUSE, you can get answers in Dr
milk?
would attack living
DEAR READER -- .I'm not sure Gott's new Health Report on the
DEAR READER -- The iron in red that all your recent problems are
tissue, burrow deeply
subject_ Send. 75 cents plus a selfunder the flesh and meat is already in a form that can be related; at least. I hope they're not. addressed, stamped envelope w PO
used
by
the
body. However, the differ- Winters are a good time for viruses. Box 2597,
literally eat the host
Cincinnati, OH 45201 Be
ence between heme iron and pill iron We tend to be indoors more, and clos- sure
animal alive.
to ask for the Health Report on
is probably insignificant for the aver- er to each other, and this enables Menopaus
e
Seek Advice
age person. More important, you can virus infections to spread more rapid,NEWSPAPElt ENTERPRIS.F ASSN
Your veterinarian is

Iron pills are
the best idea

qualified to recommend
various ways of coping
with flies and myiasis.
Some insecticides and
repellants lose their effectiveness with
repeated use and new
ones are continually being developed. Some are
more toxic to animals
than others.
Cleanliness, 'good
sanitation practices and
observation of your
animals are the best
starting point to prevent
myiasis. Beyond that,
your veterinarian can
usually successfully
treat the condition,
especially if it is caught
early.

the taking of'the flocks
and herds, Habakkuk
joyfully expressed his
confidence and faith in
God and declared his
complete dedication to
the doing of His will. He
relied completely upon
God for the strength
which was needed to do
His will in all of life's experiences, and that is
exactly what God would
have all of uS to do.
After his remarkable
experiences with God,
Habakkuk came to the
conclusion that God was
in control of the
universe, and
regardless of what
might take place, he
would trust Him. To him
God was a perfect
remedy for fear and the
only source of real
peace and joy. Consequently, he resolved to
be true to God,
regardless of what any
others might do.

•

UK toning political muscle
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP)
The University
of Kentucky is organizing its. 56,000 alumni
across the state to combat some proposals
from the Council on
Higher Education and
rev up UK's lobbying for
the 1986 General
Assembly.
Fliers have been mailed to the alumni who
live in the state, encouraging attendance at
34 "Alumni 'Rally
Night" meetings Aug. 8.
President Otis A.
Singletary will be shown
on a videotaped
message at each
meeting and UK
representatives will

discuss a proposed
strategic plan by the
Council on Higher
Education that seeks to
streamline Kentucky's
public university
system.
Some council
members have accused
UK of "politicizing" the
plan, parts of which
have been viewed by UK
administrators as attacks against the
university.
"If the political process means you go out
and organize to promote
the interests of the
university, then we're
political," said James
0. King. 'vrce president
for administration, who

is directing the university's organizing
project.
UK has been criticized in the past, often by
alumni, for failing to
flex its political muscle
on its own behalf.
"No one has really
seen what the university
can really do," King
said, adding that he and
other UK officials are
optimistic about the
effort.
When we can
organize 34 meetings on
one night across the
state, we believe it's indicative that we do have
support among the
university's constituen-

cies across the state."
King said.
The meetings, he said,
have three goals:
— Prepare the university's lobbying program
for the 1986 General
Assembly, and to show
lawmakers "there is
grass-roots support" for
the school.
— Create the foundation for a long-term
political support
program
— Give alumni the
''best information we
can give them" about
the education council's
strategic plan and encourage alumni, to attend the council's public
hearings in mid-August.

Transplant patient's death explained
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP — Alice Brandenburg's unwillingness to
stop smoking and drinking and to take her
medicine inhibited her
recovery after becoming Kentucky's first
heart transplant patient
almost a year ago, her
surgeon said.
"It was more her own
doing. We really tried
our best to control her,
but we were not able
to," Dr. Laman Gray,
head of Jewish
Hospital's transplant
team, said Sunday.

Ms. Brandenburg, a and she died about 4
41-year-old divorced p.m. Saturday before
mother of two from she could be taken into
Louisville, died Satur- surgery, Fleming said.
day from a burst pan- Gray said the surgery
creas, which Gray said probably wouldn't have
apparently had been in- been successful because
flamed -for some time.
bf t he acute
'She readmitted pancreatitis.
herself to Jewish Friday
Ms. Brandenburg
night complaining of received her transplant
stomach problems.
Aug. 24, 1984. _
Hospital spokesman
"Her heart looked to
David Fleming said doc- be in extremely good
tors later found in- shape." Gray said Suntestinal blockage day after an autopsy.
related to the presence "Her problems weren't
of gallstones. Her condi- with her heart."
tion worsened suddenly
Ms. Brandenburg had

.1"-" Mt

been treated for
alcoholism recently.
and Gray said she had
stopped taking her antirejection medicine,
cyclosporine. She experienced a major rejection of her heart
three months ago
because she did not take
the medicine.
Gray said Ms.
Brandenburg's history
of alcoholism became
apparent during Sunday's autopsy when doctors saw the condition of
her pancreas. -
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JOIN NOW AND SAVE 50%
Cu.
nautili

Probe into allegations of
absentee-Note fraud begins
BARBOURVILLE,
Ky. (AP) — FBI officials said they are investigating allegations
of absentee-vote fraud
in five Kentucky counties, including Knox,
where 161 of 600
absentee ballots were
thrown out after the
primary election.
The FBI confirmed it
was investigating
absentee voting in
Knox. Magoffin,
Marion. Monroe and
Clinton counties.
Meanwhile, state
police said they are probing absentee balloting
in Russell and Garrard
counties, as well as conducting their own investigation in Marion
COunty.
State Police Captain
Mike Moulton, head of
special investigations
for the western half of
-Kentucky, said hp had
never seen as mueh lawenforcment activity
focused on absentee
ballots.
State election officials
say absentees spawn
disputes nearly every

. -panpoitiOsessonniasnotilandidlrisk 411Idr,

election year, especially
in poor, rural areas and
particularly when local
races are on the ballot.
Frequent ccimplaints
are that candidates or
their campaign workers
actively solicit absentee
voters, procure
absentee votes from ineligible voters or people
who ordinarily would
not vote, mark the
ballots themselves and
buy absentee votes with
money or whiskey.
Absentee ballots
sometimes account for
more than 10 percent of
the vote in some
counties.

AEROBIC & FITNESS CENTER

For Men & Women
Club NAUTILUS Aerobic-Fitness Center ;Is proud
to announce its OPENING MN" July 29th
12th St
at 1415 Olive St., Murray across from Ordway
•—
Hall.
The 1st 100 people
0
will receive 50% off our
1.club
4
annual membership fees.
NAUTILUS
13th St

To Om". O. •

1.11h S•

Membership Includes
Unlimited Use:
•Nautilus
•Lifecycles
*Aerobics Available
•Open 6 days a week

JOIN
Pre-Opening Hours:
10 a.m.-8 p.m.

4143iff.

jr,
130
.
L 1V-7'
—`
14
•Olympic Free Weights
•Universal 10 Station
•Expert Supervision
•Special Student Rates

NOW AND SAVE!

club

nautiluy-

club NAUTILUS is a part of the
Nautilus Sports-Fitness Center in
, Paducah, established in 1978.

AEROBIC & FITNESS CENTER

For Men & Women

1415 Olive St., Murray

Soars blaolls 11*.0036.14

•

11

Call 753-6515

Hog market
Federal State Market Nevis Ser....July 214 IWO
kentuck3 Purchase %re& Hug Market
Report Includes I Buying Stations
Receipt, %et. 1114 Est. 550 /garret"
A 1.1I4s LIM loser %Gas under 3410 lbs.
stead, o•er 5110 .50 to IMO loser
.4 1 2 210.240 lbs.
1,43.25 43.7)
•
Fein 44.44
1-2 Add 3141 lbs.
141.53.43.43
I 14 2 3 210 250 lbs
$42.75 43.25
I '43-4 3511 270 lbs.
141.75 42.75
3iosi• •
I
1 2 270 3.50 lbs
031.011 33.00
I 11 t I 310-450 lb..
$32.13111 $3.00
$130034344
1 I 450 MOO lbs.
1% I 3.100031) lbs.
134,0010.30
I Mt 3 1011-5410 lbs.
1131.012 32.011

111••••

bumf & Maw Thighs
4or

•

Call
753-6515
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Golf play planned;Jones scores 84
I.adies day golf will be
played at Murray Country Club on Wednesday,
July 31, with Ethelene
McCallon as hostess.
Anyone person listed
and unable to play or
persons not listed but
desiring to play should
call Mrs. McCallon at

Elizabeth Slusrneyer;
8:30 a.m. — Nancy
Schempp, Nancy
Haverstock, Linda Alexander and Virginia
Schwettman:
8:40 a.m. — Jane
Fitch. Martha Sue
Ryan, Tonda Thomas
and Carole Edwards;
753-2361.
8:50 a.m. — LaVerne
The lineup all on No. 1
Ryan, Louise Lamb,
tee Is as follows:
Mary Bell Overbey and
• X a.m. — Wilda Pur- Rebecca Irvan;
dom. Sherry Gibbs,
9 a.m. — Kesha
Billie Cohoon and Pat Sullivan, Nancy FanClaypool
drich, Faira Alexander
8:10 a.rn. — Peggy and Betty Lowry;
Shoemaker. Betty Scott,
9:10 a.m. — Inus Orr,
Judy Muehleman and Pam Mavity, Judy
Mary F Bell.
Latimer and Diane
8:20 a.m. — Rowena Villanova;
Cullom. Molly Booth,
9:2.0 a.m. — Veneta
Sadie West and Sexton. Frances Hulse,

Margaret Shuffett and
Toni Hopson;
9:30 a.m. — Jerlene
Sullivan, Evelyn Jones,
Genevieve Logel and
Betty Jo Purdom ;
9:441 a.m.
Janet
Wallis, Lula Bingham,
Frances Richey and Exle Hill;
9:50 a.m. — Edith
Garrison, Cathryn Garrott, Betty Stewart and
Madelyn Lamb;
10 a.m. — Donna Tate,
Vicki Jones, Mary
Bazzell and Becki
Wilson;
10:10 a.m. — Ethelene
McCallon, Sue Brown,
Sue Costello and Freda
Steely.
Winners for play on
Wednesday. July 24,

have been released by
Diane Villanova,'
hostess, as follows;
Evelyn Jones was
medalist with 84 and
also won for overall low
putts,
Championship . flight
— Betty- Jo Purdom,
winner, Jerlene
Sullivan, runnerup;
First flight — Evelyn
Jones, winner. Faira
Alexander, runnerup;
Second flight — Mary
Frances Bell, winner,
Ethelene McCallon.
runnerup;
Third flight —
Euldene Robinson and
Lula Bingham, tied;
Fourth flight — Tonda
Thomas, winner, Vicki
Jones, runnerup.
a

HONOLULU (AP) —
When fashion model Ivy
Gunter was ready to be
photographed in a
swimming pool, she
look off her robe.— and
then took off her leg.
The client she was
working for was aghast,
Ms. Gunter said. But,
because the photos were
to be taken above the
waist, her agent hadn't
thought it was
necessary to mention
the fact that she wore a
prosthetic leg.
While she was on location for another model-
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CINE 1&2

COCC6N
DON AMECHE
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SILVERADO
c•ntral center 753-3314

CHERI 3

For health
insurance
with oldfashioned
personal
attention,
check with
State Farm.
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FUTURE
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Trybula, David Beck,
vocalist.
The bride-elect. will be Barry Billings; Brad
escorted by her father. * Boone and Todd
Her attendants will be Mathias.
Jill Prichard, Diana
A reception will follow
Lane, sister of the bride- at the Murray Country
elect, Lauren Boone, Club.
Only out-of-town inLeslie Wilford, Becky
Brown and Linda vitations were sent. All
friends and relatives
Ransom.
The groomsmen will are invited to attend the
be Jim Reed, brother of wedding and the
the groom-elect, Joe reception.

Model has prosthetic le

' to, 1 11. 7 41, 415

st

Jr . of Murray and of the
late Mrs. Glenda Fuller
Boone.
Mr. Reed is the son of
Mr and Mrs. George L.
Reed Sr. of Bethalto, Ill.
Dr. David Roos will
conduct the ceremony.
Music will be provided
by StepTlen Brown,
organist, Keith Gill,
trumpeter, and
Margaret Boone,

Jane
Rogers

10
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753-9627
201 S. 6th
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BEYOND TMUNDERDOME
a

ing job, the maid clean- others with a physical
ing her hotel room ran impairment to be hanout the door screaming dicapped. "We're
because she had come physically challenged
upon several lifelike human beings," she
feet lined up in the said.
closet. Ms. 'Gunter
Becoming actively inchanges feet when she volved in sports and
recreation helps the
changes shoes.
Ms. Gunter's leg was "physically challengremoved above the knee e d" restore selfbecause of a cancerous confidence and-esteem,
tumor. The Ms. Gunter said, and
chemotherapy caused she worked -to get
her hair to fall out, but herself physically fit as
that didn't stop her from soon as possible.
getting back to work.
Shortly after her leg
.Six months after the,
was amputated, a friend
-amputation in 1480, she
dared her to go skiing.
was in front of the
She used one ski and two
cameras, modeling with
poles with their own tiny
an artificial leg and a
skis on the bottom for
bald head. At the time
balance. After a few
the look was "very
days on the slope, she
avant-garde" and few
went home covered with
other models were willbruises and decided skiing to have their heads
ing was not for her. But
shaved, she said.
she was challenged
Ms. Gunter is a
again during the next
spokeswoman for the
ski season and gave it
American Cancer Socieanother try.
ty and was in Hawaii to
She came to Hawaii
help kick off the cancer
crusade for the Hawaii from Colorado, where
she had taken a silver
Pacific division.
"I'm living proof that medal in skiing during
what they do works," the National Handicapshe said. "I want to let ped Skiing Championeveryone know there is ship. She also swims,
and plays tennis.
life after cancer."
She also wants people
Although Ms. Gunter
to realize the imporlives in Atlanta„she
tance of restoring selffounder and president of
esteem.
a . Los Angelesbased
"It's no longer enough
company devoted to
just to save lives
providing sports equipthreatened by cancer,"
ment for the handicapshe said.
ped called PHASE,
Rehabilitation also is
which stands for
important. She doesn't
physically handicapped
consider herself or
adaptive sports equipment. It raises funds
and provides the equipment to organizations
established by and for
the handicapped.
IT

THE
TROPICS

Month
of tanning.

One Full

(August only)
•Limited to one 30 nun
session daily

-c44646.1\4"

AV•

753-8477

5 + --1(w/coupon)
TANNING 4
SESSIONS I

n50

Salad luncheo11

flouston at Ole Miss
Greer Houston. daughter Of Dr. and Mrs. Hal
Houston of Murray, attended the fourth 1985 precollege conference at The University of
Mississippi, University, Miss, Counseling and
pre -registration conferences for entering
freshman and transfer gtudents serve as an.
orientation to campus life and also allow
students to register for the fall term. The sessions are sponsored each summer by the
Counseling Center at Ole Miss. Miss Houston is a
1985 graduate of Murray High School.

Open:8 a.m.-12 p.m. M-F
7 a.m.-7 p.m. Sat.
12:30-8:30 p.m > Sun.

Gift Certificates Available
LExpires 8/31/85

Club show scheduled

The Lake Barkley Homemakers Club will hold
its annual Arts and Crafts Show on Friday and
Saturday, -. Aug. 23 and 24, during Eddyville
Founders' Day Week. For an application or more
information write to Lake Barkley
Homemakers, P.O. Box 761, Eddyville, Ky.
42038.
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By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
DINNER FOR TWO
Broiled Chicken Wings,
Currant Rice, Salad, Ice
Cream and Chocolate
Sauce
Broiled Spiced
Chicken Wings
6 chicken wings (1
pound), tips removed
2 tablespoons butter,
soft
/
1
4 teaspoon salt
/
1
4 teaspoon dry
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Nashville, Tenn. They
now are residing on Rt.
4, Mayfield.
The new Mrs. Tucker
is a 1985 graduate of
Murray High School.
Mr. Tucker is a 1982
graduate of Wingo High
School and is employed
by Mayfield Printing
Company.

mustard
/
1
4 teaspoon paprika
/
1
4 teaspoon curry
powder
Small clove garlic,
crushed
Wash and thoroughly
dry wings. Beat
together butter, salt,
mustard, paprika, curry
powder and garlic.
Spread one side of wings
with half of mixture.
Place wings, seasoned
side up, on a rack in a
small shallow pan lined
with foil. Broil about 6
inches from high heat
until browned — about
10 minutes. Turn wings
and spread with remaining seasoned butter.
Continue to broil until
browned and cooked
through — about 10
minutes longer. Makes 2
servings.
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Pier I imports
We are pleased to announce that Cindy Kimbel,
bride-elect of Steve Bailey,
has, made her selection
from our bridal registry
for decorative accessories.
Cindy and Steve will be
married August 10.

Everyone Welcome
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Chicken recipe released

Speaker

Specials
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Patient at Mayfield

Yarbrough Leigh

with Coupon and Purchase of one of the above

Pa
Ch

Recently dismissed from Community
Hospital, Mayfield, was Karla Staten of Murray.

7:30 p.m. Eathlvening

For' Future, Present &
Past Customers

tor
ly
wi

The Greater Paducah Area Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will meet Friday, Aug. 2, at 8
p.m. at the JayCee Building, located across from
Hannan Plaza and directly behind Marshall's
Chevron (off the Lone Oak Road), Paducah. Ann
Thompson from the Mental Health Department
Will be the speaker. Dancing and socializing will
follow. All single parents are invited to attend.
To be eligible for membership in PWP,bne must
be a parent and single by reason of death,
divorce, separation or never married. For more
information call 489-2543 or 1-674-5886 or write
P.W.P. 4147, P.O. Box 411, Paducah, Ky.
420020-0411.

•

FREE TANNING SESSION
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PWP plans meeting

FriChil"

The annual salad luncheon of the Murray
Business and Professional Women will be held
Friday. Aug. 2, from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the
Fellowship Hall of First Baptist Church, 204
South Fourth St., Murray. Tickets are $3 each
and may be obtained from any club member or
purchased at the door, according to Jo Beth'
Robertson, president, who invites the public to
attend. Proceeds from the luncheon will go for
scholarships and for local charity including Need
Line.

Sunday, July 28
thru Friday,
August 2
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DATEBOOK

New Concord Church
Of Christ

8 + Iwicoupon4
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Mr. and Mrs. Joey Lee Tucker

Gospel Meeting

901 Coldwater Road
(Next to Ribshack)

3950

Mirrray Ledger & Times
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Watch for something new coming
to D & T in tomorrow's full page
ad.
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The wedding of Miss
Sabrina Gay Smith and
Joey Lee Tucker was
solemnized on Friday,
June 28. at the
Pryorsburg Church ot
Christ.
The bride is the
daughter of Mrs._
Juanita Smith and the
late Jerry Smith of
Murray.
Parents of the groom
are Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
Tucker of Mayfield.
Harvey Lynn Elder
officiated at the
ceremony said at 7 p.m.
Vocal selections were
presented by Debra
Culp and Glynn Tucker.
The bride was given in
marriage by her
brother-in-law, Bobby
Collins.
She wore a formal
gown of white luster
sheer . and Chantilly
lace. The molded bodice
with a basque waistline
featured a deep
sweetheart yoke of
English net adorned
with Schiffi embroidery
ad edged with a narrow
ruffle of Chantilly lace.
Lace also formed the
sleder fitted sleeves.
The bouffant skirt and
semi cathedral heart
shaped train were
creted of alternate
layers of lace and luster
sheer. Her fingerip
length veil was attached
to a Juliet cap of Chantilly lace and pearls.
The bride carried a
bouquet of white and
pink roses with baby's
breath with pink satin
and white lace roses fashioned like that tuxedoes with ruffled
streamers tied in love of the bride.
pink shirts and black
knots.
Marty Tucker, ties.
Miss Sheri Swift of brother of the groom,
A reception followed
Murray was the maid of served . as best man. at the home of Harvey
honor.
Johnny Tucker, also a Lynn Elder.
She wore a floor brother of the groom,' Mary Grasty and Vonlength silk pink dress and Dave Bennett serv- nie Hays served at the
designed with ruffled ed as ushers.
reception.
sleeves. Her bouquet
The groom and his at- ,
.:The couple left for a
was of white and pink tendants wore black wedding trip to

.
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Smith-Tucker vows said at church

and Reed wedding on Aug. 3

DAILY
Bargain Matinees
Cheri & Cine
All Seats $2.00

11111111111

MONDAY, JULY LC 1985

MURRAY TODAY

The marriage of Miss
Lee Ann Boone and
George Reed will be
solenmized on Saturday, Aug 3. at 6 p.m. at
First Christian Chtil-ch,
Murray.
Miss Boone is the
daughter ofP B. Boone.
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Local couple married for 25 years Oaks women plan golf and bridge
Mr. and Mrs. Joe E.
Thornton celebrated
their 25th wedding anniversary on Wednesday, July 3.
A celebration, held at
the Thornton residence
on Coldwater Road, was
hosted by their children.
The couple also vacationed in Gatlinburg,
Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Thornton were married on July 3, 1966. The ceremony
was performed by
Ronald Mclndoo at the
parsonage of Kirksey
Church of Christ.
Their attendants were
Charlotte Garland McClure and Dillard
Spann.
Mrs. Thornton, the
former Marilyn Brame,
Is the daughter of James
and Glinda Brame. She
is a secretary at Kentucky Farm Bureau,
Murray.
Mr. Thornton is the
owner of Thornton Bocly
Shop, 2112 Coldwater
Rd., Murray. He is the
son of Ms. Louise
Carroll. The y have two
daughters, Ms. LaJeanna Thornton and Ms. Jill
Thornton, and one
grandson, Bradley Joe
Thornton, all of Murray.

The women of the
Oaks Country Club will
play bridge and golf on
Wednesday. July 31.
Shirley Martin will be
hostess for bridge play
to start at 9:30 a.m.
Members may call her
at 753-6992.
Golf with Hazel Beale
as hostess will start at 9
Petsons listed and
unable to play or persons not listed desiring
to play should call Mrs.
Beale at 753-2510.
The lineup is as
follows:
No. 10 tee — Laura
Parker, Burlene

Florence Hensley and
Irene Woods;
No. 16 tee — Mary
Wells, Crystal Parks,
Linda Oliver and Marge
Fiitz;
No. 17 tee — Helen
King, Sue Stone, Sadie
Ragsdale and Belinda
Elliott;
rime->it tee — Mary
Montgomery, Evelyn
Wallis, Doll Redick and
Martha Butterworth.
Murrelle Walker, golf
hostess for play on July
24, has released the winners as follows:
Championship flight
— Shelba Barnett, first,

Vickie Singleton, second, and Burlene
Brewer, turd;
First flight — Mable •
Rogers, first, Peggy
Noel, second, and Grace
James, third;
Second flight — Doris
Rose, first, Shirley
Wade, secouri._
,A—
Darrielt-third ;
Third flight — Linda
White, first. Melva Hatcher, second, and Hazel
Beale, third;
Fourth flight — Doll
Redick. first, Erma
Tuck, second, and
Kathryn Outland, third.

New babies and dismissals listed

Mr. and Mrs. Joe E. Thornton

Corning community events are listed
Monday,July 29
Calloway County
Athletic Booster Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
office of Calloway County Board of Education.
Football Coach Jack
Haskins will be'present.
————
Calloway County
Band Booster Club will
Fleet at 6 p.m. in band
room of Calloway County High School.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7683.

Brewer, Shelba Barnett
and Vickie Singleton;
No. 11 tee — Vickie
Oliver, Martha Broach,
Mable Rogers and Maxine Pranger;
No. 12 tee
Grate
James, Peggy Noel,
Shirley Wade and Sue
Wells,
No. 13 tee — Doris
Rose. Linda White, Lou
Darnell and Kathryn
Outland;
No. 14 tee — Sallyann
Sawyer, Bronda
Parker, Carol Dick and
Mary C. Lamb;
No. 15 tee — Erma
Tuck. Melva Hatcher,

Tuesday, July 30
ty Hall at Puryear,
Tenn., from 9 to 11 a.m.
and at Milam's Grocery
at Buchanan, Tenn.,
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
————
Living With Diabetes
meeting will be at 2 p.m.
in third floor classroom
of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
Officers of Murray
Moose Lodge are
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m.

Wednesday,July 31
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
————
Ladies day events at

Wednesday,July 31
Oaks Country Club will
include golf at 9 a.m.
and bridge at 9:30 a.m.
————
Golf play for ladies of
the Murray Country
Club will start at 8 a.m.

Local Boy Scouts
at Scout jamboree
By TODD INMAN '

Scribe Troop 17/
A representative of
Social Security AdForty-two Boy Scouts
ministration will be at from
the Four Rivers
Robert 0. Miller Cour- Council have
been tourthouse Annex from 10 ing Washington,
D.C.,
•
a.m. to non.
•
and are presently par"Sing Out, Ken————
ticipating in the 75th Antucky!" program will be
Story Hours at niversary Diamond
at 8 p.m. in Convention Calloway Public
Center, Kentucky Dam Library will be at 10:30 Jubilee National Jamboree at Fort A.P. Hill,
Village State Park.
a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Virginia.
————
———— •
Local scouts attenTuesday, July 30
• Bazaar Workshop will
Murray TOPS (take be at 10 a.m. at First ding include myself,
off pounds sensibly) United Methodist Chip .Adams and Larry
Robinson.
Club will meet at 7 p.m. Church.
Among the sights we
at Calloway County
————
toured were the
Health Center.
Tenth meeting of
Smithsonian Museum of
————
Summer Youth Series
Senior citizens ac- will be at 7:30 p.m. at American and Natural
tivities will be at 9:30 Central Church of History. We also toured
the White House and the
a.m. at Dexter Center; Christ, Paducah.
Arlington Cemetery.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; and from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Ellis
sr_a••
Center.
opoc-..- zap, k•;,'
Hook
——
• /3
E ...1ye
O
ff
AA will meet a.t 8 p.m.
into our
at American Legion
Seafood
Building, South Sixth
and Maple-Streets.
Platters!
————
The Seafood Express is now offering
"Sing Out, KenParty Platters to go.'Our delicious plat- •
tucky!" program will be
•,
ters are an assortment of beautifully •
presented at 8 p.m. in
Convention Center, Kenpresented, perfectly garnished shrimp, t'
tucky Dam State Park.
oysters etc. Choose from our many dif- •
————
ferent party combinations, or we'll be •
o'
Parents Anonymous
happy to make up a combination of your •
o•
will meet from 6 to 8
own design! Everything will be party ••
p.m. For information
perfect and ready to pick-up with lust 24
call 762-2504.
hours notice.
Call 753-6149
————
Nickelodean 1985 proThe Seafood Express
gram will be presented
Coldwater Rd. & 5 Pts.
804
at 8 p.m. at Kentucky
753-6149
Dam Village
Novi Hours: 11-7 p.m.
Auditorium.
Tuesday-Saturday
————
Health Express of
Murray-Calloway Counl'•-•.-Arigeereetoiroolostatnr...indirs-.1.-..iiesebromety Hospital will be at Ci.....r510.0101020

Of the most interesting sights we saw
was the changing of the
guards in front of the
Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier at Arlington
Cemetery. Also of
special interest were the
many embassies along
Embassy Row and the
number of interesting
people at Washington.
Our Scouts are
representing troops
from Western Kentucky, South Illinois and
parts of Tennessee.

I.

Newborn admissions parents, Michael and Mayfield; Mrs. Diane
Baby Boy Folsom.
and dismissals at Beth, Norwood Drive, Charette, 1108 County parents, Burt and Anita,
Murray-Calloway Coun- Murray-Cal Apts., Cork, Murray; Miss 1002 Olive St., Murray.
ty Hospital for Friday, Murray.
Dismissals
Latinda Wiley, Rt. 3,
July 26, have been
Benton r•
Mrs. Verona Grogan,
Dismissals
released as follows:
Elmer Collins, Rt. 8, 805 Doran Rd., Murray;
Vernon Cohoon, 1501
Newborn admissions
Murray; Lowell Clyde Kevin Gassam, Rt. 3,
Baby Girl Scales, Kirkwood, Murray; Willoughby Sr., (ex- Murray; Mrs. Carolyn
mother, Pamela, girl, Charles Gatton, 3511 pired) 602 Vine St., Adams. Rt. 2, Murray;
1104 Depot St., Paris, Sudberry Lane, Murray.
Miss Aimee Imus,
Louisville; Miss Angela
Tenn.;
1301 Peggy. Ann Dr..
— — — —
Baby Boy Mansfield, Noel, Rt. 6, Murray;
Murray; Mrs. Imogene
Willis Deitz, Rt. 1,
parents, Gregory and
Newborn admissions Etherton, Box 2109
Brenda, 1318 Poplar St., Kirksey; Brian Bullock, and disnlissals at University Station,
Rt. 5, Murray; Floyd
Murray.
Murray-Calloway Coun- Murray;
Lessmann,
Rt. 7,
Dismissals
ty Hospital for Sunday,
Mrs. Bertha CummMurray;
Mrs. Eula Hicks, MurJuly 28, have been ings, and baby boy. Rt.
ray Manor, Murray;
Mrs. Lorrie Hart and released as follows:
5, Paris, Tenn.; Joseph
Mrs. Hazel Miller, Rt. 2, baby girl, Box 1264,
Mehr, Box 1071.
Newborn admissions
Murray; Mrs. Belinda Paris, Tenn.; Hal
Baby Girl Hite, Murray;
Seavers and baby boy, Allbritten, Rt. 4, Mur- parents, Kevin and PenCarl Ray. Fern TerRt. 7, Murray;
ray; Mrs. Leona ny, Rt. 2, Box 81, Hazel; race Lodge. Murray,
Marvin Barrow, Rt. 2, Stowers, 1611 Hamilton,
Baby Boy Chambers, J.D. Morris, Rt. 1, DexDover, Tenn.; Miss Ora Murray;
exparents, Kevin and ter; Joe Morton
Linville, 902 Riggins,
Mrs. Rebecca Smith Sarah Ruth, Rt. 1, pired) 1000 Walnut St.,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. and baby girl, Rt. 6, Hazel:
Murray.
Palace Fennell, 305
North Fifth St.,
Murray;
Mrs. Vicki Yoak and
baby girl. Rt. 1, Almo;
Mrs. Mary Hatcher,
West View Nursing
Home, Murray; Mrs.
Effie Vickrey, Riviera
Trailer Court, Murray;
John Williams, 1503
Children's Specialty Shop
Parklane Dr., Murray;'
2122 BROADWAY 442-4446
Vernon Anderson, 2006 •
9:30-5:00 Mon.-Sat.
College Farm Road,
Paducah, Ky.
Murray; William Deets,
Rt. 1, Hardin.
————

60% Off All

Ot\e'oott

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, July 27, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Girl Turner,
parents, Barry and
Melanie, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
Baby Girl Garrett,

Summer Merchandise
Size 0-14

WE WELCOME YOU
TO OUR

FAMILY
BIBLE SCHOOL
Sunday, July 28
6:00-7:30 p.m.
Monday, July 29 thru
Thursday, Aug. 1
7:00-8:30 p.m.
Classes For All Ages

UNIVERSITY
CHURCH OF CHRIST
*Dresses

saNte

Savings Up To 2/3 Off *;)`'IlF:is
*Skirts

Sidewalk Prices Inside All Week!
Save 20% to 75%
All dinnerware and
pottery patterns,
crystal, stainless
and silver

All silver
Holloware
1/2 price

Aa•

_Co-ordinated Sportswear
*Shirts
3 Piece Display Sets
*Shorts
Extra Special
Sayings
*Sleepwear
Now '5
*Pants
'Socks
*Handbags
'Belts
*Jewelry
'
Swimsuits
•• • •-•••••••
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Fear of tainted water supplies made known

OBITt %RIES
Joe S. Morton dies Sunday
Joe S. Morton, 67, 1000
Walnut St., Murray,
died Sunday at 3:35 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. His
death followed an extended illness.
A local, carpenter, he
was a 'member of
Memorial Baptist
Church where he had
served as a deacon and
Sunday School teacher
until his illness.
Born Feb. 18, 1918, in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
Thomas Morton and
Estella Orr Morton. He
was an Army vetesan of
World War II
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Sue Rickman
Morton, to whom he was
married on Nov. 24,
1940: two daughters,

Mr. Fowler
dies: funeral
held_ Sunday
Services for Haydon
Fowler were Sunday at
3:-30 p.m. in the chapel
of Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz. The Rev.
Grandville Courtney
officiated.
Burial was in the East
End Cemetery at Cadiz.
Mr. Fowler, 87, Cadiz,
died Friday at 3:40 p.m.
at Trigg county
_Hospital.
He was a member of
Mt. Pleasant Baptist
Church and 'a reitred
employee of the City of
Cadiz.
Survivors are his
wife. Mrs. Hazel Cox
Fowler; three
daughters, Mrs
Virginia Dunnigan, St.
Louis, Mo.. Mrs. Norma
Allen, Rt. 3. Cadiz, and
Mrs. Grace Dary.
Bamberg. Germany;
one stepdaughter, Doris
Sizemore, Cadiz; one
son, James Fowler, St.
Louis.
Also surviving are
four brothers,. Roy
Fowler. Union County,
J o ,e F o w 1 e. r
Hopkinsville. Jack
Fowler, Calloway County. and Maxie Fowler,
Cadiz: four
grandchildren.

\\ iIIOUghI)V

Mrs. Stole)
drowns

quarry isn't "a terribly water, it releases monia gas and may give
great problem."
hydrogen sulfide or am- off salt water.
But state and federal
agencies will maintain
an active interest in the
operation, he and other
NORWALK, Conn. I AP — Bruce Weitz, who
officials said.
plays the gruffy detective Mick Betker on televiThe waste substance, sion's "Hill Street
Blues."- says he plans to give
secondary aluminum
up the role after two more years.
dross, is a by-product of
Weitz, 42, also said during a weekend visit to
the aluminum recycling, his
native Norwalk that three characters will be
proces's. When the
wi en out of the popular police drama,
.powdery mater):
ere were just too many people on the
comes in contact with show," he
said.

Mrs. Ralph
Alice
Emerine, Murray, and
Mrs. Terry (Suzanne
Parker, Union. City,
Mrs Janie Story, 48,
Tenn: two brothers-,
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.,
Euel Bee Morton and
1.0 v.ell Clyde drowned Saturday at
James Carman Morton, Willoughby Sr, 65. 602 12:45 p.m.
Rt. 1, Hazel.
A'ine St , Murray, died
Her death occurred
Also surviving are Saturday at 1 411 p.m. at from accidental drownfour grandchildren, „ Murra-NL:Calloway Coun- ing while on a cam^
Michael Mayfield and ty Hospital He had been
down Current River
Marc Mayfield, Mur- stricken ill suddenly at near Van Buren, Mo.
ray, and Tony Bybee his home Saturday
Born April 22, 1937, in
and Christopher. morning
Calloway County, she
Parker, Union ('ity: one
was the daughter of
He was employed at
great-grandchild, Leslie Murray Division of TapKatie Adams Charlton
Ann Mayfield; three pan Co for 33 years and
and Homer Charlton
stepgrandchildren, was now employed as a
who died Aug. 21, 1981.
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS
Gary Emerine, Sherry custodian at Murray
She Is survived by her
FRANKFORT,
Ky.
Emerine and Becky' High School
husband, Tommy D.
Emerine.
Born May 3, 1920, in Story, to whom she was (AP) — A group of
-10.76
The funeral will be Calloway. County. he
I.B.M.
130% -1378
married on Dec. 22, students working for the Ifiduktrial Average
563/8 •1
Jerrico
201/4 •%
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the was the son of Henry I..
/
4
1956; One daughter, state Transportation Air Products
16/
1
4 .%
Kmart
chapel of Blalock - Willoughby- and 1.ela
Miss Vanessa Story, and Cabinet this summer Apple Computer
21% •1
JCPenney
4931/
Coleman Funeral Henslee Willoughby
/
4
5
2 i/
three sons, Greg Story, had a beef about not be- American Telephone
I
'/:
285/8 - 1/1
Permalt
Home..
40% •%
He is survived by his Gary Story and Shane ing paid for overtime Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Quaker Oats
3474 '
48/
3
4 + Vg
/
1
2
Dr. Jerrell White, Dr. wife, Mrs
Mary C. Story, all of Rt. 2, hours.
14 unc
So they complained to Cracker Barrett
Scientific-Atlanta
T.A. Thacker and the Willoughby, two Puryear.
12/
3
4 •1
/
4
22% .13/4
Sears
36 -5/8
Rev. Stephen Seaford daughters*, _Mrs. Tommy
Her mother, Mrs. their bosses, including Dollar Gen. Store
14 .1/4
Texaco
will officiate. Milton (Sharon Gail
37% -1
Katie Charlton, Rt. 4, Gov. Martha Layne Col- Durakon
/
4
WarTime Inc
13/
1
2 +%
58/
1
4 -%
Gresham will be sOloist riack. Puryear. Tenn.. Murray, survives, along lins, and got some E-Z-Em Inc.
Ford
441
U.S.Tobacco
/
2 -1
/
2
with Mrs. Oneida White and Miss Michelle
with one sister, Mrs. results.
10/
1
2 unc
Wal-Mart '
The 11 students who Forum Group
4
386:/
/44 71
as organist.
Willoughby, New Con- Tom (Carmaleta)
32% uric
Wendy's
17% - 1/4
Active pallbearers cord; two sons.
Eldridge, Alaska, and work in the Highway G.A.F.
C.E.F. Yield
703/8 -3
/
4
7.01
will be nephews of Mr. Clyde Willoughby Jr.. one brother, Michael Department's Planning General Motors
457/8 +1
/
2
Division felt they had GenCorp, Inc.
Morton: Danny Morton. Rt. 1. Puryear. and Nick
Charlton, Owensboro.
Goodrich
31% unc
Billy Paschall, Charles H. Willoughby. Houston,
Mrs. Story was a been deprived of overGoodyear
28% -%
pay
working
time
after
Rhodes., Charles Texas.
member of Hazel Bap-,
Jackson, Adolphus
Three surviving =tist Church where the 40 to 44 hours a week on
(Skeet) Myers, Ted sisters are Mrs. Ruby funeral will be Tuesday a truck-weight study
Cooper, Billy Nance and Harris and Mrs. John
at 10 a.m. The Rev. crew. They discovered
STOCKS -- MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
Rob McCallon.
i Udell
Scarbrough, James Garland will they were being paid for
37%
when
work
hours
MEMBER
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
Honorary pallbearers Murray; and Mrs. Joe
officiate.
will be the deacons, both ( Pauline
Crouse,
Burial will follow in they received their
active and in active, Detroit, Mich. Two sur- the Oak Grove checks.
Donald Williams of
members of his Sunday viving brothers are ErCemetery, in Henry
Frankfort said he
School Class, and Dr. vie Willoughby. Rt. 3, County, Tenn.
James Carlin.
Murray. and .Arlon
In charge of ar- became upset and asked
Burial will follow in Willoughby. Rt. 1. rangements is the to be off with pay for one
the Murray Memorial Henry. Tenn.
Bla'lock-Coleman day, but was told by secGardens.
Also surviving are
Funeral Home where tion manager Dudley
Friends may call at three gramdchildren; 17 . friends may call until Shryock that he would
not be paid.
stepchildren; 21
the funeral home.'
the funeral hour.
stepgrandchildren.
The deceased was a
FDIC 5040 35 43-851 ISTATEI
PUBLICATION COPY
member of Sugar Creek
Baptist Church where
CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION (Including Domestic and Foreign Subsidiaries)
the funeral is today at 1
(Dollar Amounts in Thousands)
p.m. The Rev. Gerald
WEST HAVEN, Conn
LEGAL TITLE OF BANK
AP — Joseph "Smoky Owen is officiating.
STATE BANK NO
Joe" Wood. a former Music is by the Sugar
671
Boston Red Sox pitcher Creek Trio.
FEDEHAi
HAZEL
RESERVE DISTRICT NO
OF
BANK,
DEES
Pallbearers are
with a legendary
fastball who often was Wallace :Willoughby,
8
CITY
COUNTY STATE
ZIP CODE
CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE
considered for but never Brownie Willoughby,
CALLWAY
KENTUCKY
HAZEL
Dallas
Willoughby,
accepted into baseball's
42049
June 28 1985
Hall of Fame, died Ralph Harris, Glen HarDollar Amounts in Thousands Bil WI Thou
Saturday. at a convales- ris and Larry Harris.
ASSETS
.
Burial will follow in
cent home.
1 Cash and balances due from depository institutipns
Wood, 95, who pitched Sugar Creek Cemetery
a Noninterest-bearing balances and currency and coin
656 la
for the Red Sox from With arrangements by
1908 until 1915, had an Blalock -Coleman
b Interest-bearing balances .
lb
overall record of 115-50. Funeral Home.
2 Securities
2
3 Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell in domestic offices of the
bank and of its Edge and Agreement subsidiaries, and in IBFs
4 Loans and lease financing receivables
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WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Watch for something new coming
to I) & T in tomorrow's full page
ad.

Wood dies
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Loans and leases, net of unearned income
LESS: Allowance for loan and lease losses
LESS: Allocated transfer risk reserve
Loans and leases, net of unearned income,
allowance, and reserve (item 4.a minus 4.b and 4 cl
5 Assets held in trading accounts
6 Premises and fixed assets (including capitalized leases)
7 Other real estate owned
8 Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and associated companies
9. Customers' liability to this bank on acceptances outstanding
10 Intangible assets
11, Other assets
12. Total assets (sum of items 1 throuah 11)
LIABILITIES
13. Deposits:
a. In domestic offices
(1) Noninterest-bearing
e (2) Interest-bearing
b. In foreign offices, Edge and Agreement subsidiaries, and IBFs
(1) Noninterest-bearing
(2) Interest bearing

This Money Saving Coupon Savingl
!Coupon Page will!
'run each Tuesday'
in The Murrayl
'Ledger & Times
land Wednesday inl
I Gu
The id
Shop
e.
ping
'
I
I Clip
these'
coupons and Save'
Money!!!

2 fk98
+_ 70

4a
4b
4c

2 828
72

-D-0_37

4d
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13.a.
13.a 0/
13'a.(2)
13b
13 b(11
13 b (2)

14 Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase in domestic
14
offices of the bank and of its Edge and Agreement subsidiaries, and in IBFs .......
15. Demand notes issued to the U.S. Treasury
15
16. Other borrowed money
16
17. Mortgage ind
17
edness and obligations under capitalized leases .
18. Bank's liabilit
eptances executed and outstare:ling
18
_...
19 Notes and d bentures subordinated to deposits.—
1920. Other liabilities
106 20
16 701 21
21. Total liabilities (sum of items 13 through 20)
-0- 22
22. Limited-life preferred stock
EQUITY CAPITAL
23. Perpetual preferred stock
-_0 -_. 23
,
__
_30. 24
24. Common stock
_
25. Surplus
1 470 25_
77 c 26.
26. Undivided profits and capital reserves
27. Cumulative foreign currency translation adjustments
..._2 275 28
28. Total equity capital (sum of items 23 through 27). . . . ....... ... ........... ..
1 Pr _976 29.
29 Total liabilities, limited-life preferred stock, and equity capital (sum of items 21, 22, and 28)

-0-

NOTE This report must be signed by an authorized officer(s) and attested by not less than three directors other than the officer(s) signing the report

I We, the undersigned officer(s): do hereby declare that this Report of Condition has been prepared in conformance with official
instructions and is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

AND TI

Bob

TH

R

SIGNJUJE OF OF

'
I

rj

Stock Market

-MONEY-SAVING
•

OLATON,Ky.(AP) —
State and federal
regulatory agencies say
the fears of residents in
this eastern Ohio County
settlement that their
water supplies will be
tainted by waste stored
in a limestone quarry
are thus far unfounded.
Joseph Schmidt, an
specialist
the state Division of
Waste Management,
said the situation at the
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J. Latimer, President/ CAshier

.Tiily 17, 1985
AREA CODE "PHONE NO

(502) 492-8136

We.the undersigned directors, attest the correctness of this Report of Condition and declare tbat it has been examined Vy us and to
the best of
r knowledge and belief has been prepared in confotrhance with official instructions andls true and correct
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SIG.• •
DIRECTOR
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URE OF DIRECT
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County of Calloway
55
State °, Kentucky
Aily ,
day of
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 25th
and I hereby certify that I am not an officer or director of(Ms bank
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Notary Public
My commission expires
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Tobacco farmers fear imports
MORRISTOWN, exported to Egypt, West his father. "There won't
Tenn.- Southern tobac- Germany or other top be anything but big,
corco farmers, worried customers.
porate farms."
that the 1985 burley
The 1983crop, damagRose, chairman of a
harvest may be the best ed by a drought that left House subcommittee
on
in years, say their hard the leaf high in nicotine, tobacco, told 200
is
still in warehouses farmers at the meeting
work may be for nothing
if Congress doesn't stop where some think it that pressure had to be
American tobacco com- may never be sold. put on American tobacpanies from importing More than half of 1984's co companies to
limit
crop of 480 million their imports from
foreign leaf.
"We can't compete pounds sold quickly and Brazil, Italy and other
with imports," said Ed the rest is still on the burley exporters.
Southern, a 35-year-old market.
"If they don't help
tobacco farmer from
solve this problem, you
The
30-cent
per
pound
Sneedville, Tenn.
can look for legislation
"They've got cheaper storage tax could have to require 90 or 95
perrisen
to
50
cents
per
labor, they use
cent of every American
pound
if
not
for
an
pesticides we can't and
cigarette be made with
they don't have to con- amendment sponsored American tobacco,"
tend with an anti- by U.S. Rep. Charles said Rose, who otherRose, D-N.C., who jointobacco campaign."
wise cautioned against
ed
Cooper at Saturday's
Another harvest like
protectionistn.
workshop.
the 712 million pounds
"I'm all for tobacco
taken to market in 1984
Rose's amendment companies 'making a
could increase the earmarked a penny of profit. But I'm not going
government's surplus the 16-cent tax on each to stand by while the
and push the tobacco pack of cigarettes to farmers go out
of
subsidy program, which help pay for the govern- business," he said.
guarantees farmers a ment's tobacco subsidy.
The United States
minimum price for their The tax is expected to held 90 percent of the
tobacco, to the breaking bring in $200 million a tobacco export market
point, said U.S. Rep. year for five years and in 1965, but that has
slipJim Cooper. D-Tenn.
reduce pressure to raise ped to 40 percent in 1985,
This year, tobacco the assessment on said Dan Stevens, an
exfarmers expect to pay a farmers.
port economist with the
30-cent tax on every
"If Congress doesn't U.S. Department of
pound they sell to pay do something quick, it's Agriculture.
for storing past year's going to be the ruination
"Any new market I
harvests that were not of the small farmer," try. to open for us, the
purchased by American said Southern, who first thing they
say is
tobacco companies or farms three acres with 'American tobacco
is

the best.' The second
thing they say is 'your
tobacco is too expensive,- Stevens said.
Tobacco farmers expect to be guaranteed
$1.78 per pound this
year. Tobacco harvest
has already begun in
North Carolina and
other states while Tennessee's harvest is still
a month away.
e Hoke Leggett,
representing the Tobacco Institute, a
Washington-based lobbying group for
American tobacco companies, said farmers
were to blame for many
of their own problems.
"They sometimes pay
70 cents a pound to lease
somebody else's quota,"
Leggett said. "When
you add the assessment
and the cost of growing
tobacco, you begin to
understand why U.S.
tobacco is 50 cents
higher than anybody
else's,"
Tobacco farmers are
given quotas on the
amount of farmland on
which they can grow
tobacco. Those quotas,
although set federally,
can be leased by one
landowner to another.

Dry soil causing stress in corn
WASHINGTON 1AP1
soil conditions
have put stress on corn
in some areas, but
overall the crop is in
-good to fair" condition
as July starts to wind
'down, says the governm e n t 's
o i rr t
Agricultural Weather
Facility.

said Tuesday in a week- and normally about 5
ly report, 53 percent of percent is that far adthe corn in major pro- vanced by no*.
ducing states was in the
The soybean crop also
silking stage of development, compared with 29-. was describea as in
"mostly good to fair"
percent a year ago and
condition, with 50 perthe five-year averake of
cent of the acreage in
ao percent. .
the bloom stage and 13
Further., 8 'percent of
percent setting pods.
the acreage - mostly in
Normally, about 41 perthe South - was dough
. The early planting has stage of kernel develop- cent shows blooms and 9
pushed the 1985 corn ment. A year ago only 3 percent pods.
_crop--aheacl-Lpf-nernial,--perc-ent
• -a-cre-ag.
"Cotton prosper'ed.
As of July 21, the facility was in the dough :stage,
from the hot, humid
,
•
'

weather." the report
said. "The crop condition remained good.
Bolls were present on 42
percent of the acreage.
and 72 percent of the
acreage had reached
squaring."
That was about
average for boll-setting
but behind the 83 percent squaring progress
for July 21

O'NEILL'S GARDEN CLIMBS SKYWARD - The above sunflower plants and tomato plants
are
evidence of Brian O'Neill's green thumb, which he relies on each summer for his garden crop
of
tomatoes,sunflowers, corn, carrots and various other vegetables. O'Neill's garden is located
all around
his trailer home in Shady Oaks Trailer Park in Murray.

Thomas Jefferson
was appointed minister
to France in 1785, succeeding Benjamin
Franklin

You take
dependable
electric service
for granted.

EXAMINING CORN - Pictured above, John Clendenon (left), of the Soil
Conservation Service, and Gus Robertson, Jr., a local farmer, are examining crop residue for moisture holding capacity and erosion control in
Robertson's no-till corn. About 500 acres of no-till corn was planted by
Robertson, who commented that he was pleased with this years results in
vegetative control and is planning to work more no-till corn into his cropping
system.

Trucks control
farm shipping
WASHINGTON (AP)
- The trucking industry
continues to dominate
the movement of fresh
produce from farms to
consumer markets, including the use of larger
highway trailers to cut
C osts, s-ays an
Agriculture Department report.
This year, the number
of new refrigerated
trailers entering the
truck fleet is estimated
at about 20,000 units,
down from last year's
record of 22,600. But
many of the trailers are
48-foot vans, which offer
substantial capacity
increases.
"Lettuce shippers can
now load.6-8 percent
more into a single van,
while shippers of citrus
and 'apples _enjoy 10-11
percent increases,"'the
report said. "Since the
operating Costs remain
essentially the same for
45- or 48-foot vans, the
,lavr equipment offers a
real gain in efficiency."

GRAVEL
We Haul
to 20 below lb.. croul,e1
435 4343 of 43'5 4110
Grovel
,
•

We Now Noi,l Pit

r

Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-4319

And we're glad.
We like being taken for granted. Because
we take pride in doing a good job of
providing you with the kind of dependable
electric service you've come to expect.
And you can continue to count on us to
continue providing reliable electric
service to your home 24 hours a day,
365 days. a year—in all kinds of weather
Electricity serves you best when you use
it efficiently. By avoiding waste, you'll
enjoy the benefit of using electricity and
save money too.

.Quality Petroleum
[
Products .
beicher oil ca inc.
L.P. Miller St.
Murray, Ky.
753-0212

CO us today and ask about our complete
home energy management services.

1-V4

ELECTRICITY. Get the
most for your money.

\

Industrial Rd.

753-1423

Southern States

FROZEN
BUY IN CASE QUANTITIES & SAVE
*SATISFACTION GUARANTEED*
OTT

'PRODUCT OESCRIPTION
Sliced As les Etre
Marion Blackberr le, 54" RIF
Black Raspberries 54- IQf
Cultivated Bluebei ries 104Wild Blueberries 54Z'
Dark.Swee1 Cherries 54" kitRed Tel Cherries 304'
Red Far! Cherries 54- IOF
Mixed Fruit 104" 10F
NW Fruit Medley 8/ 11e* 10F
Sliced Peaches 54- ICIF
Pineapple Ch,o35s 2.54- 10F
Red Raspberries 54•' OF
Large Whole Stra A Del ries 204" lUf
Gala SI St;awbeuses 304•
Calif SI Strawberries 6 it"
•
Apple Ince 24. 12 uz Welch s Cranberry Juice 24 12 o:•
Sunbright Grapetruit Juice 24 12 at - 'Grape Juice 14.12 II: •
---7
Lemonade 24 12 o.,
'
Soot ight 01 milt- ill4lt. 24 6 1,4:••
Suntir Olt Or <owe .111119 24.12 u:A.4aragus Cuts & Tys 2 54 Rif
Cut Green Beans i2.'2 .4
Baby Lima Beans 12/21/2 114s
Fordhook Lima Beart5.12/20 Oz.
Broccoli Cuts 1224
Brocr oh Skears 12.24
Broccoh/Caulillower Split Pack 6 2ir ea.
Br:issel Sprouts 12.20
•
Whole Baby Carrots 12 21.
Cauliflower 12. 2.
Saver Treat White Corn 1220
Breaded Mush:Joins 2 54; Rif
Fancy SI Mushruonis 2 So lilt
- Car fen Peas 122 it
Whole Leal SionaLh 12.34
Moral Vegetables 122 .
Vegetable Variety Pack 12,24
tencei fidgets 24.6
F 1 enLI, Fries 12 24
Shoestrinif-rent 1. f .1, , 12 21) o? P,I31, P .fis 12 2.
Potato Skins 12 10 oz Bleated Onion Rings 8 21.
. Pina Slices Chet,. 60 3 oz.
- I- renLh Bread Pizza 24 5 .,,Solt Prettels O.25
u.'
English Muffins 12 12 pe
Sara lee Dessert Assortment
Sara Lee Pound Cake 8.12 -thi
Chocolate Rocky Assi Cookies46 pks
- - --- ,
'Sugar Added
.
-NO Sugar Added " ,.... - .
10F Means IndividuallyOurckYrcizen
10vANCED ilitOtt6 ONLY
Ple you' order by

West Kentucky RUral
Electric Coop. Corp.

'lame'

753-5012

Mont

.Ayg• 3rd

.

ITEM
SALE PRICE
TOTAL AMT
7 30
1
, ....
8 90
NEW
1330
3
4
10 50
715
5
6
680
2365
555
11 50
9
14 75
10
-4—
11
630
t? 70
12
775
- 13
14'
1929
15
24 75
16
630'
17
19 30
18
33 35
J
19
20 45
,v0
1095
.21
1335
r-..
1b39
24 99
24 ,
15 155
17 80
25
26
2045
-);16 25
1620 '
. 28
- 29
19 30
NEW
..,0'
.5)85'
31'
20 15
-,
1931)
32
21)45
33
NEW
.34
16 15
:529
35
, 36
1385
,
19 30
37
..-17 20
38
19 30
39
NEW - io
18 35
—

NEW

NEW
NEW
•

.1 1

1:85

4: ,
1440
43 , 12 25
44
15 50
45
11 70
46
15 70
4:
152t)
48'
14 60
49
1465
50
:,1
1521)
52
, 15 70
925 i
'..13
TOTAL AMOUNT
., •Admeaie,
AI
tax on Va
6........ <AI

.

..
1

,
--,
•

,,,,, , ,• Aug. 28th

•

.4)3:leek c
It
1;
-

A

1

•

•
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Champ at last

tliamphinsitip Flight
(ilandicapie-9)
Lanny Lancaster
0-70-139
Homer Branch
73419-142
Roy Cothran
7376
74 1=114
46
Don Cothran
Tommy Thomas
75.72-147
Jiii
malk
Ww
Ise
airrian
drop
99-79- 148
74-76-150
Scott Nall. Jr.
0.82-151
Johnny Quertermous 73.79-152
Mike Holton
73-79-152
Dan Johnson
77-76-153
James B. Pryor
77-77-154
Jett Wolt
Cam Love
76
78'
76=1
164
54
Chuck Wilson
77-78-155
Jiggs Parsons
19-77-156
Brad Canter
80-77-157
Kerry Creation
79-78-157
fell out of contention.
147, one stroke in front
Tommy nice
79-78-157
Branch had started of Wiseman.
Jimmy Lamb
77-82-159
David Buckingham
play Sunday four
82.78-160
Dennis Tomek of
Bobby Fike
81-79-160
strokes off the pace and Princeton rolled in a birJohnny Pritchard
82-80-162
tied with Quertermous die putt on the first hole
Greg Cohoon
78-84-162
Howard
Boone
81-82-163
and Murray's Mike of a sudden -death
Tony Rayburn
7 166
8
704
8
-86
Holton with one-over- playoff with Mayfield's
John P.Smith
Lennis
Thompson
85-81-166
par 73s after Saturday's Lee Canter to win the
NIcky Ryan
. 91.76-167
opening round..
first flight after they
Tony Franklin
Mike
Hester
87
74:77
86= 167
51
Wiseman started Sun- had finished with 151s.
Dick Stacey
78-91-169
day as if he was going to
Tim Garland and BurMike Durden
87-84-171
make a run at the cham- ton Young of Murray
First Flight
pionship, birding the tied for third with 152s, Dennis (Handicaps 4.71
Tomke
first hole and parring while one stroke back ,Lee Canter
75
2:7611
9 151
74-78-152
the next three before was Rick Lamkin and t.-Tlen Garland
Burton Young
78-74-152
posting back-to-back Chad Stewart, also
Rick Latnitin
76-77-153
Chad Stewart
76-77-153
double bogeys on the Murrayans.
Ed Burkeen
76-78-154
405-yard 5th and the
Dave Severns, a
Bill Bogard
76-713-155
Chuck Bollegar
79-76-155
320-yard 6th, finishing former Murrayan now
E.L. t Red Howe, Jr. 76
%79
1:1
156
55
the nine at 39. On the living in Cynthiana, was
David Dill
Jerry Jones
back side, he had one the second flight winner
80-76-156
Gil Morrison
83-75-158
birdie at the. 14th, but with 153, one stroke in
Tony Thomas
soared to a 40 with front of Murray atMike Henley
76
8:8
82
1
• 79-80-.159
bogeys on the 10th, 17th torney Rick Jones. Tony Wilson
Raz Villanova
86
78-81
64 1:
1
and 18th on top of a dou- Johan Tanum was next
Jimmy Boone
Bill
Bryan
81-79-160
ble bogey at the 13th.
with 157, followed by
Richard Knight
83-77-180
Nail's rim flew off Billy Thurman with 158
Fred Sanders
78-84-162
Al Giradano
81-82-163
early with - double and Mickey Boggess
, Joe Rexroat
78-86-164
bogeys on the 155-yard and Phillip Bryan, all of
Al Jones
84-80-164
Purdom Lovett
2nd, the 525-yard 3rd Murray, with .159s.
82-82-164
Dwight Mills
82-83-165
and the 6th going out to
Keith Edwards of
Randall Cope
84-84-168
make the turn at 42. Murray won the third
84-84- 168
A1Un
11mCoodseky
8682:89u:117711
Although he birdied the flight with 157, one
Ken Rogers
rs
11th heading home, he stroke in front of Wayne
Mickey Reed
/i15-88-173
Bill Love
88-85-173
triple-bogeyed the 14th Ford of Mayfield and
rooguan
Jerryi3u h H
ston
83-91-174
and bogeyed the two Tommy Latimer of
Grogan
88-87-175
Second Flight
finishing holes for a 40 Murray.
(Handicaps 8-11
and. an 82 for the
Latimer also won the
Dave Severna
afternoon.
Rick Jones
81
87'72
4 153
154
Don Grogag Memorial
Johan Tanum
76-81-157
Don and Roy Cothran Trophy, an award
Billy Thurman •
78-80-15.8
of Murray's Oaks Coun- presented each year to , Mickey Boggess
82-77,-159
Phil Bryan '
80-79-159
try Club tied for third the Murray Country
Ron Greenlee
86.75-161
place in the champion- Club member finishing -Johnny McCage
Neal Pattersn
82
714--83
79-161
61
ship flight with 146s, two the highest in the third
Dennis Pittenger
81-80-161
strokes over par, while flight.
Don Robinson
Burch Kinsolving
-78
82 ti4
78 162
61
Tommy Thomas of
Provided by his
Buddy Parker
0 79-162
Paducah was fifth with friends and former play- .,I Jerry
Featherstone
8181-162
Howard Steely
8578-183
ing companions, the
Johnny Girtgles
78.85-163
trophy is in memory of a
F'reston Freeland
83-80-163
Harold Neihoff
81-84-165
club member who lost
J C Ellis
8.481-167,
his life in the tragic
Jim Kerr
83-82-165
John Colgan
87-79-166
Beverly Hills club fire in
Rick Miller
85-83-163
Northern Kentucky
Jim West
86-84-170
Glyndon Steele
several years ago. A
90-81-171
Fritz
89-82-171
regular participant in • Kay
Ronnie Hutson
0-43-172
thee invitational, he
Saha SPiceland
8745-172
85-85-173
always played in the , Steve Farmer
Bobby Hester
84-91 -173
third flight.
Mark Blankenship
92-83-175
Bill Holt
85-92-177
Murray's Roger
Ralph McCuiston
86-92-178
Mathis's 164 was low in
Mark Erwin
98-87-185
Third Flight
the fourth flight, one
(Handicaps 12-14)
stroke in front of MurKeith Edwards
82-75-157
Wayne Ford
ray Police Chief Jerry
86-72-158
Tommy Latimer
77-81-15)'
Lee. Bob Woodsmall of
Buel Stalls
79-81-160
Mayfield was next with
Ronnie Colson
81-81-162
Lindy Suite r
79-83-162
169, one stroke in front
Pal Howard
83-79-162
of John Lovett of Benton
Paul Holland
82-81-163
Jlggs Lassiter
84-80-164
and Troy Wilhelm of
Dave Reeves
84-83-167
Murray.
Ronnie Danner
83-84-187
Donnie Alexander
87-82-189
The fifth flight was
, Max Oliver
86-84-170
won by Benton auto
Sam Jones
82-89-171
dealer Leon Riley with
Brad Edwards
89-83-172
Dick On'
85-88-173
181, four strokes in front
Bob Swisher
89-85-174
of Bob Rose of Cadiz. I Darold Keller
88-87-175
Bobby Canter
84-91-175
Tied at 186 and one
Roy McKendree
89-87-176
stroke back of Rose was
Ronnie Goode
91.86-177
Dwain Gibbs
93-85-178
Eddie Mastera of MurJames Lassiter
88-90-176
ray and Bob
Bob Hibbard
91-88-179
John Quertermous. Sr 85-91-179
McGaughey, Jr., of
JIM Moore
91-88-179
Hopkinsville, while , Bob
McGaughey. III
93-87-180
Buzz Buzzeria of MurHarvey Congdon
96-92-188
Jack Shell
98-92-190
ray was fifth with 187.
Jerry McCallon
104-0-202

Mayfield's Lancaster fires 139;
sweeps MCC In
field
By M.C. GARROTT
Lanny L
.ancaster,
Mayfield High School's
38-year-old golf and
girls' basketball coach,
realized one the dreams
of his life on Sunday.
He won the 26th Murray Invitational at the
Murray Country Club
with a sparkling fiveunder-par 139 over the
two-day, 36-hole route of
the prestigious medal
play tournament.
"I have been trying
for more than 20 years
to win one of our local
invitations," he exclaimed happily after
finishing three strokes
in front of the 185-player
field.
"I've been second,
I've been third, and I've
finished fourth in tournament after tournament," he went on, hugging his 11-year-old twin
sons, 0. J. and Jason,
against his lanky frame,
"but this is the first time
I've ever won. I can
assure you it's'a great
feeling. It has got to be
one of the greatest
thrills of my life."
Lancaster, who
,graduated from Murray
State, but, unlike his
older. brother, Freddie,
never played golf as a
Racer, started play Sunday in a three-way tie
for the lead at 69 with
Scott Nall, Jr., of
Mayfield and Jeff

WINNER AT LAST —
After years of coming
• close. May field's Lanny
Lancaster (top photo)
fina4ly broke into the
championship ranks
with a three-stroke vic•
tory in the Murray.
Country Club Men's In•
vitationat ( Right) After
completing Sunday's
round Lancaster receiv•ed congratulations from
Scott Nall. Jr.. also of
Mayfield who tied with
Lancaster for the firstday lead on Saturday.
Photos by C'hris Evans
I

Wiseman of Benton.
On Saturday's round,
he had posted three birdies and 15 pars.
Although he missed six
greens, his deadly chipping and hot putter kept
him in the hunt.
Sunday, he posted only two bogeys — threeputting the 125-yard 11th
and missing the green
on the 190-Yard 17th and
failing to get his 8-foot
par putt down. His two
birdies on his final nine
holes came with a 6-foot
breaking roll-in on the
325-yard 12th and a
7-footer on the 500-yard,
five-pAr 14th.
"This was just my
day," he smiled as his
score was being posted.
"My game has been on
and off all year, but for
these past two days, it
seemed as if I just
couldn't hit it bad, arfd
that's a great feeling.
And, I putted well both
days."
With his wife, Suzette,
and twin sons dogging
his footsteps in the large
gallery which followed
his foursome — which
also included Nall,
Wiseman and Murray's
Johnny Quertermous —
Lancaster cooly
withstood a closing
challenge ,frqm Homer
Branch of Murray,
whose 69 was Sunday'
lowest score, while the
other three faltered and

FLIGHT WIN N ERs — Lanny.
Lancaster of Mayfield (far left)
won the championship flight trophy
to lead the field of Irt5 golfers in the
Murray Country Club Men's Invitational. Other flight winners included (from left) Dennis Tomek.
Printoeton, first flight; Dave
Severns. Cynthiana. second flight;
Keith Edwards. Murray , third
flight; and .Leon Riley. Benton,
fifth flight. Not pictured is fourth
flight winner Roger Mathis of
Murray.
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Fourth Flight
(Handicaps 13.111)

INSURING
YOUR
CAR,
NOME,
BUSINESS,
FAMILY
IC4
Dan McNutt
Sometimes it makes
sense to put your
"eggs in one basket"
Insurance IS a good
example.
Entrust your personal
or commercial protection program to a
single qualified specialist...a friend you
can depend on

PURDOM,
THURMAN
& MCNUTT
- 407 Maple St._

Ueberroth aid shunned by both sides in strike talks
, NEW YORK ( AP ) —
No offense, but neither side in baseball's contract talks is particularly interested in the
assistance of the
commissioner.
With talks-going on in
an attempt to beat an
Aug. 6 strike deadline,
Commissioner Peter
Ueberroth on Sunday
said that he would take
"all appropriate" action
to avoid a strike. He did
not detail what he considered appropriate.
But in an interview with
Newsweek magazine,
the commissioner said

he would meet with both
sides by Wednesday.
"We would frankly
prefer to be able to work
out things between us,
assuming that they can
be worked out," the
owners' chief
negotiator. Lee MacPhail, said when asked
about any possible inv ol v e m en t by
Ueberroth.
"The commissioner is
hired by the owners.
He's paid by the
owners," Don Fehr, the
union bargainer, said.
"He can be fired by, and
he works for, the

Joe T Thurman, Robert K Martin
and Ronald C Colson

partnership of

Special Good
July 26-August 1
•

SHACKELFORD, THURMAN

tract applied toward
pensions, which would
amount to an increase of
about $45 million annually, from $15.5
million to $60 million.
Players also would like
eliminate the free-agent
re-entry draft.
On the management
side, ,owners want arbitration procedures
altered to make it more
difficult for players to
win large salary
awards. The owners
also asked for a salary
cap, which was rejected
not only by the players
but also by Ueberroth.
"The commissioner
has his responsibility.
We have our responsibilities." MacPhail
said. "What he does, I
don't know, but he'll do

Special: Chicken Sandwich
French Fries
.

MARTIN & COLSON
Certified Pubtic Accountants

753-4451

Located at 502 Maple St .
Tucker Building. Murray.
'
A 'none you can depend on

Fehr, acting executive
director of the Major
League Players
Association. "I understand the clubs have put
their heads together and
may have a different
approach."
Before today's session, the Player Relations Committee, of
which MacPhail is
president, had scheduled an executive board
meeting in New York.
MacPhail said the board
would discuss strategy,
but he would not
elaborate.
Players have been
waiting for a proposal
from management on
their pension demands.
The players want onethird of baseball's $1.1
billion network TV con-

it independently of
whatever we're doing.
... He's tried to keep a
neutral position. He certainly hasn't been on our
side in a lot of areas, so I
just have no idea what
he has in mind."
Both sides have rejected initial proposals
in these big-money
areas, and neither has
made a counteroffer.
Fehr said, however,
that he felt there was
still time to avert a
strike.
"We have eight full
working days. That's
enough time. I've seen
issues just as complex
resolved in that much
time," he said.
"Whether the parties
will do it, that's another
question."

Filth Flight
(Handicaps ea and Up)
Leon Riley
97-94-181
Bob Rose
91.94-185
Bob McGaughey. Jr
94-92-188
Eddie Mastera
91-95-186
Buzz Buzterlo
05-92-187
Paul Loge!
97-91-188
Dan Morris
96-134-190
Darryl Hughes
96-97-193
Jerry Berry
100-96-195
Keith Smith
100.95-195
Holmes Ellis
99-97-196
Tom Gentry
101-95-198
Arthur Proctor
94-103-197
Frank Higginson
97-101-198
Bob Durden
104-98-202
Scott Jansen
104-104-208

Announce the formation of a

Southsode of the cl square

Mato Auto Insursneo

owners.
"Having said that, I
don't denegrate the role
as chief executive officer of a major corporation. ... If, in that
role, he and his constituents want him to be involved, I assume he
will. We will work with
whoever is there," Fehr
said.
The two sides in the
negotiations met for
about three hours Sunday evening. It was the
second session discussing non-economic issues
to try to clear the decks
for more important
items, such as pensions,
salary arbitration and
free agents.
"I hope we may move
onto those issues tomorrow or Tuesday," said

Roger Mathis
83-81-164
Jerry Lee
82-83-165
Bob Woodsman
83-86-189
John Lovett
86-84-170
Troy Wilhelm
86.84-17))
Pete Haygood
.., 88-84-172
Greg Seay
88-85-173
Kent McClain
83-90-173
Steve Tucker
87449-176
William Vance
. 90-83-173
Darryl Durham
0-0-176
Joe Oakley
89-88-177
Ryan Congdon
91-88-179
Jim Berry
87-92-179
Jack Durden
90.91-181
Phil McKnelly
88-94-182
Bill Pasco
94-90-18-4
Rob Miller
94.90-184
David Graham
95.90-185
Lynn Smith
99-90-189
Steve Cunningham
102-87-189
Gary Baker
95-101-196
Jett Bond
98-100-198
Woodrow Holland
108-99-202
Ted BIllington
97-108-205
Richle Hughes
110-107-217

-

Try Patsy'i Homemade Piesd
- -;Place Ain't Fancy....But Sho Is Good Food r

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

75 -0045

Blackmar takes Hartford title
CROMWELL, Conn.
(A?) — Phil Blackmar
sank a 10-foot putt on the
first hole of sudden
death Sunday -- the 37th
hole of the day — to
break a tit with Jodie
Mudd and Dan Pohl and
win the $600,000 CanonSam.my Davis
Jr.-Greater Hartford
Open.
Mudd, putting first on

the par-3, 172-yard 16th
hole, slid his 13-foot putt
past the cup on the left
side.
a
Blackmer, 27, then
rolled his putt straight
into the cup.
Putting last, Pohl left,
his eight-foot putt short
and Blaskmar was left
with the golf tournament's $108,000 first
prize.
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Lakeland falls to Mid-Kentucky in state Sr. Babe Ruth finals
OWENSBORO, Ky. For the second straight
time Lakeland has
brought home the Senior
Babe Ruth All-Star state
runnerup trophy. For
the second straight time
Mid-Kentucky witIked
away with the title.
For some, a second
place in the state
playoffs might be
reason for celebration,
but for Lakeland
manager Steve West,
second best just wasn't
good enough.
"A lot of people get
excited about second in
the state, but I'm very,

very disappointed for
our guys. We played a
couple of top-notch
games, but like I told
the boys, the best team
is the team that wins it
all."
Lakeland, comprised
of baseball players from
Calloway, Livingston
and Marshall counties,
came close to being the
champ in 1985, but
fighting through the
loser's bracket was not
the best route to take to
the title.
In Sunday's championship game against
Mid -Kentucky, the

Lakeland stars fell
behind 4-1 before cutting
the gap to 4-3 in the,
fourth inning.
"At that point," West
recalled, "we were in
the ballgame, but two
costly throwing errors
by our shortstop Mark
West directly cost us
two runs and indirectly
cost us three. From
there we went downhill
and after the smoke
cleared it was 9-3.
"If! had to find a turning point in the game
those errors would be
it," West said. "After
they got that much of a

lead they brought in
their big lefty eSteve
Paar) and he shut us
down."
Mid-Kentucky went
on to post a 10-3 victory
for the title.
Lakeland-. managed
only three hits off Paar
and starter Eddie
Murcer. John Mark
Potts tagged two singles
and Shawn McClure
reached base with a
bunt for Lakeland's only
production.
Lak.eland went
through three pitchers
Chuck Adams, Stacy
Dowell and Mitch

Grogan with Adams be- run in the first inning. doubled and tripled,
bases in ths first inning,
ing pinned with the loss. Buechel never threaten- Shawn McClure
hit a tri- but couldn't score. In
Perhaps the most ed again until loading ple and Greg Futrell
hit the second and fourth
disheartening part the bases in the seventh a double.
frames the Lakelanders
about the tourney for frame.
Altogether the stranded two runners
the Lakeland squad, acLakeland scored its Lakeland stars smashed each time.
cording to Steve West, five runs In the third the six Owensbo
ro pitIt wasn't until the
was the close-but-no- game on a passed bail in chers for 14
hits and 15 seventh inning when
cigar feeling the first, an RBI single walks.
•
Potts singled and came
afterwards.
by Joel Conoley in the
Also against -home on Joel Conoleyls.
"Overall, we had a third, an error in the Owensboro, Lakelan
d RBI hit, that Lakeland
well-balanced team and 'sixth, and in.the seventh turned doublepl
ays in was able to avoid a'
except for a few in- an. RBI single by Stacy
the fourth and sixth inn- shutout.
dividuals on the other Dowell and an RBI dou- ings to highligh
t a sterl•luampionship Game
teams in the tourna- ble by Brad Skinner.
ing defensive effort.
Senior Rabe Ruth
ment, I wouldn't have
In Owensboro,K.
In the 21-0 slaughter in
In the opening game MID KEN'!"
'CKY
400050 1 - Is
traded any team for the second game, Todd Saturday, Lakelan
d was LAKELAND
1101000- 3
Eddie Murcer, Steve Paar 5
ours," West said. "None Ross drove in three runs -sent to
the loser's Chuck Adams Stacy
Dowell 1 .
of the teams up there with a double, then hit a bracket in
an 8-1 loss to Mitch Grogan Si. WP - Murcer
had as good a pitching solo homer in the Louisville
LP - Adams
Buechel.
Lakeland tourney record 52 in
staff as we had. One or seventh. Mark West
Lakeland loaded the eluding 3 0 district tourney two of them may have
had one pitcher who was
more over-powering
than our best. We didn't
have anyone who was
overpowering, but we
were very deep."
West praised the effort of Rusty Wright, the
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
closest thing to an overpowering pitcher that
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
the Lakeland squad had
over the weekend.
Wright blanked
LINDY SUITER
901 SYCAMORE
Owensboro, 21-0, in
Saturday's second game
allowing four hits, two
walks and fanning seven
Maior League Baseball
batters.
West Division
AMERICAN LEAGUE
LO, Angeles
56 40 is3
"When we needed
East Division
San I nego
53 46
535 4',
leadership the most,
WI
(*du-inn:41i
Pct
GB
51 45
531 5
Toronto
62
37
Houston
626
45 54
Rusty stepped in and
455 12s,
New York
Atlanta.
559 7
53 42
43 54
4-43 131
,
pitched an excellent
Detroit
52 44
542 .I, S.in Francis.- o
39 60
394 AO,
Boston
52
46
531
its,
Saturday s Games
game for us," West
Baltimore
San Diego 2 St Louis 0
50 48
521 Ins,
noted. "Rick Grogan
Milwaukee
41 54
Lc. Angeles 5. Chicago 4
432 III
Cleveland
30 66
Philadelphia 5. Atlanta 4
313 3042
came in and did the
West Division
San Francisco S. Pittsburgh 3
same thing in the third
California
56 12
Cincinnati 7 Montreal 6
571 Kansas City
game, especially after
52 44
New York 16. Houston .4. 1st game
542 3
Oakland
51 47
New York .7. Houston 3 2nd game
520 5
he started throwing
Chicago
48 . 47
505 6i,
Sundays Games
Seattle •
from the stretch in the
46 52
Montreal 6. Cincinnati 0
469 10
Minnesota
Houston :2. New York 4
45 51
469 10
third inning."
Texas
Philadelphia 7. Atlanta 3
39 59
398 17
Grogan -threw a twoSaturday's QM%
St Douis 4. San Diego 2
Toronto 8, California 3 •
Nan Francisco 3 Pittsburgh 2. Ai irininigii
hitter to beat Louisville
Seattle 10. Boston 3
Chicago 9. Los Angeles 2
Buechel. 5-1, in the first
Baltimore B. Chicago I
Mondkr'sGames
Kansas City 6. Cleveland 4
Montreal 'Smith 1.2•3 at New York .,.Agullera
game Sunday. He WalkMilwaukee 4, Oakland .3
ed three and struck out
Minnesota 11. Detroit 4
San Fraricisco .Blue 5.3. at Los Angeles , Welch 5 1
New York 14. Texas 2
two and gave up the only

SCOREBOARD

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

Major League Baseball Standing's

STATE RUN NERUP - Lakeland All-Stars finished second in
the state Senior Babe Ruth baseball
tournament held in Owensboro Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
Lakeland finished with.a 5-2 overall
record in both the district and state playoffs. Members of the squad
include (front row,from left) Mitch
Grog-an, Todd Ross, Dennis Thurrnond,.Shawn Parker, Rick Grogan,
Rusty Wright, Stacy Dowell, (second row) manager.Stt.ve West, bat-boy Jason West, Brad Skinner,
Chuck Black, John Mark Potts,
Shayne Wilkins, Jimmy Taylor,(back row) Danny Watkins, Mark
West, Chuck Adams, Shane Stokes.
Joel ('onoley, Greg Futrell and coach Jeff Oakley.

Baseball Hall of Fame

Cardinal basepath demons become honorary teammates
COOPERSTOWN,
N.Y. (AP) - Enos
"Country" Slaughter
and Lou Brock,
basepathcrernonS in different eras for the St.
Louis Cardinals,
became teammates for
a day when they entered
baseball's Hall of Fame.
Slaughter, who helped
the Cardinals to World
Series titles in 1942 and
1946, had to wait 20
years for election to the
Hall of Fame. Brock,
the game's premier
base-stealer and key to
St. Louis' two world
championships in the
mid-1960s, was elected

in his first year of
eligibility.
Joining the two exCardinals in this year's
Hall of Fame class were
relief ace Hoyt Wilhelm
and the- late Arky
Vaughan.
"I made my choice to
follow my dream and
become a major league
ballplayer," Brock said
Sunday during investiture ceremonies at
the Hall of Fame.
Brock, greeted by
chants of "Lou, Lou,
Lou!" by Cardinal fans
among the crowd of
about 5,000, recalled
that as a black child

growing up in the South,
he was influenced by
radio broadcasts of Cardinal games.
"The Jim Crow law
excluded me from the
mainstream of society,"
said the 47-year-old
Brock. "Sports,
especially baseball, fed
my fantasy of what life
could offer. Life does
not often provide an opportunity for a person to
make a clean choice."
Brock stroked 3,023
hits and set a major
league record with 938
stolen bases, including a
then-record 118 in 1974.
Slaughter feared he

Pfeltz makes Guinness Book
sit up and take notice of him
BEL AIR, Md. (AP)
- A 19 -year -old
physical fitness buff
hopes folks at the Guinness Book of World
Records will sit up and
take note of his backing
accomplishment.
Mark Pfeltz of Middle
River spent the
weekend doing situps,
thousands of them, at a
karate school here.
By Sunday afternoon
after he had completed
45,005 of them - 1,587
more than the current
record -holder, according to Mylinda Hunt,
his girlfriend and official counter.
He was delayed by

bouts of nausea and ended his quest at 2:15 p.m.,
said Ms. Hunt, 18.
Pfeltz was aiming at
the mark established in
May. by a California
man. August John Hoffman Jr. holds that
record, according to the
London office of the
"Guinness Book of
World Records."
Pfeltz completed
30,000 sit-ups in the first
354 hours but slowed
considerably after
becoming ill, said Mike
Gilbert, owner of the
Scarlet Dragon Karate
School, where Pfeltz
began his marathon at 4
a.m. Friday.

By 4 p.m. Sunday "he
was really, really out of
it," Gilbert said after
talking to Pfeltz by
telephone. "He just said
he was going to sleep
and that's where he was
going to stay."
Pfeltz initially intended to do 65,000. "I want
to make sure I beat him
good," Pfeltz said Friday. "I have the determination and the drive
to do anything in the
world I want."
But after suffering
from nausea Saturday,
Pfeltz modified his goal
to 50,000, Gilbert said.
Pfeltz said he usually
does 1,000 sit-ups in his
daily workouts.

would never become a
member, despite
posting a .300 batting
average for 19 big
league seasons. After
retiring in 1961, he was
passed over for 15 years
in the writers' balloting
before being selected by
the veterans commitee.
"So this is it," said
Slaughter as he strode
to the podium, clapping
his hands.
"The letters and fan
mail I've received have
kept my spirits up," he
said of the years of
waiting. "I never
dreamed in 1935 that I'd
be standing here."
Slaughter was a deft
baserunner in the
"Charlie Hustle" style
made famous 20 years
later by Pete Rose.
Wilhelm, who rode a
single pitch_ - the
knuckleball - toa long
career as a pitcher,
almost didn't get a
chance to play in the
majors.
"I was released from
a Class D team but
didn't give up," said
Wilhelm, who finally
made the major leagues

as a 28-year-old rookie.
The 62-year -old
Wilhelm, who appeared
in 1,070 games and had a
career earned run
average of 2.52, was
named on 321 of 395
ballots cast by members
of the Baseball Writers
Association of America.
He was the top votegetter in the balloting.
Vaughan, who played
for the Pittsburgh
Pirates and Brooklyn
Dodgers, had a career
batting average of .318,
second only to Honus
Wagner's .329 among
Hall of Fame shortstops. He struck out only
276 times in 6,622
lifetime at bats and hit
.385 in 1935, a figure yet
to be surpassed in the
National League.
"My father never
sought fame or glory,"
said Vaughan's
daughter, Patricia
Johnson, who accepted
the bronze plaque for
her father. "He played
baseball because he loved the game."
Vaughan, who.retired
In 1948, died in a boating
accident in 1952

Softball finals held toda
Because of a rain
delay on Friday, the
girls upper division softball tournament championship will be decided
tonight at the city county park complex.
The winners' bracket

Swifties will play the
losers' bracket Royals
at 6 p.m. -If the Swifties
lose the first game
another game will be
played immediately
afterwards to decide the
championship.

examination is Thursday. Aug.1, at 6 p.m. in
the Murray Middle
School gym. Physical
examination lab work
must be done prior to
the exam.
Lab work can be done
any Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday at the

BROOKLYN, Mich. Unser to win a crash- the 250-lap event when
(AP) - PHIlerson' Fit- *lied Michigan 500, his defending champi
on
tipaldi, the two-time first Indy-car victory.
Mario Andretti crashed
Formula One world
Unser, mounting a hard in the fourth turn,
champion frinn Brazil, charge after a late caugot a last-lap assist tion period, was reeling bringing out the 13th'
from Tom Sneva Sun- in Fittipaldi with just and final caution flag. of
day as he held off Al eight laps remaining in 'the marathon race.

American A
ation
EASTER
VISION
W r„1-- Nashs-ille • Tiger,- 53 53.
Buffalo .Chiso.
51
53
Louisville Cards
`.-1
54
Indianapolis Ex
45 57
WESTERN DIVISION
Okla Cit ,P.a
62 42
Denver -Red
4,
Omaha i.to al
%4 51
Iowa .Cub
43, 62
Saturday s Games
apoLis A Oklahoma I it'
a 5 Louisville
a 4 Nashville 3
Bait, 7 14-giver
Sunday s Games
Indianapolis 5. Oklahoma City :
Louisville 3, Omaha 0
Nashville si lava
ienver 8 Buffalo 4

aei,eland. 30, 'Pettis. California
AMERICAN LEAGUE
3,0. Wilson. Kansas City. 30. Col
BATTING 240 at bats Henderson,
ins. Oakland. 25. Garcui
R
New York. .354;
.
. Toronto
25. Moseby. Toronto_ 25
Brett. Kansas City. .351: Boggs,
PITCHING
9 decisions
Boston. .345. Lacy. Baltimore.
Guidry. New York. 133. 513 7 SP,
330. liVhitaker. Detroit, .315_
Zirtsas Oakland 7•2 778 3 12
RUNS - R Henderson New
Roanick California. 12-4
York. 82: Ripken. Baltimore -'73.
750
Whitaker. Detroit, 71: Molitor.
2 94, I) Moore, California 75. 700
Milwaukee, 67, E . Murray.
1,38. Key -Toronto. 94..692. 265.
STRIKEOUTS - Bly- leven
Baltimore. 63; M.Davis. Oakland.
Cleveland, 124. Mon, Detroit, 12183
RBI - E.Murray. Baltimore, 77.
F Banister. Chsago. 114
Burns
Mattingly. New York, 77, Ripken.
Chicago, 113. %Vitt. California. V*
SAVES - Quisenberry.- Kansas
Baltimore. 67. K Gibson. Detrol.
',City, 23, Hernandez. 14etroit 20
85: Rice, Boston, 65.
J Howell Oakland. 20, 1I Moore
HITS - Boggs: Boston, 131.
California. 19. B Jarries Chi.cago.
Wilson Kansas City,- 1-21.
17: Righetti, New York 17
Whitaker. Detroit. 119, PUclrett,
Minnesota. 118. P Bradley. SeatNATIONAL LEM:tit: ,
BATTING 1 240 at bats"
tle. 117
DOUBLES - Mattingly. New
McGee. St.Louis. 33/1. Guerrer
Los Angeles, 327. Herr St
York. 31. Buckner, Boston, 26:
Boggs:. Boston, 26: G Walker,
.325: Templeton, San Diego Aff.:
Parker, Cincinnati. 299 Itain.,
Chicago. 25; Cooper, Milwaukee.
Montreal. 299
24.
TRIPLES - Wilson. Kansas CI
RUNS - Murphy. Atlanta 76
Raines. Montreal 71 Coleman
ty, IS. Puckett. Minnesota. 10,
St Louis. 69, Guerrero Los
Butler. Cleveland. 8. Cooper,
Angeles. 69, Sandberg (131. ago.
Milwaukee. 8. 7 are tied with 5
66
HOME RUNS - Fisk. Chicago.
RBI - Murphy Atlanta; 77.
26: Da.Evans. Detroit. 22,
Herr. St Louis, 74 Parker. Cm., In
Kingman, Oakland, 22. Fresley.
natl. 72. .1 Clark. St Louis 71
Seattle. 22, G Thomas. SeatUe. 53
C. Wilson. Philadelphia *9
STOLEN BASES - R.Henderson. New York. 45. Butler.
HITS - McGee St Louis I1si

/

ESOSed

Si"
545:4
re

:;TOLFN BASES - Coleman
st_Louis. €9. McGee. St Louis, 35
Raines . Montreal 35, Lope,
Chicago 37. Redus. Cincinnati 38
PITCHING 8 decision-s
Franco. Cincinnati %I. 9111-/
Gooilen New York. 15-3. .3:"4
Hawkins, San Diego. 13.
,
3 11 Andulan,. St Louis 17 4 -3 ,
7:41, A Smith, Montreal. 12-3. ,01
245.
STRIKEOCTS - Go(xien.
York, 163.'Soto Om-Annan 14,
Ryan Houston 135. Valenzuel.,
Igis Angeles 134 .1 I iel on
shurgh. 116
SAS ES - Reardon 1,10ntrot
25. 1.e Smith Cint.ago
CrOliSagf • San Diego. 21.
••
Cincinnati IF, Sutter_

753-8355

Per Person
Oh: Occupancy

$
22900

P
Oe
brl POccupancy

Round Trip Alr.,7.r.,S. Lou ,s Las Vegas
3 Nights Hoeo :-\ ca--,
- nodatians Tax

.

FOR RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION CONTACT

AC, Defogger, PS, AM 'FM

on

;
1 --

Round Trip Afore Sr L..,'L. s Honolulu
Round Trio .4,
;-_)c,rt Hc.e T-,:ins4ers
6 Nights Hotel Acca-r-nod..:t c,-'
.s
"Flower Lei &EP. r- T axes ;Ind Grcrui,es
,
Continental-6, t- • • )„. Br ..es,,,,

VEGAS FROM

INCLUDES

4 Dr.
Auto

GB

•
Gwynn. San Diego. 115. Herr
St Louis, 115. Parker. Cincumat,
112'. Sandberg. Chicago. 10k
DOUBLES — Wallach. %cm
meal. 25, Herr. St Louis 23. 7 are
tied with 22
TRIPLES - McGee. St Lou,
12 Raines. Montreal. 8 Sainue
Philadelphia. F. Col,-mar
St.Louls,'6. Gladden. San Fran
viseo.. 6
HOME RL'N'S - Murphy Allan
ta 26 Guerrero. Dos Angeles. 23
'Horner. Atlanta 20. - J Clark
St 1 Awls 19. Parker Cmcirinall

901 S. SYCAMORE

LAS
1985 Nova

Pet.50.
454
446.
417
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INCLUDES

5 17383

Fittip-'aldi- captures'Michigan 500-title

'Minor L ague

Major League Baseball Leaders

Calloway L,ounty Health
Center from 8 a.m. until
3:30 p.m.
Physicals are required for th following
activities at MMS: 7-8th
grade football. 5-6 grade
intramural football,
7-8th grade basketball,
track and cheerleading.

..Only games scheduled
•-•
Tuesday's Games
____st 'Louis at Chicago
Montreal at New York, ,n1
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh n
Houston at Cincinnati. ,n
San Diego at Atlanta. , n
San Francisco at Los Anis:les , n

HAWAII FR-0m $49900

MMS sports physical exams offered
Murray City School
System is providing a
free physical examination to any boy or girl
wishing to participate in
middle school athletics
or cheerleading, according to Murray Middle
School Principal John
Nina.
The date for th free

Sunday's Games
Toronto 5. California 1
Seattle 7, Boston 2
Detroit 3. Minnesota 2
Baltimore 6. Chicago I
Oakland 5. Milwaukee 2
Kansas City 7, Cleveland 4
Texas 8, New York 2
Monday's Games
New York i Whitson 5-7. at Cleveland Blyleven
9-101.
Toronto Key 9.4i at Baltimore mBoddlcker 10-10 ,
n
Kamm City 4Saberhagen 11-51 at Detroit Petry
OD
Texas 4Hough 9-10i at Milwaukee I Higuera 7.13m. .n
Minnesota i Viola 10-0 at Seattle,i Young 7-11
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
New York at Cleveland 2
Kansas City at Detroit, in
Toronto at Baltimore,in
Chicago at Boston. in,
Texas at Milwaukee, in.
Minnesota at Seattle. ,n
California at Oakland. In
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
Pct
St Louis
59 37
615
New York
56 41
577
Montreal
566
56 43
Chicago
51 16
526
Philadelphia
44 53
454
Pittsburgh
31 65
323

Band A TRAVEL SERVICE, Ltd.

Per Month

mo closed end lease plus
ryny4 in.

DWAIN
S. 12th St.
Murroy, Ky.
TAYLOR
502-753-2617
CHEVROLET, INC.

..

105 South Sixth Street
Irvin Cobb Building
tio-dacoh, Kentucky 42001
(502).444-6333
Ky. Watts(800) 231-7997

-

Mon -Fri 9 AM 5 PM,Sat 9 AM -1 PM
-

WesiA111111

411

_

_

ne....eaestmeAtIer lee-wERNINOM•al

IMP!4h61. 1.10.01611MMIBM• 01•411111011•MW
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CLASSIFIEDS
By Abigail
1

Van Buren

DEAR MOM: I'll probably get
a lot of flak for printing your
letter, but it was one of many
bearing the "better safe than
sorry" message. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: "Disappointed
Mom" could have been me a few
years ago. My daughter also had
*straight A's, was active in church
and showed much potential. She
became sexually active when she

I

I

liegal

Legal

You are being sued in the United States District Court, in Fort
Wayne, Indiana, Cause, No. F-84-0358, pursuant to the Federal Motor
Vehicle Information and Cost Sayings Act. 15 U.S.C.A. 1981 et. seq.,for
disconnecting, resetting or altering the odometer of a 1981 Oldsmobile
Omega owned by the Plaintiffs. The attorney for the Plaintiffs is
William P. Fox, One Rose Marie's Alley,"The Landing'', Fort Wayne,
Indian's 46802. Unless you answer this judgment by default will be
entered against you for the relief demanded in the coinplaint.
LEGAL CAPTION OF CASE IS: Carl A. Beachy and
Cause No. F.84-0358
Saundra K. Beachy,

was 13, but I didn't know it until she
became pregnant at 14. She didn't
take birth control pills or any kind
of precautions because it's against
our religion.
I never thought it could happen to
her She was so ashamed she ran
away from home. She's back now,
trying to pick up the pieces and put
her life together.
I can tell you, I wish she'd taken
birth control pills when she needed
them
I blame myself for not telling 4ier
about sex and contraception when
she started to ask questions. I
thought if she didn't know anything,
she would be too scared to have sex.
I was wrong. And all along I thought
I was being a good parent.
TOO LATE IN TEXAS

VS

•
Eagle Motors, Inc.
Donald N. Watson,
Avenue Auto Sales, Inc.,
Auto Dealers Exchange

2

Notice

$ 1 ,000b°
CASH REWARD
information
For
leading to the arrest of
or
person(s) and
recovery of property
taken by those person(s) in the break-in of
the Waugh residents in
Sherwood Forest Subd
on July 15th. 1985
Your anonymity will be
protected
759-1049
"

DEAR TOO LATE: Don't beat
yourself up, Mother. Good
parents teach their children that
they can't have everything they
want when they want it. That
includes sex. Children need to
be taught self-control as well as
birth control.

Jim Suiter &
Jerry Henry will
our
in
be
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

CONFIDENTIAL TO "WONDERING": Heed the wise words
of Benjamin Franklin: "When a
friend deals with a friend, let
the bargain be clean and well
penn'd, that they May contifiue
to be friends to the end."
The same can be said of a
relative. Ste a lawyer,and put it
in writing.

Olds Pont Cod Buick

(Every teen-ager should know the
truth about sex, drugs and how to be
happy. For•Abby's bookiet, send your
name and address clearly printed with
a check or money order for $2.50 and a
long, stamped(39 cents)self-addressed
envelope to: Dear Abby,Teen Booklet,
P.O. Box 38923. Hollywood, Calif.
90038.)

t35,CASE sfOuRE(
NTERESTED..

Legal

To: Donald N. Watson and Eagle Motors, Inc.

Moms'Urge. Realistic Approach
To Problems of Teens and Sex
DEAR ABBY:This is in regard to
the letter frqm "Disappointed Mom"
who found her daughter's birth control pills. (The girl was 18, a
straight-A student, active in her
church, and had worked since she
was 16, saving every penny for
college.) Mom said she could not
condone premarital sex, and asked
you what she should do.
You said, "I'm not asking you to
condone premarital sex, but be
thankful she's not risking pregnancy, and love her for her admirable qualities. She appears to
have many."
That was a perfect answer. I have
a daughter who will be 18 soon.
She's also a straight-A student and
has two college scholarships. I told
her everything she wanted to know
about sex, and even helped her get
on the pill when she asked me to.
She was never promiscuous, but I
knew all it would take was the right
time, the right place and a boy she
was in love with. It happened when
she was 17. She told me and I didn't
love her any less for. it..
also have a 16-year-old son who
always carries Trojans in his wallet.
Better to be safe than sorry.
These are the '80s, Abby, and my,
how times have changed! We don't
have to like it, or even understand it.
We just have to be realistic and do
what we can to prevent our precious
children from wrecking their lives in
a weak moment. b an unwanted
pregnancy.
AN UNDERSTANDING MOM

,

2 .Notice

3. Card of Thanks

NO CREDIT
- CHECK!
"LIMITED OFFER

MC VISA

Card Of
Thanks

Receive • MasterCard or Vise
credit card nigardlass of your
past credit history. of Present
marital status
iNo Sayings
Account RequIred,,I

We,the family of
James Parrish,
wish to express our
sincere thanks to
our
friends
&
neighbors for the
flowers & food in
our time of sorrow,
at the death of our
loved one.
A special thanks
to Dr. John R.
Quertermous, Bro.
Jerry Norsworthy,
Linda
Lester,
Sherry Howell and
Martha Norsworthy,
to
the
pallbearers and
Max
Churchill
Funeral Home.
The Family

GUARANTEED!
For application call
CREDIT
1-800-637-6680
(toll free)
WANTED: electronic
junk CB's, computers,
amps, satellite receivers, LNA transmitters, radio's, etc.
Jo's-Palace.
COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora, a new hair
salon. Cuts $5, perms
$25, shampoo/set $5,
manicure $ 3.50.
753-0658. Closed Wed.
•
DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753 2617

Watch for something new coming
to D & T in tomorrow's full page
ad.
1905 Universal Press Syncate

This
u.)As
pRo\E7 FY FUNDS
FROM Ti4E PRIVATE SECTOR

MY COMPLIMENTS TO
-ME PRIVATE SECTOR!

•
`
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HERE YOU ARE,GARFIELP. I CALL
IT"BREAKFAST SURPRISE

IF 1 WANTED A
5URPRI5E.1'P
EAT IN
THE PARK

I.Legal
Notice Of Sale
Public notice is
hereby given that the
United
States of
America,
acting
through the Farmers
Home Administra,..,
fo ,sp.le the,
saTs;~rittc
'ritied
real property:
A tract of land consisting of 77 acres, including a dwelling,
tobaccd barn, stock
barn, corn crib and
two
grain
bins,
lo cated approximately 10 miles east of
Benton, Kentucky, on
Highway 1364.
The property will be
sold under the following conditions:
For cash or terms of
not less than loci,
downpayment and not
to exceed 25 amortized
payments
at
10.75C'
f annual interest
for the balance of the
purchase price. A lOric
deposit is required,
which will be promptly refunded if the offer
is not accepted.
Preference will be
given to a cash offer
which is at least 97r,-r
of the highest offer requiring credit. Acceptance of any bid based
on the condition that
FmHA finance all or a
portion of the sale on
terms will be subject
to approval of the bidder's
credit
by
FmHA.
Offers for purchase
of property will be
sealed bids, and open:
ing of bids will be
public. Bids will. be
opened at the FmHA
office, 104 North Fifth
Street,-Murray, Kentucky, on August 15,
1985, at 2:00 p.m.
Property will be
sold without regard to
race, color, religion,
sex, age, national
origin or marital
status.
Prospective buyers
may inspect the property by appointment.
Bids will be accepted
only on Form FmHA
1955-46, Invitation, Bid
and
Acceptance,
which are available,
along with additional
information about the
property, at
the
FmHA office located
in Murray, Kentucky
(telephone:
502/753-0162).
The Government
reserves the right to
reject any or all
offers.
Dated this 18th day
of July, 1985.
UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA
By: Ronald W. Nelson
County Supervisor
Farmers Home
Administration

Channel 42-your vampire station
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1 Illuminated
4 Confess
9 Cut
12 Fuss
13 Approaches
14 Macaw
15 Overpower
17 Christian
festival
19 Newspaper
paragraph
21 Sun god
22 Send forth
25 Aeriform fluid
27 Shakespearian
king
31 Hurried
32 Not totally
34 Spanish article
35 Hold a session
36 Land measure
37 Until
38 One who raises
1

2
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III
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
HAVE
GOD
SAPS
AREA
ARE
CLAP1
A
S
L A S
A
R
V
SI

A
0

5

6

7

A

A

DOWN
1 100,000 rupees
2 Artificial
language
3 Male turkey
4 Dillseed
5 Representatives
6 Anatolian
4

A

8

T
0 T
EIE
D
D

0
R

E A

10 Islative metal
11 Armed conflict
16 Fruit seed
18 Dinner course
20 Deface
22 Build
23 Pertaining to
9
10
11
the cheek
24 At home
14UU 26 Ruse
•
28 Spanish article
29 Change
30 Hindu peasants
32 Buddy
33 Electrified
particle
35 Strict
39 Symbol for
tellurium
40 Crowd
41 Exist
44 Dress border
46 Lampreys
48 Young boys
49 Marsh
.50 AseNen.
garment
51 Pinch
52 Decay
54 Supplicate
55 Be in debt
56-Permit
59 Hebrew letter

goddess
7 Anger
8 Former Russian
ruler
9 Small rug

6. Help Wanted
EASY ASSIMBLV
WORK! $600.00 pee 100. Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
EXCELLENT Income for home assembly
work. For info call
504-646-0315 Ext. A-719.
)clit.RIENCED
licensed plumbers.
Project location Fulton,
Tn. Phone 901-479-2311.
LOCAL -Mayfield Company now taking applications for sales representatives for
Murray area. Excellent
pay structure. No ex-'
perience necessary, will
train. Transportation
required. Must be 18
years of age. Apply in
person immediately to
313 South 7th St.,
Mayfield, Ky. between
9a.m. & 5p.m.
MAYFIELD Company
now taking applications
for sales positions. Excellent pay & advancement opportunity.
Year round employment. For appointment
& interview call 247-6577
or 247-6604. No experience necessary, will
train.
NEED a babysitter 1/2
a day for kindergarden
child at North Elementary, prefer in my home
& must have own transportation. Call 753-0298
after 6p.m.
NUCLEAR POWER
. . TRAINEES
Rewarding program offers good pay. 30 days
vacation
pay,
with
medical/dental care and a
'5.000 bonus upon completion of training. Must be
17-24,
school
high
diploma graduate Relocation required Call Mon
Thur. 8 8171- 3 pm. toll-free
1-800-238-5580.

NOW HIRING
High school diploma
graduates to age 34 in
rewarding high-tech
skills. No experience required, but must
relocate at our expense
Call for screening interview, Mon-Thur. 8
am -3 pm, toll-free
1-800-238-5580.
SALEg, over 19 years
age? Have pleasant
appearonce, good with
people? Earn while you
learn a new and exciting career. Resort on
Lake Barkley now hiring. Call Mr. Frost for
appointment 502-9245814.
SECRETARY for
medical office, must
type. Please write P.O.
Box 1040-G, Murray.
KY.
.1-'N.h.CH-LANC.LJAUE
PATHOLOGIST. Full
time position with
National Health Corporation in Glascow,
Ky. Provide diagnostics
& therapy in one skilled
nursing facility & out
patient clinic. Will consider CFY/SP or
CCC/SP. For further
Information call Dale
Sandusky. MA, CC/SP,
Regional Coordinator,
Communication Disorders Serices, National
Health Corp. 901-4659861 or write to National
Health Corp. Inc. of
Summerville, Health
Care Center, P.O.
Drawer -D, Summerivlle, Tn. 38068.
TACO Johns now ac•
cepting applications.
Must be clean, hard
working & dependable.
No-phone calls.
9. Situation Wanted
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COWS, steers,
etc.
41 Wager
42 Woody plant
43 Drunkard
44 Possessive
pronoun
45 Concerning
47 Bundle
49 Pennant
53 Frisk
57 Japanese sash
58 Ran easily
60 Female sheep
61 Opening
62 Stalks
63 Obtain

5. Lost and Found'
LOST water ski. Nash
brand, natural wood
finish with black lettering. Lost Wed. afternoon between Wildcat
and Blood River. Call
753-5804.

WILL clean your house
or office. Have excellent references. Call
after
77,:r_p9-1762.
6 .1
o babysitting
my home, infant to 5
years of age. Call
753-0370.
WILL do house cleaning. experienced, dependable, references.
Call 753-6043.
WILL sit with elderly 5
nights a week. Good
references. Phone 7534590.
10. Business Opportunity
SATALLITE system
giving you problems?
We service any make or
model anywhere. Service fleet available. 7
years experience. Call
day or night, 901-4792306.

SMALL Family

One mile from Murray.
Call 759-96154 after 6pm.
13. For Sale or TFade
1973 CHEVELLE• SS,
needs minor repair.
Will trade for dirt bike
or 3-wheeler. Call 474.
221til
.114•••

-14. Want to Buy

rivsm

private party,
tow mileage, good cndi•
non, 2 dr. Chevy or
Ford, 1960's to 1070's.
Call 354.8469 after
5:90p.m.

(:

•
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Want to Buy

GOOD used 4 row
combine. Call 435-4487.
15. Articles for

Sale

FRIG

ATFtE heavy duty
washer & dryer, harvest gold, excellent condition, $350. Call 7594729.
WATRLPOOL 17 Cu. ft.
refrigerator with textured steel door, only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0595.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles, only $6.00 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.
16. Home - Furnishings

WHIRLPOOL

heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections, only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.
22. Musical

24. Miscellaneous
SEASONED firewood
oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30/rick
delivered. Min. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
753-0338.
SEE Dill Electric for
used ai,r conditioners,
new & used electric
motors, motor rewinding & repair. We also
buy used air conditioners. 753-910.4.
WALNUT lumber 1"
thick, various lengths,
1700 ft. Cherry lumber,
.1" thick, various
lengths, 600 ft. Call
901-782-3572.
WHNLPOOL
microwave oven with
700 watts cooking
power, only $4.50 week.
Rudoph Goodyear, 7530595.
QUEEN size mattress &
box springs. Call after
6p.m. 759-1958.

BUNDY

flute, quality
band instrument, almost new, $200. Call
901-644-9077. .
24. Miscellaneous
140 FT. of 48
high
chain link fence cornplete with top rail, post
& 40" wide gate. $120
you take down. 753-3855.
1 NEW A-81 Wheel
Horse Demo- still with
warranty. Save a
bunch. See Keith at
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
GET a Horse- Wheel
Horse of Course. We
have a few new Wheel
Horse mowers in stock
at special close out
prices! See Keith at
Stokes Tractor.
753-1319.
RAILROAD ties, 3
grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call
753 2905 or 435-4343
ROTO Hoe Rear Tine
Tillers going at close
out prices Absolute Net
CoST,"5 HP and 8 HP.
Check our price before
you buy for fall use! See
at Stokes Tractor 7531319.
ROYAL 110 COP)ER
for sale. Provides clear
copies on regular copy
paper, letterhead, etc.
Used in office for
three(3) years and have
purchased a larger
machines to meet increasing office needs.
Excellent for small
business office requir
ing less than 1000 copies
per month. Call 759-9922
between 8:30a.m. and
5:00p.m., Monday
through Friday.
HO% office deit
swivel chair, 3 years
old, tan walnut top. Call
753-3921.
JULY clearance sale.
Used riding mowers- 10
HP Case, 8 HP Sears, 11
HP Gilson, 154 Cub
Lo-Boy, 12 HP M-F, 10
HP JD, 7 HP Snapper.
All the above at special
discount prices. See
Keith at Stokes Tractor
753-1319.
ODD doors- $10.00 each.
Damaged roll roofing $6.00 a roll & up.
American made nails
size 8-20, $16.00 for 50
lbs. Paschall Salvage,
Hazel, 498-8964.
PATIENT lift, wheel
chair, breathing
machine and suction
machine $500 or will sell
seperately. 474-8820.

1

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 319.90
Opened
328.10
Today
8.20
Up

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
MUST sell nice double
wide mobile home For
more information call
753-7849 or 437-4931.
TRAILER for sale.
12x60. see Brandon Dills
Trailer Court. 753-9104.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
OR 3 BR, furnished.
AC/natural gas. Shady
Oaks 753-5209.
29. Heating and Cooling
AIR conditioner, Emerson, 11000 BTU. brand
new still in box. Call
759-1556.
USED window air conditioner. 18,000 BTU's.
new compressor, used 2
months. Call 753-4825.
See at 1406 Hughes Ave.
30. Business Rentals

Stow-A-Way
Mini warehouses
under
new
management.

WHIRLPOOL
Air Conditioners
5,000 B.T.U.
$4.00 Per Week
10,000 B.T.U.
$6.50 Per Week
18,000 B.T.U.
$8.25 Per Week
25,000 B.T.U.
$10.75 Per Week
(With Approved
Credit)

Creekview
Self Storage
Temporary No.
247-.,538
Anyone prniously on
waiting list or needing
storage please call

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

Rudolph
Goodyear
721 S. 12th
753-0595

32. Apte for
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
12x60 2 BEDROOM,
newly carpeted, partly
furnished. Located in
Calloway Co. Call 502247-2853.
1976 12x65 NEW Moon
trailer and lot adj.
structures and storage
building for more info.
Call 759-4093.
1984 14x70, 2 BR, 2
baths, lots of extras, 10
months old. Must see to
appreciate. Call 7539644.
RELOCATING, must
sell. 1983 14x70, 3 BR, 1]
bath, 21x21 living area.
fireplace with insert.
ceiling fans. See at F-2
Coach Estates or call
901-352-3462 collect
anme

Bank Repossession
- Assume loan with
small down payment on a 1979
Parkwood 14x70,
2 BR, A-quality
Northern
made
home with central
heat & air. $1,250
down, $172 a
month. This home
is already set up in
Coach
Estates
Mobile Home Park
in Murray, ready to
move into. Contact
Bros. Mobile
Homes for details,
753-2922.

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
6.11
Opened
6.43
Today
.32
Up

Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM JEWELERS
713 S. 12TH MURRAY, KY. 42071
753 7113
Diamonds
We buy Gold, Silver
Hours: 10-8 Daily, 12-5 Sunday

NABISCO
Snack Products
(2) Routes for sale in this area by
National Distributor. Service Select
Company established accounts.
10-12 hours per week. No special
vehicle needed. Earning potential
of $250-$450 per week. Requires $10,000 cash investment, per
route. We offer continued
assistance, product promotion and
group insurance. Send address,
phone no. and references to Box H
this Newpaper.

Rent

1 & 2 BR apt. near
downtown Murray.
Adults only. Call 7534109, 762-6650, or 436.2344.
1 & 2 BR furnished
apartments. lease &
deposit, adults, no pets.
Call 753-9208 after 4p.m.
APARTMENT located 1
block from downtown
shops & sevices. Call
753-9251 days or 753-0662
nights.
FEMALE house mate
wanted. Must be employed. responsible &
over 21. 1200 per month
plus security deposit.
Call 759-1936 after 6p.m.
FURNISHED apartments, 1 or 2 BEDROOM. Also., sleeping
rooms.- Zimmerman
apartments, S. 16th.
753-6609.
LARGE 1 BR apt. for
single man. Stove, refrigerator. air conditioning, plenty of
parking &,privacy. $135
a month. 759-1987.
ONE bedroom Apartment, furnished, adjoining college. Call 753-3134.
ONE bed-room apt.,
furnished $145. unfurnished $135, air conditioned. Partial
utilities furnished. No
pets please. 753-3949!
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1. 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
33. Rooms for

Rent

ROOMS for girls or
boys near university.
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894.
34. Houses for

Rent

2 BR brick, shade, off
street parking, couples
preferred, no pets, $235
a month. Call 753-6931.
2 BR brick. in town.
washer, dryer, stove,
dishwasher. ac. drapes,
furnished. Rent plus
deposit. No pets. 758'6397.
2 BR house in Lynn
Grove.. Call 435-4547 or
753-6633.
3 BR brick. All Lassiter
Rd., $300 Month_ Shown
by appointment. Call
247-0013.
NEW energye 1171TR-71
BR duplex. heatlpump, stove, refrigerator & dishwasher.
Available in August
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898.

4 0

Has an Opening for an
Assistant Administrator
(1) High school graduate, some
college preferred.
(2)Previous health care experience
helpful
(3) Must enjoy working directly
with residents and families.

Mirrray Ledger & Times
46. Homes for Sale

49. Used Cars

NEAR Hardin. 3 BR, I]
bath, brick. 2 car attached . garage. 15x24
swimming pool, central
heat & air on 7) acres.
$53,500. Phone Gingerwood Realty 502-362.
8948: .
OWNER must s.1.11 Remodeled 3 Ficka home.
Price 1$41,000
15'
Dr
Dr.
753 ,0.
PRICE reduced $20,0045
on this quality 3 BR
home situated on 75
acres southwest of
town, several barns 8r
out buildings on property & good productive
farm land. Offered now
at $95,000. Phone Kopperud Realty 753-1222
for all details.

'77- HONDA station wa
gon, now paint, new
engine. Also, '75 Toyota
Celica• 5-speed with air.
Call 474 2325
'81 CA-PRICE Classic,
2 tone, V8, fully loaded,
many extras. Very nice.
call 753 1396.
GOV'T surplus cars
$200, trucks $100. Now
available in your area.
Call (refundable) 619565 1522. 24hrs.

Produce

Send Resume to:
-Fern Terrace Lodge
•
1505 Stadium View Drive
Murray, Kentucky 42071

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

MITCHELL Paving. Sealing striping, repair
& complete asphalt
installation. All. jobs,
large & small Call
753-1537:
vawrsm. Also, hauling
and yard work
Reasonable rates, good
references. Call Jerry
759-9661
NEED work on your
frees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER*S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care
753-0338
• _

SUMMER is here
Bring your mowers
(riding & push),
chain saws, small engines and welding to
Moody's Repair for
their tune up and overhaul. Cherry Coiner
Road. 753-5668. Free
pickup & delivery. Work
Guaranteed

DAVE'S Window Cleaning Ser-vice. Call 436-2845
or 753-8873.
DENNIS McClure construction, ro-ofing.
painting pl imhIng in753-4725
terior or exterior.
Flloyd McKenzie
Phone 502-382-2689, Rt.
1, Sedalia.
FENCE sales at Sears
PLRPLE Hull peas.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
$7.00 a. bushel delivered.
for free estimate for
Call 759-4799.
r needs.
D potatoes for sale.
FIREWOOD for sale,
$5 a bushel. Hwy. 464.
oak„& hickory..125 a rick
8th house on left past
50. Used Trucks
including delivery.
Temple Hill Church.
*Boxing
1974 FORD window van. Also, tree trimming &
YELLOW & white sweet
*Farming
corn, 14 ears for $1.00.
6 cyc. stick shift. Call cutting. Call 474-8009
*Barn Posts
GENERAL HOMP"
Call 492-8380.
759-9512 or 753-0366.
*Fence
--YOL pick green beans
1984 MAZDA pickup REPAIR. 15 years ex& purple hull peas. $6 a
Spoil LE, 6,000 miles. perience. Carpentry.
Paintin§'
Posts
Excellent condition. concrete, plumbing,
bushel. Call 753-8848 or
Interior & exterior,
*Treated
Lumber
roofing,
siding.
NO
JOB
Call
759-1054 after 5 PM.
753-3373.
quality work Com*Metal Roofing
Ti it true you can buy TO SMALL. Free espetitive
prices
Insured
41. Public Sales
47. Motorcycles
jeeps for $44 through the timates. Days 753-6973.
*Farm Hardware
Over 16 years exnights 474-2276.
GIANT yard sale. Bus- 1978 HONDA 750-K, U.S. government? Get
perience Call Ralph
GMTERiNG
by
Sears.
iness books, clothes, good condition, $500. the facts today! Call
Worley 759-1050
Sears continuous gutshoes, beds, chests, Also. 1981 750 Yamaha 1-312-742-1142 Ext. 2641.
ters installed for your
dressers, bedroom Virago, 2.600 miles.
masitenLENERAL
specifications. Call
suites, couches, chairs, $1650. Excellent condi- 51. Campers
Sears 753-2310 for free ance, roofing, painting
refrigerator, ranges. tion. Call 753-6082.
1977 PAc
Arrow mo- estimate.
etc. 20 yrs. . experience
dryers, suntan qil & 1984 HONDA 200-X 3- tor home. Gen., air,
Free estimates Call
lotion at -$1.00 & $1.25 wheeler. Call 435.4374 45.000 miles, good con- INSULATION blown in 474-2330.
Industrial Drive
bottle, antiques. Some- after 5p.m.
dition, 25 ft.. $9,800. by Sears. TVA ap- nTIJMP REMOVAL
Murray. KY.
thing for everyone. 1984 HONDA Shadow Phone 753-8744.
proved. Save on those SERVICE. Tired of
Phone 759-1099
Trash & Treasure, 806 500, windshield & lugghigh heating and cool- unsightly stumps and
52. Boats-Motors
Coldwater Rd. 753-4569.
ing bills Call Sears mowing around them'
age rack, 2 Fulmer
helmets, excellent con- 16 FT. Summerset boat, 753-2310 for free We can emove any TREE work Complete
stump and leave a fresh removal. topping, tridition. Runs great! 140 hp Evinrude motor. estimate.
43. Real Estate
1 owner, metallic blue, JOINER'S complete seed bed with no dam- mming & stumps re753-7312.
Murray &Fm $1650.
83 KAWASAKI 440 LTD swivel seats, tree service, 32 yrs. age to surrounding moved Insured. Call
H.A. repossessed prowalkthrough wind- experience. Also. lawn. Larry Wood 753- 753-0211
perties. Other listings, including helmet, win- shield, $5000.
492-8429.
stumps mechanically 0211.
WET BASEMENT' We
Murray-Calloway Co. dshield. Sharp, must
16 FT. fiberglass boat & removed 10" below TRF,ES trimmed or make wet basements
Realty, 304 N. 12th St. sell. Call 435-4444.
trailer, 40 h.p. Johnson, surface. Call 753-0366.
removed. Also, yard dry. Work completely
753-8146 or Ron Talent 49. Used Cars
like new. Call 436-2743.
LAWN mower 8z tiller work. Experienced. guaranteed. Call or
753-9894.
1978 GALAXY 17 ft. bow repair. Call Wayne or Free estimates. Call write Morgan Con
CHOICE 35 Acres lake 1960 CHEVROLET 2 dr,
struction Co. Rt. 2. Box
loader, billy drive on Kim .Wilson 3 miles S. 436-2690.
hard
top
Call
437-4608.
front property on Main
409A. Paducah
Ky
trailer, 70 hp Johnson on 121. Phone 753-5086.
1970
GALAXY
Ford,
1
body of lake. Over 600
42001 or call 1-442-7026
motor, all accessories, 2 LICENSEII
Electrician
owner,
90,000
actual
feet of water frontage,
Ross
WILL do bush hogging
tanks less than 50 hours. for residential and
long black top road miles, runs good, $325.
492-8469.
Call 753-8590
commercial.
Heating
Constructio
n
Can
be
seen
at 408 N.
access (Ky. 19181
FOR sale- the cutest and air condition, gas
WILL haul white roCk
Southeast of Murray 8th.
New homes,
sand, lime, rip rap and
near Pine Bluff. Suita- 1971 PLYMOUTH Fury little houseboat on Ken- installation and repair.
Renovations.
masonary sand, coal.
ble for resort, motel or 2 dr. runs good, needs tucky Lake. 33 foot Phone 753-7203.
dirt, gravel, fill sand
All types repairs
super home sites. exhaust, $250. call 436- Seagoing with large
front deck. 4 cyl. Volvo
,Call Roger Hud•son.
Priced under $2000 per 5510.
759-4614
Aluminum
753-4545 or 753-6763
acre. Terms available 1973 DATSUN 610. Make engine, air, shower,
Service Co.
Ken Shores Estates a nice work car. Call .radios, tape player,
excellent condition.
Aluminum and vinyl
753-7531.
759-1668 after 4:30p.m.
siding. Custom trim
ROPPERUD Realty .1979 PLYMOUTH, Du- 'Under $10,000. See at
work. References.
offers and excellent ster, chrome rocket Town & Country Marina
selection of quality mags, white letter tires. or 618-524-2533.
Call Will Ed Salley.
SAILBOAT,
11
ft.
Snark
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
homes with over 200 318 engine, gold with tan
753-0689
''Mayflower",
complete
properties currently of- interior. Very deCUSTOM WOODWORKING
with
trailer
and
acfered for sale. For all pendable car. $800.
ODD job specialist
•
cessories.
up
Holds
to
3
your Real Estate needs 753-7312.
ceiling fans, electrical,
'0 VI ARS
phone 753-1222, or visit 1975 FIAT X19 con- or 4 adults. Call plumbing, fencing. You
SOLID WOOD CABINtTS a•
KPf RI!
f
753-9752.
our office at 711 Main.
RAISED PANEL DOORS•
vertible, extra nice.
name it, I do it. You
.13ircp
• Oak • Walnut • Cherry
buy, I install. YOU
$1695. Call 759-1801.
46. Homes for Sale
qUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
break, I fix. Call 4361976 FORD Elite, ex- 53. Services Offered
KITCHEN. CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
3 BEDROOM house cellent condition. Must ALL
• CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE S FURNITURE REFINISHING•
type masonry 2868.
•
located at Panorama sell. Best offer. Call work, block,
COMPIET1TIVI PRICKS Drop Sy•Sao Our Display
brick,
Shores. Lot size 759-9510.
•
concrete, driveways,
90'x150'. Must sell, $27, 1977 CUTLASS Supreme sidewalks,
• 1212 Main Murray, Ky. 753-5940•
patios, house
500. Call 753-6531.
Oldsmobile, V-6, air, foundations. 25 years
•
°a•
•
•••
•
••
•••
••••••
3 BR-. 2 bath brick, acre , power brakes & power experience.. Free 'eslot, well insulated, new steering, tilt & cruise. timates. Call Charles
roof, built-in BBQ pit, 350 tranSmission. Real Barnett 753-5476..
JERRY ATKINS,& ASSOC.
patio. 758-2499 after rood condition. 492-8613.
Free Estimates
APPLIANCE
5p.m.
1977- FORD Pinto, local SERVICE. Kenmore,
759-1983
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
R'Y owner. 3 BR brick car,
+ actual miles. Westinghouse,
& Circle A Fencing)
ranch home, Peggy Ann Can be seen at 1305 Whirlpool. 23 years PAINTING = Paper
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
Dr. 2 baths, 2 car Kirkwood or 753-8002 experience. Parts and hanging, cotru-nerical or
garage, stove & dish after 5p.m.
Aluminum & Vinyl Siding,
service. Bobby Hopper. residential, Free eswasher, central heat & 1978 CHEVY station Bob's Appliance Ser- timates, References. 25
Soffit & Trim Work,
air, newly painted. Low wagon, 9 passenger. vice, 202 S. 5th St. years experience,
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
40's. Call 759-1472 after $2000. Call 753-7798.
Business 753-4872, 436- Tremon Farris 759-1987
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
43.m. for appointment.
ROBERTS and Walter'
1979 CUTLASS 5848 i home I.
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
roR sale by owner, 2 Supreme, med. blue. APPLIANCE REPAIR: Construction, Roofing,
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
BR house with large lot. low mileage, 1 owner, Factory authorized for Remodeling, General
FENCING
Priced to sell. $16,000. landeau top. new tires, Tappan. Kelvinator and Carpentry. Call 753-5771
Chain-Link•Split Rail'Farm•PrivacY
Call 753-5477.
power seats, windows, Brown. Service on gas ask for Mark.
Financing Available Phone 753-840-7
NEED to move. Price tilt, cruise. $3600. 759- and electric ranges, ROOFING, Plumbing,
Reduced HOUSE and 4005. 753-4953.
microwaves. dis- Siding. Additions,
two lots. 3 BR. dining 1979 MUSTANG. boughf hwashers, re- Painting, General Car.
room, kitchen, living new locally, one owner, frigerators, etc. Earl pentry. P.A. Molony Co
room and utility room. 2 only 38,000 miles. ps, pb. Lovett, 354-6956 or 753- 753 - 8628 . Free
storage buildings, car- ac. Asking $3,300, new 5341.
Estimates.
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
port, grape vines and tires. 753-8702.
BYARS Brothers 8r GENERAL maintenance.
berries vines. Price 1980 BONNEVILLE Sons. Siding, gutters, roofing, painting etc. 20
OFFERING:
$24000. Phone 492-8492.
Brougham. gold on roofs, replacement yrs. experience. Free esAutomobile
JUST listed through brown, excellent condi- windows. 30 yrs. ex- timates. Call 474-2330.
Homeowners
Kopperud Realty, tion, every available perience. Free esFire
several quality. 3 BR option. Asking $4,500. timates. (502)362-4895.
Life
Guaranteed Repair
homes, both in the city Call 759-9400 after 5p.m.
Wedding
'Term
& in the county. Priced 1980 PONTIAC I3onService
Photography
•Universal Life
in the 30's & 40's. Phone neville, 4 dr., cruise,
On Car & Home Stereo
us for more details on tilt, power locks, new
•Guaranted
Issue
753-8298
World of Sound
these quality homes brakes, new tires. Best
For Free Analysis & Quotes •Sonior Citizens
STUDIO
CARTER
S.
222
12th
753-1222. •
Cancer
408 South 12th Street
offer. 753-8382 after
300 MAIN ST.. SUITE Et
753-5865
Murray, Kentucky 42071
5p.m.
IRA s
1 North 3rd Entrance
Ranch Style Brick 1081 LINCOLN Town
car, excellent condition.
10 acres 3 miles E.
Phone 753.7273
Pond & woods. Pasture
8:30-4:30.
for horses. 3 BR, 2B,
1981 OLDS Regency 98,
2300 sq. ft. 2 car gar.
air, tilt, cruise, new
$79,500
tires, rebuilt tra,nsmis753-4160
sion. Call 753-5995..

FOR SALE
LARGE SWEET
CORN .

FARM
LUMBER

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

Onutv-s

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

Hopkins Insurance Agency

Call
r. Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

WOULD YOU?
1. Like to earn $15,000 to $60,000 per
year?
2. Like to work for a 53 year old
company?
3. Like to have some established accounts
and sell within a 30 Mile radius of your
home?
4. Like free major medical benefits provided for you and your family and other fringe
benefits?
5. Like to receive pay while training?
6. Like to talk about joining me and others
who are enjoying all of the above?
CONTACT:
PERSONNEL MANAGER
9 a.m.-12 noon, Mon-Fri.

37. Livestock-Supplies
2 REGTSTERED Tennesse Walking Horses. 1
mare, 1 Gelding, sorrell
color, excellent saddle
qualities. Call 901.7823572.
PONY for sale, full
grown, brown with
white spots, gentle with
children, $100. Call 4362528.

(502)781-7270

Absolute Auction

6 MONTHS old. ARC
registered Collie. -Must
sell. Also, all breed dog
grooming, free pickup 8z
delivery. Call Sue 4365835.

Dan Miller Auction Service
Dan Miller Auctioneer
&
. Shroat Waldrop
Real Estate
Pete Waldrop Broker

40. Produce
APPLES for sale. Call
489-2467, -Tucker Orchards Landfill road.
AKC German Shepherd
puppies, black & tan,
excellent blood lines.
Very good with chil
dren. Easily 'trained.
901-247-3374 after 4p.m
EAGAL, 4 years Ord,
male, good hunting dOg
Call 753-2708 after 5p.m
MEG. Brittany Spaniel
. pups, good hunting
stock, males $125 Call
395 7793

PAINE 13

•

38. Pets-Supplies

Fern Terrace Lcidge
of Murray

MONDAY, JILL,/ 29, 1985

•

Taxi Cab Service
911
TROUBLES
If it's with wel
pumps, plumbin
or electric, then f
have the answer.
Calf John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering servic
provided.

Tecrns & conditions: 20% down of selling
price day of sale. Deed will be 30 days or
sooner. Taxes will be provided.

•

a

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Akominum end Vinyl
Cvstom trio
work. References.
Coll Will Ed Begley,
753-06119.

ILL

'CHIM-CHIM
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
Cob NA • E
E •••••••,•
0•••••• Weft Good INor••
CHINN( CIE A %ONG
••000,Wtotot16
C•P1W,
“Ork mats

753-3445

'

RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

Friday, Aug. 2nd 5 p.m.

meet". tenettuction. 3-BR,liteat-rocirn,.eat-Ln kitchen. 2 bath, 1 acre lot with
well & a partial septic tank. House is 1400'
sq. ft. (30 x 47). Lck-ation: 94 East to Hale"
Rd.
mile south on Hale Rd. See signs

Police
911

6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Wesk
Phone 753-5351 /753-5352

J

41.• Ososanol!loads Hod ror
rlor ileekw hew solos sad re
glee la hikorrey sad Colleyrey
Covet,/
5010119•1111•.

753-5151

Send
your
packages the easy
way
Use-our convient
service We accept
UPS packages ter
'men!
-

COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES
Downtown

Court Square
753-7499

c,ree

CaPpe

Poison

petsnin9
(
•CGrii'a

Satisfaction
Guaranteed

Call...
753-5827

Contro'.
753-7588

4-*-

•
1100~89,0110911191.
ro.....001001111.1mookoMmodoopow000..11140009111
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Kentucky News In Brief

•

JEFFERSONVILLE, Ind. (AP) — A
Louisville, Ky., man wits killed Sunday when his
car struck a bus head:on a few Miles north of
Jeffersonyille.
State police identified the victim as John
Birkimer, 20.
Police said Birkimer's car was headed northbound in. the southbound lane about 2:15 a.m.
when it struck a bus driven by Mark Turley. 23,
of Nashville, Tenn.
Four of ttig passengers in the bus, all from
Nashville. were injured and taken to Clark County Hospital.
ALBANY, Ky. (AP) — A Frankfort man
drowned Sunday in Lake Cumberland after jumping off a waterfall, state police at Columbia
said.
The victim was identified as Dennis WOrd. 24.
State police said Word jumped from a spot
;mown as 78 Falls near Albany in Clinton County
about 1:30 p.m. and never resurfaced. His body
was recovered a few hours later by the Clinton
County Rescue Squad.
————
L. • OWENSBORO, Ky. iAP ) — Typical revenue
sources are drying up and Kentucky's future
municipal leaders will face the challenge of providing more service's without raising taxes. Lt.
Gov. Steve Beshear said in a speech.
While Kentuckians say they want more from
their municipal and state governments, surveys
show they are unwilling to pay higher taxes,
Beshear said Saturday at the Kentucky
Magistrates and Commissioners Association
convention.
He also noted there .will be less federal aid
available to finance major public workS
projells.
Beshear. who recently has been stumping informally to rally.DemoCratic-support for a-possible run for governor in 1987. recommended four
ways to help finance repair and construction of
bridges, roads, jails, sewer yStems and other
public properties.
•
— Recruit specialists from the private sector,
to participate in fund-raising campaigns.
— Establish special trust funds with money
from annual budgets to -pay for capital
improvements.
•
— Use private developers to build roads—arid

sewer lines in subdivisions before a county takes
over maintenance of the systems.
— Use bond programs to pay for improvements to roads, bridges and public
buildings.
To help plan for the future, he said, the state
should commission a study to determine the condition of jts infrastructure and develop ,short:
term and long-term plans for maintaining the
'system.
/
Dairymen Inc., the
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(
'Louisville-based milk cooperative with members
In the Midwest and Southeast, has made U.S.
Sen. Mitch McConnell. R-Ky., a target of a letterwriting campaign.
McConnell, a freshman congressman, persuaded the Senate 'Agriculture Committee last
month to eliminate a program that had authorized federal purchases of ultrahigh temperature
milk for shipment overseas.
The product. commonly called UHT milk, is
manufactured domestically by three producers.
including Dairymen. It does not. 'require
refrigeration until it has been opened, but has not
been selling well in the nation.
McConnell called the government support program a bailout for Dairymen and a "rip off" of
the public.
The cooperative, in reaction to McConnell's attack, has written several messages it wants 1,800
members to send in letters of protest to
McConnell.
McConnell's chief aide, Janet Mullins, called
the campaign outrageous. The cooperative's executives, she said, "exercised poor business
judgment when they tried to market UHT7 and
now it looks like they're exercising poor political
judgment in attacking Sen. McConnell.
The support plan had been guided through Congress by ex-Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston, the
Democratic- incumbent who was defeated last
November by McConnell. Huddleston, a
legislative consultant, has Dairymen as one of
his clients, a co-op spokesman said last month.

Ar)._

SOMERSET,Ky.(AP) Cumberland Security Bank will retain Pulaski County's oldest bank
charter when it opens its doors for business for
the first time Thursday.
The merger of First State Bank, the county's
oldest bank, and the Bank of Somerset was

finalized last week when a federally-required
waiting period expired, said Mac Godby, .executive vice president of First State Bank.
The new bank will have assets of $41.8 million,
making it the third largest in Pulaski County, he
said.
Shareholders from both banks approved the
merger last June..First State Bank has about
$14.5 million in assets and the Beni( of Somerset
has $27.3 million.

Clellan Prewitt, a businessman and majority
stockholder of both banks, will become chairman
and president of the new bank.
George Tom Price, executive vice president of
•1 the Bank of Somerset, will become the chief executive officer and executive vice president of
Cumberland Security.
Godby will remain as executive vice president
of the new institution.
————

Waxman: AIDS research being short-changed
•WASHINGTON (AP)- Hopes
for a drug to fight the deadly
AIDS are dimming because the
Reagan administration refuses
to adequately fund researeh,
says a California congressmen
who dismissed a new request for
more money as "a drop in the
bucket."
"The administration has
refused to treat this disease with
the urgency with which it should
be dealt," Rep. Henry Waxman,

•
D-Calif., said Sunday on the CBS
News program "Face the
Nation."
But an administration official
denied the charge, saying AIDS
research is a top priority with
the administration.
When asked why some
Americans - including actor
Rock Hudson, whose case has
received wide publicity - have
gone to France for treatment,
Waxman said U.S. AIDS

research is lagging behind the
problem "all around the world."
"We don't have drug therapy
yet," said Waxman,who heads a
Congressional subcommittee on
health. "We hope that we will
have some soon, but without putting more money into research,
that hope is a very dim one."
About 12,000 U.S. cases of the
disease, formally known as acquired immune deficiency syndrome, have been diagnosed,

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To fina out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR TUESDAY,JULY 30, 1985
, now. Attend to household duties.
ARIES
clearly. This-is not the time to push
VIRGO
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
yourself forward. Be low-key.
(Aug.23to Sept22)
Career -interests- re4bire steady
AQUARIUS
Do revisions on creative work.
application now. Try not to let
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Mentally, you're on top of things now
distractions interfere. Hard work is
Play it safe in business interests.
and capable of serious accomplishthe key to success.
Avoid time wasting pursuits now.
ment. Social life is iffy.
TAURUS
Judgment maybe off in dealings with
LIBRA
(Apr.20to May 20)
close ties.
(Sept.23to Oct.22)
Defer to a close tie's wishes
PISCES
Oldie
It's not the best time for having
regarding travel. What you know in
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
midrit
your heart to be true may be difficult
company over. Concentrate on what
Catch up with social obligations.
has to be done at home base. Restock
to put into practice now.
You owe someone a visit. Others are
with everyday necessities.
GEMINI
11-intentioned, but their views may
(May 21 to June 20)
SCORPIO
• er from yours.
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Make a point of working for
The opinions of others may well . YOU BORN/ TODAY are creative
long-range financial gains. Avoid the
throw you ofticourw_Trust your own and originaL You have a unique.
temptation to spend frivolously. Con,
judgment. Tact is needed with fellow viewpoint on many things and will
centrate on immediate tasks.
employees oir the job.
CANCER
have success in creative areas. WritSAGITTARRJS
(June 21 -to July 22)
ing, reporting, acting, singing and
Loved ones require your help now. (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
teaching are some of the fields in
You're wise to follow a.conserva- which you'll find fulfillment. At times
Be patient while others are under
tive course in business. Be not so you're suspicious of others and do
duress. Familiar pleasures are your
quick to reveal your plans. Avoid not warm up to them quickly. You'll
best bet for entertainment.
excessive spending.
LEO
find that a cheerful attitude will help
CAPRICORN
(July 23to Aug.22)
pave your road to success. Birthday
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
of Emily Bronte, writer; Henry Ford,
Distractions may well interfere
with work that has to be done. ---- Some sound advice from an old automobile manufacturer; and Paul
friend helps you see things more Anka; singer/composer.
Domestic interests are highlighted

mit

A

tat
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Just for You Senior Citizens
Every Monday through Wednesday receive a
FREE drink with any meal.
Menu Sampler
Dockside Platter
8 Oz. Chopped Sirloin
Salad Bar

—
$2"
$399

P.S. Be sure to let the cashier
know you're "Young at heart"
(55 years or above).

4

$2"

Hwy. 611 North, Murray, Ky. C)pen 4 p.m. Mon.-Sat. 753-41,41

tutu

Settle Workman's
Final Clearance

etts

All Men's
Short Sleeved
Poly-Cotton

All

Jumpsuits

When you need a loan,
we've got the answer...

Caps

by Wrangler

All Men
Summer Dress

Pants

Shirts
Size Sm-3x

1/2

/
1 2 Price

All Men Canvas

Swiwwear

Shoes

Price /
1 2 Price

Shoes

•qualified iipplicants,(ink.

Dresses
Misses & Half
Sizes
/
1 2

Price

All Ladies
Summer

Price

Off

Men's Summer
Poly-Cotton
Casual

One Group
Men Athletic

Shoes

Pants
1/2

1 2 Pric
Price /
Girls

Size 2-20 yrs.

Dresses,
Shorts &
Tops

All Boy's &
Girl's

Swimwear

1/2 Price

1 2 Price
1/2 Price /

All Ladies
Summer

All Ladies
Short Sleeved

All Ladies
Summer

Dresses

Blouses

Purses

50-75%

Off

One Group Ladies

Sportswear

Hats

Pajamas &
Gowns
1/2

50-75%

Off

1/2

All Ladies
Summer

Shoes

Price

All
Ladies Canvas

Shoes

3
4 Pricy
1 2 Price/
Price /

••••(•

All Sales Final, No Refunds, Or Exchanges On Sale Merchandise

-7-17Z*RAL SA-1,5114G

+4.syss44 AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

/
1
2

Ladies Short
Sleeve Cotton

50-75%

LINCOLN

Men's Dress
Straw

Shirts &
Shorts

0-24 mos.

1/2 Price

••

All Men
Short Sleeved Dress

Boy's Short
Sleeved

Infant
We

Children Dress
& Casual

Look to Lincoln Federal. When you needa
ban, %:'e've got the answer.
YES.

Pajamas

Price /
1 2 Price /
1 2 Pric

4e

‘Ioney for new cars, family vacations, home
improvements, medical bills, or a college
education.

Shorts

Shirts

All Men

1/2

No question about it.-At Lincoln Federal
‘ve'll go out of our way to make money available
for you.

All Men's
Short Sleeved
Short Leg

1 2 Price /
1/2 Price /
1 2 Price 1/2 Pric
Men's Short
Sleeved Poly-Cotton
& Knit

C

All Men's
Jogging and
Walking

Men's Summer

c1}4^P 0.1-WriTe"
Soolop Woof so SIN NO

Murray 759-4234
1300 Johnson livd.
Other areas in Kentucky, Toll Free 1-800-292-4561

SETTLE-WORKMAN
Across From The Bank of Murray
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Planning for the future
Calloway County Schools:
A winner in 1984-1985
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Teacher excellence
O'Rourke's methods earn
him distinction as teacher
By DAVID TUCK
Staff WrIt•r
it history repeats itself Peter
0 Rourke wants trig Students at
Calloway County Middle School to
be ready for it
.•
11 we don I learn from our
mistakes we could make some bigger mistakes ,n the lulure he says
While his history teaching has
nad an imPa0 on his seventh- and
eighth-grade students O'Rourke
has also been commended tor hs
work by agencies outside Calloway
County Most recently O'Rourke
was named the outstanding history
teacher in grades 6-12 Irorn the first
district by the louisiolle Consishory
of the Scottish Rite of Free Masonry
The Scottish Rite with assistance
from The Kentucky Association of
History Teachers and the Kentucky
Council tor Social Studies, has
recognized the importance of good
teaching by creating the A,merican
History Award for Excellence in the
teaching of American history in the
commonwealth s public private and
church-related schools

Important element in
An
O'Rourke's history 'classes is the
eness of cuvrent news events
,walls ol his classroom are
parered with news clippings from
local and national issues
- We bring up a lot of Current
bedauselhe current events'
of today will be the history of tomorrow. • he said
Much of O'Rourke's success in
teaching can be attributed to his
knack lor directly challenging the
students to learn more than, lust
what they bind in the pages of a textbook More importantly, he encourages them to express their
views
• We get some good discussions
— I love a good fight.' he said
' Too many kids are afraid to say
anything because they think they'll
be wrong but nobody's wrong
O'Rourke takes his classes on
held trips as often as possible utilizing area historical sites such as Fort
Donelson. the Horneplace 1850 in
Land Between the Lakes and the
Ancient Indian Burial Grounds in

t

Wickliffe By visiting Fort Donelson.
his classes see first-hand where
some important Civil War battles
took place
When they see where the people died It means more to them
he said
O'Rourke was quick to note that
everyone in the Calloway County
school system has been extrahetptui with his etforts to promote
history education but he said the
students at Calloway County Middle
School are as good as he could
possibly hope for
- We hare the best kids in the
world here
0 Rourke said
it
burns me to hear people talk bad
about them
0 Rourke and the top history
teachers from six other districts will
be honored by the Scottish Rite of
Freemasons in Louisville Saturday

teie-a

Peter F. O'Rourke II, a seventh- and eighth-grade history
teacher at Calloway County Middle School, listens to comments on current events from his class Thursday morning. O'Rourke has been named one of the outstanding
history teachers in Kentucky by the Louisville Consistory
of the Scottish Rite of Free Masonry and will be honored
by the group in Louisville Saturday night.

Potts named outstanding teacher
Teachers honored

Janlre Potts, vocational
agricullur• teacher at
Calloway County High
Schaal. Murray. hos been
notified by Sam Stenzel.

NVATA Executive Director,
ding Teacher of Vocational
Alexandria, Va
that he Agriculture Award "
has bean named one of the
The region includes the
six regional winners of the
states
of
K•ntucky,
1984 "NVATA Outstan- Missouri,
Illinois, Indiana,

England's
speech team
continues
state
domination

TEACHERS HONORED — Throe Callowr•y County teachers wars
presented outstanding honorary teaching certificates after being
chosen by their schools by AJice McDonald, •tiote
intandent of
public instruction. recently In Ir•nkfort. The Kentucky Outstanding
Teacher •word Program is • special prolect of Supt. McDonald as a
Part of her commitment to recegniz• outstanding contributions and
achievement in the field of education. Pleoegnited were, teen. left, Doll
Redick, North Calloway Itienuintary, Jane Web, Catteway County Nigh,
and Jilien Cooper, Southwest Calloway Elementary

Teacher receives honor

CCHS's Sisk selected
for excellence award
•

-

•

•

Jane Scott Sisk.•teethe. at Calloway County High School, has been
selected for a 1984 Presider/n.1 Award for E•cellerice in Science and
Mathematics Teaching
This announcement was made by G A K•yworth. scienc• advisor to
President Ronald Reopen
She has been invited for an expense-paid trip to Washington. 0 C ,
to. severe days of ceremonies, receptions and seminars
by the National
Scienc• Foundation planned,for the week of Oct 22
The award carries with it a grant of 85 000 from th• National
Sciaince
oundation to her school This money is to be spent by the school under
het itreCtlOn over the next tyro years 10 Supplement but
not neplec•
Other r•eources for use in improving its science or mathematics program. SCCOtchnit to John N Fowww . prposic4 duy,c40
.
She received her•El S in Plant Science in 1960 from the University
of Oklahoma, Norman her M S in Natural ScHoncis in 1965 horn
Oklahoma State University Stillwater did graduate work for 30 hours
beyond N S . 1969 to 1979 at Murray State University attended
•
Teacher Trio ntnp COWS.in %terms Ecology ..414 Eu.td Study Design in
1980 to Puerto Moslos Vcatan Mexico Oregon Stale University
She started teaching at C•Ileway County High School in 1967
Th. Collowey teacher wen nettled OS Outstanding
Teacher of Calkworier'''
.
County High School in feel and recognized as Outstanding
High School
Scisinc• Toecher in t 984 by Sigma KI Club Of Murray State Unrversity
She has served in many school and civic organizations and orogen,
lY la ',tomb*, of the leadership Murray Class of 1984.85 •

SHOWS AWARDS — Jambi Potts, vocational agriculture teacher at Calloway
County Nigh School, shows the plaques
he received by being named one of the
six regional winners of the 1984 NVATA
Outstanding T•ach•r of Vocational
Agriculture Award.

Ohio and Michigan
The awards are sponsor•d by Sperry New
Holland, New Holland. Pa.
in cooperation with the National
Vocational
Agricultural Teachers'
Association (NVATAI The
NVATA Is a nationsl prof•ssional organization
representing vocational
educators
In
agriculture/agribusiness
throughout the United
States.
Vocational agriculture
leachers currently serve
mote
than
1150,000
students In secondary.
postsecondary and adult
education programs in approximat•ly
9,000
communities.
In-school students seek
vocational education in
agriculture for entry Into
th•
agriculturelagrIbusiness
industry
Other students are youth
and adults already In the

world of work who 'wed
vocational and technical
education in agriculture to
improve
th•ir
fob
performance
Th•
Outstanding
Teecher of Vocational
Agriculture
Award
recognizes
NVATA
members who are at this
pinnacle of their profession • those conducting the
highest quality vocational
education programs in
agriculture. This award
recognize* leadership in
Civic,
community,
agriculture/agribusiness
and professional actlyttles_
Sperry New Holland will
provide each regional
award winner air transpor•
teflon. hotel lodging, and•
cash award to attend the
NVATA National Convention in New Orleans, La..
Nov 30 to Dec. 4. Award
winners will each receive
en attractive plaque during
the convention to cornmemorate the award.

Calloway County kindergarten teachers...
One of six models in the state for
innovative projects
Teachers are chosen
to attend institute
Fifty outstanding Kentucky
teachers, chosen from a field of
300. have completed the second
Commonwealth Institut• for
Teachers and are eager to apply
the insights gained from the institute to their home communities
and classrooms.

BARBARA McCUISTON, Emit CalloWey
Eitornentary School, talks with SuperInt
of Public Instruction Alice McDonald at In
•lltutis at UK

JANE COTHRAN, Southwest C•Ilow•y
Elementary School, talks with Superintendent
of Public Instruction Alice McDonald at in•
•titute at UK.

ILA BROWN. North C•Ilow•y Elernent•ry
School, talks with Superintendent of Publl, In
•tructIon Ansi, McDonald at Institute sit UK
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Outstanding teachers combined with interested parents
produces excellent results

I
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REGIONAL WINNER — Members of the Calloway
Middle School Speech Team won the Regional
Speech Tournament held Friday and Saturday at
Mutray State University. The team placed first
with 92 sweepstakes points.

i
vN

,
Graduation
Calloway County High School
graduated 196 seniors Thursday
evening in Lovett Auditorium on the'
Murray State University Campus

CALLOWAY COUNTY GRADUATION —
Commencement ceremonies for the
senior class of 1985 at Calloway County
High School were held Thursday evening
at Murray State's Lovett Auditorium. A
total of 196 seniors received their
diplomas at the school's graduation.

State
champs

Middle
school
winners

FF4 %%inners

The Calloway County High School chapter of
the Future Farmers of America(FFA) won the allevents first place trophy at the 33rd annual FFA
Field Day at Murray State University on Friday,
April 19.

Attm winning the Kentucky High
School Speech League State TOU,
nam•nt two weeks ago. th•
Calloway County High School
Speech Team look its second stet*
title this past weekend by winning
the National Forsinsac League's Kentucky National Qualification Town.
front at Morehead State University.
The tournament covers the entire
state with the top 23 schools In Kentucky competing for the title. CCHS
won the first place overall
sweepstakes award with 51 points.

Pictured above, clockwise from bottom
left, are Tim Weatherford.

Keeling and Jones merit winners
When Mike Keeling and Rebecca
Jones were named National Merit
Scholarship Semifinalists last fall,
th•y were understandably hopeful
that they would be namild finalists
But the odds of thin both making
Id.. Cut. considietiftg no Calloway
student had done so for more than
a decade. may not fare seemed
good

Rebecca Jones, second from left, and Mike
Keeling, to her left, are congratulated by Principal Jerry Ainley, left, and Mr. and Mrs. James
Keeling.

Elementary student wins state contest

Brad Hale 'Si th gradA student at
Southwest Calloway Elementary
School was recently selected a
stale winner in the Kentucky Energy
Cabinet a Energy.. Yams Is 117"
postir contest

Brad Hale stands
with Governor Martha
Layne Collins.

WE,

•

Brad Hale and his
teacher, Mrs. Eleanor
Miller.
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Teacher excellence combined with innovative extracurricular opportunities

Sports
CADIZ, Ky. — As the Calloway
County Lady Lakers prepare for
their version of the KentuckyLouisville Dream Game with
Murray High tonight, CCHS
coach John Orr is worried about
how the team will respond after
Thursday's loss to Trigg County.
"I'm not sure we should have
played last night," said Orr,
whose girls were thrashed
67-50. "I would have preferred
to be practicing instead of getting beat like that. That's for

Ray lights spark for Calloway
as Lakers swamp Todd Central
Until defensive end Tony Ray came into the
picture Friday, the Lakers were struggling
through another one of THOSE nights.
After he made his appearance, however, the
game went Calloway's way to the tune of a 28-13
victory.

Basketball

-

Ronnie Free's mistake turned
into Joel Conoley's belated birthday present and the entire
Calloway County High School
baseball team celebrated.

Calloway rvins.twinbill
in district confrontation
with Mayfield Cardinals

Al
Seim
at As
Alm
GINN
and I
ansoll
Ch••

State champs
Wins will be very hard to collect in the 4th
District this season but Calloway County
earned a pair Friday night at home as the
Lady Lakers and Lakers dropped the Mayfield
Cardinals 62-59 and 66-49 respectively.

REGIONAL CHAMPIONS — Calloway County's girt* track
and field team won the regional championship Mid at
Paducah Tilghman High School on Saturday. Twelve Lady
Lakers qualified for the sub-state meet which will be held
this weekend In Owensboro. TM 12 guslifiers and their
events Include (front row,from left)litelisaa Smith, diectrs;
Anglo Newberry, high lump and 400 meter relay; Regina
Nicks, long lump, 400 and SOO relays; Connie Ross, 300
molar hurdles, $OO and 1000 relays; DeAnn Hargis, 100
meter hurdles, 400 and $OO relays; Pam Torsak, 1600
relay;(back row,from left) K•111 Pierce, 3200 motor run;
Tina Jackson, shot and illseirs; Pam Knight, $OO, 1600
relays; Erica Pearson, morass"; Amberly Moss, high lump.

la

Tennis
6rinte. lake inditidual h....tor

CCHS girls claint Marshall Invitational title
DRAFENVILLE — Marcia Grimes ran away
with the trip individualTro
—phy as she ledWrit- Calloway County Lady Laker teammates to
victory in the Marshall County Track and
Field Invitational Thursday.
Grimes won both the 100 and 200 meter
runs and placed second in the 400 and long
jump. Her efforts earned her the Outstanding
Track Performer Award at the 15-team
invitational.
The Lady Lakers, as a team, ousted runnerup Fort Campbell by eight points, 99-91.

CHAMPIONSHIP CELEERATION — (Top photo)Cathioway County athletic boosters pat up•Wanner honoring the high school's bey* cress ametry team which returned to Murray flisinday sitarnoon with the Class AA state championship trophy. The tease members, Meng with first-year oomph
Den Thompson(slapping off bus In bottom photo) were met at the high school Sunday afterneen
by CC1411 boasters and family members. Wednesday the *tat, champion team will be Mitered
In an II:30 a.m. assembly at the CCNS gymnasium. The peddle Is Incited. For recoutte el time Laker*
end Lady Laker, lath, state meet at tazingtert, so. today's sports 1141K4101%. Pegeoe 10 and 11.

Regional Champions — (Right)Calloway County's Lady Laker golf team wort the regional championship earlier this week, earning the right to
travel to the state tournament which will be
played In Elizabethtown, Tuesday and Wednesday. Members of the CCHS Squad include (from
left) Sherri Lamb, Tabrathia Johnson, Joanna
Gibbs, alternate Shelby Morgan and Terri Lamb.
(SeloW) Mark Waldrop will represent Calloway
County as the regional individual champion in the
boys state tournament played Tuesday and
Wednesday at Anderson Golf Course at Fort
Knox, Ky.
,
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Non-athletic activities

•

Band
itS3

Brownie
troop
The Calloway County High School Band won first places for best field commander and best band Saturday night in Class C competition for the
smallest bands in the 16th annual Franklin-Simpson Invitational Marching
Contest at Franklin, Ky. Calloway County placed second in the field show
in its class.

Class holds

3,

BROWNIE TROOP — At its last mooting for the year, Browni• Troop 316 from Southwest
Calloway Elomentary School prosentel a trio* to ludo In landscaping the now WATCH.facili•
ty. Th• troop oarnod this mon•y and thon msdeftho prosent•tion to fulfill a roquirsimont for
a patch. Thos. present are, loft to right, front row, Mandy Vandyk•, Allison Orr, Bethany
Vanc•, Trac•y W•st, Missy Kay, Adrionno Wislkor, Lindy Cathoy, second row, Alison
Moolionborndt, Hisather N
, Courtnoy McCoy, Mandy Waldrop, Alosia Schempp, Kim
Poole, IA
G•edos, Christy Scott, third row, Nancy Sch•mpp, leader, Martha
Moollenbsorndt, leadisr,..... Williams, WATCH.teachor, Michell* Shoaff. board mombor,
Gail Poole, i•ad•r, and Molly Booth, board chairman

pn 4c'c't

FBLA

Student council

ATTEND CONFERENCE — Thlrleon mernbors and two advisers from Us* Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future Business Leadors of Arnorloa attendod Ow state conforonce hold
at F-ast Convontion Cantor, Ramada Inn, LoulsvIllo. Membors offending wens,from loft, front row,
Jamiss Danierls, Lisa Robinson, Dawn Hale, Carma lit•W•04•10, S000144i row, Scott Ni., Valerie
Gilbort, Tammy Miller, Jill Riley and Lisa Morgan; third row, Grog Jonos, LoHe Parkor, Tina Baker
and Daina Crick. Daniels placod fourth in Accounting I; Hale placod first In Job Intorviow and
qualfflod to compote at Ms National Conforonco In Houston, Texas, this summor; and Calloway
Chapter recolvod first place In Largest Local Chapter Membership.

Computer
lab
COMPUTES Now computers moan now cl
at Calloway County Middle
School. 'Witty Hassell (loft) and Jan Rose (right) aro toaching
th and
•Ighth grade studonts this fundamentals of using computors. Two computor
cl
aro taught eoch day, as well as other Cl
ochodulIng to use Uns
computors at various times.

ART PROJECT — First grade
students in Mary Janice
Cooper's class
at
East
Calloway Elementary School
recently had a special art project. The children collected
detergent boxes which were
painted and then decorated by
the children. The completed
product was a "Cat" Valentine
Mailbox. T.J. Underhill and
Whitney Wright are shown
holding their "cats."

STUDENT COUNCIL — Homeroom Roc...soontatIvos of the Student Council of Calloway
County Middle School •rli, top photo, from loft
bottom row, Traci W•lkor, Ray Roborts, Jon•
niter Garland, Vicky Horrodon. Chantal Walkor,
Deanna Farris, socond row, Randy H
Stacie Williams, Valera Wilson, Jon Rose, Amy
Helm, Christa Surgoss. Sherri* Bogard,Stacy
Parks, Tammy Usher, 1.nigh Anne Purr, Leans)
Banks; third row, Kelley Ill•niter, Beth Honn•
*now, Daphne Tumor, Alan Miller, Chad
Woods, Pal Orr, Kevin Ealey, Cliff Curd and
Tommy Elkins. Not pictured are &stay Whitfield, Kathy IA
, Dana Ingram, Holly
Chorry, Jeff F•ttors, Cindy Kligor•, Chris
Douglas and Rachol Hammock. In tho side
photo are the 1964.65 Studont Council officers
of the Calloway County Niddi. School who ant,
from left, D•nose Cunningham, secretary,
Yanc•y l4ui.. roportor, Tammy P
tr
, Alan Ilaxxell, prosIdont, and Tina
Barrow, vic• presitiont.

Science
fair
T.V.
studies
CURTAIN CALL — Calloway High School student Wendy Porkor, left, and Murray High School
studont Lori Pa yno loans to *borate the television control board In tfisi Fine) Arts Building studio
at Murray State UnlvorsIty. Explaining the controls is Alan Grouln, dIroctor of NISU-TV 1 I . Parkin.
and Payne wore taking • Muffs production class In tho unlvorsity Summer Chalfont. Sore*,
for acarkomically talontod high school students.

via

Seven local students
Seven students from the
Calloway County High School
Chamber Singers were selected by
audition to perform in the 1985
Kentucky Ail-State Chorus.

111 71.11 ti7

Milled

They are Jeanetta Geurin,
Ashley Miller, Kevin R. Crawford,
Eric Roberts, John (Scooter)
Paschall, Lisa Gardner and Jeff
Dowdy.

Lakers" speech team wins
state title
'After winning the Kentucky High
School Speech•League State Tournament two weeks ago, the
Calloway County High School
Speech Team took its second state
title this past weekend by winning
the National Forensic League's Kentucky National Qualification Tournament at Morehead State University.
NEW
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Community support coupled with faculty excellence, innovative extracurricular
opportunities and comprehensive programailing make Calloway County Schools
•

a winner.
Kindergarten success

Dr. Ilollin to be at Callm•a% -whim!
Taylor Mothn leoislattve
Dr
review coordinator tor the Kentucky
Department ot Education, will be at
Calloway 'County High School

•

Wednesday to observe classroom
instruction

•

be shadowing Larry
England. speech and communicahon teacher at CCHS He is visiting
the school as part ot a program
--established by State Superintendent ul Public Instruction Aiice
McDona d
whereby education
department personnel visit schoO
districts to better understand their

clai•Sy operations Hollin is the only
stall member who will be visiting a
school in Western Kentucky
Hollin'will appear on the 'school
televisson station WCSO Channel
28 from 8 30 to 9 a rn He will-be in
terviewed by news director Kett,
Burkeen on Current Focus
the
station s Today show-style program
Burkeen said she will ask Hollin
atxXit upcoming legisllion about
the status ot calamity days to,
school dostricts andabout the
general state ot education in
Kentucky

Middle school
Grandparent Day

Kindergarten students
visit doctor's office

•e

DECA winners are named.

SACS awards
continuing
accreditation
for schools

Southwest

Certificates presented
kr.

MOP

The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, through its commissions on elementary schools and
socondaty schools, has awarded continuing accreditation to all schools
within the Calloway County School
System, by action taken during the
association's 89th annual meeting in
Atlanta, Dec. 9-12.

CCMS nominated for

Students learn in
the community

national honor
East study - unit on
health and food
•••••••

School relations
comniittee •

Calloway County Middle School's
nomination for the national Secondary Schobl Recognition Program
reflects the school's efforts to serve
all of its students and provide advanced academic programs, officials feel.
The Kentucky Department of
Education has identified Calloway as
one of four Matt: middle or jttnior
schools that merit consideration for
the national award. Five state high
schools were nominated by the
department.
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The School District
Calloway Couoty
A School System For The Future

The School District
The Calloway County School System operates three
elementary centers which house grades K-6, one middle
school which houses grades 7 and 8, and one high school
which serves grades 9-12.
The elementary centers had a growing enrollment for the
1984-85 school year. East Calloway Elementary served 508
udents: North Calloway Elementary 584: and Southwest
alloway Elementary had 436 students. Calloway County
iddle School had 506 students enrolled and Calloway
County High School enrolled 922 students. The home instruction program served 18 students. The school system's
student teacher ratio for 1984-85 was 18.5/1.
All schools in the Calloway County School System are
approved by the Kentucky State Department of Education
by the New Standards of Accreditation. All Calloway County
schools are also accredited by the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools.
The programs in the Calloway County School System are
comprehensive in nature. Quality education is evident in
all levels of our schools. The faculty, ranging in certification from B.S. degrees to Phd's, provides a varied curriculum stressing the basic skills. Calloway County
students ranked eleventh out of 183 systems last school
year in the Commonwealth of Kentucky on their scores on
the CTBS-U Achievement Test. Teachers across the school
system utilize individualization, grouping, computer
technology, and teacher specialists to meet the needs of
the students.
Physical education, music, band, art, special education,
gifted/talented, remedial reading, advanced placement
classes, and library classes are an intregral part of the instruction and provides the foundation for educational programs of the future.

It

Calloway County High School
* video
production

Calloway
schools:
opportunities
for all

The Calloway County school board (1-r)i Forrol111111kor,
T.C. Hargrove, Jerry
Overbill!, Robert lik,O•niel and Chalrmae Waller
Spars

Students In Calloway High Scheor• video production class
learn how
to perhwrn on camera as well as behind it

Ky. individualized kindergarten
Calloway schools have one of eeeee mod•I Kentucky Indlviduallred
Kinderg•rten programs In the st•t• Th. program seeks to Integrate
kindergarten-•g• "high risk" and handicapped stud•nt• Into a regular
classroom setting

The Calloway County- High School
State Champion Speech Team
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Calloway County Schools
A winner in 1984-85
and a winner
in the future

f. 4

Calloway County schools
wish to thank:
Students
Parents, grandparents,
and other family members
Faculty and staff
Business and industry
Community organizations
Murray State University
Retired members of the community
Service organizations
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